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-i :.-.: t _:. August 6, 1973 . .- "- .... , _-

. ..

: The Honorable Vicente N. Santos _ - .- ._
President

Fourth Mariana Islands District Legislature _

Second Regular Session, 1973 • •
Saipan, Mariana Islands, 96950

• Dear Mr. President:

Since the First: Regular Session, 1973 of th9 Mariana Islands District

.... ' Legislature, the Marianas Political Status Commission has progressed in
• its negotiations with Ambassador F. }laydn Williams and the United States

Government in all major areas of endeavour, i.e. Political Status,

Economics and Finance, and Lands and Military. It is my pleasure, on

behalf of the members of the Con_ission to report to the District "/

Legislature the: activities and current state of affairs of the Commission.

/ On Monday, April 30, 1973 our Commission. met in full session to accomplish
an education and review program with the consultants prior to the

official meetings with the United States Delegation which began in the

middle part of May. After the first Plenary meeting with the United
States Delegation both sides had concentrated informal discussions in the

above mentioned three areas and as an outgrowth of these discussions
Position Papers were presented by both sides, initially in the area of

Political Status, next in the area of Economics and Finance and lastly in

the area of Military and Land. Attached for your review are copies of

each of the Position Papers presented at these sessions. Additionally
for further clarification of the results of these individual Position

Papers please review the enclosed Joint Press Releases establishing

general areas of agreement bet_Teen the parties•

_r position on Political Status, has to quite an extent, been reconciled,
however certain major areas still need further clarification in the

proposed next round to be held in the fall of this year. It is anticipated

that the next round will be held in the United States. The past two

negotiations were held in Saipan, consequently the United States Delegation
is encouraging the Commission to hold the next round in the United States

preferably in Washington D. C., Hawaii, or Guam. As of this time it would

appear the most favorable alternatives would be either Washington D. C. -



or Hawaii. In reference to the areas of agreement in Economics and Finance

a great amount of work still lies ahead. The last area of endeavour,

Land and Military problems, as you can see by the Po_it_on Papers, leaves

many areas still to be negotiated.

Work in preparation for this next round of negotiations is presently

being developed, amplified, and reviewed by our consultants in
Washington and Saipan. James R. Leonard Associates, Inc. has recently

had three of its economists and planners .in the Marianas for purposes of

.... _; developiz_g material for adequate presentation and justification at _he
_; ........_..:.._.......next session. The Law firm of _'ilmer, Cutler and P__ekering_ represented

by Howard P. Wi].len, Esquire, has been reviewing many of the more specific

questions l.eft open in reference to the Po.litical Status question, and

I also makingS'our kno_m United States leaders
presence to Congressional

and other members of the Executive Branch of the United States Government.
-.In both of the above stated areas the consultants have been in close

coordination and _ontact with myself and our Executive Director for
purposes of additional input and developments, specifically related to the
local scene.

" '_I wo_id like to take this opportunity to especially compliment all the
members of the Marianas Political Status Commission along with the staff

and consultants for the excellent results that have been forthcoming _

to date. I feel the work product as enclosed herein is statement enough

to the spirit of cooperation and work that has been the guiding light

of our Com_lission from the beginning. I feel •confident that the future /
will be just as productive as the past and look for_Tard to the next
round of negotiations as a large stepping stone towards an initial

agreement in all general areas with the possibility of setting up a

Constitutional Convention in the not too distant future. Enclosed for your
review is a financial statement sho+Ting our present funding and expenditures

to date. Additionally enclosed is our estimated financial requirements

between nm.7 and the February session of 1974. The funding, although somewhat
increased for the next six month period relates to the intensified effort

that the CoH_.issiou is pursuing in reference to these negotiations. All

the members of this Co_zission, as well as myself and the staff, will

make ourselves available for any questions the District Legislature may
have, Thank you very much for your consideration of our situation.

Sincerely yours

Edward DL . P_ t_, lin _, Chairman ..
Marianas Political Status Cormnission.

Enclosures.
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}[ARIANAS POLITICAL STATUS CO',._IISSION

s

ESTIMATED BUDGET REOUIR_[ENTS

From Present To February, 1974, _

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES:

Wilmer, Cutler and Pickering

(Legal Consultants) $50,000.00

James Leonard Associates, Inc.
":_'_".........._-_ _' _':_"-'_:_ (Economic and Financial Consultants) 35,000.00 • :........... '

Jame_ E. White
('Executive Director) 8,000.00

COMPENSATION :

Members of Com,nission 15,000.00

Staff i(seeretarial services) 1,500.00

" OFFICE:

Supplies 500.00 ii0,000. O0

TRAVEL AND PER DIEM:

a) Five weeks in United States
the full Con_ission and Staff:

Per Diem 24_500.00

Travel 16,000.00
* SEE NOTE i.

5) T_o weeks in Far East

.. Military and Lands Co._it-tee:

Per Diem . 2,450.00

Travel 3,000.00
* SEE NOTE 2.

e) Two weeks in Far East
Economics and Finance Committee:

Per Diem 2,450.00

Travel 3,000.00
* SEE NOTE 3.

d) Taxi and U-Drlve 2,000.00

e) Miscellaneous 1,600.00 55,000.00

TOTAL ESTImaTED BUDGET: $165,000.00

_PLEASE REFER TO NOTES ON ATTACHED PAGE.
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NOTES:

I) The per diem is based on twenty individuals for five weeks at
$35.00 per person per day. The travel expense is estimated at

v:-s._:,_:_ii:-i>-:::i-:,_-:_,-_-_._':"-_$800.00per person for the twenty individuals,.,. .....- ...... _:.....:

2) The per diem is based on five individuals for two weeks at

$35.0Oper person per day. The travel expense is estimated at
$600.00 per person for the five individuals.

°. _-

! ;
3) The per diem is based on five individuals for two weeks at

$35.00 per person per day. The travel expense is estimated at
$600.00 per person for the five individuals.

•
:

•,:'.
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.POLITICAL STATUS CO_4ISSION
_uriana Islands District

4 : Saipan, M.I. 96950

• 25,1973

Political Status Commission Financial Statement as of July 30, 1973.

F_D

i From District Legislature 1972 Special Session ....... $25,000.00

From District Le6islature Agust 1972 ReL_l_r Session ........... $25,000.00

From District Legislature Febuary 19.73 Regular Sessiq_ ........ $42,100.00

;_ TOTAL: $92,100.00

l

EXPEND I%_ES

1. Travel & Per Diem (Members) ................... ............... $13,257.25

2. Compens_.tion (Members) .................. .................... $i0,155.25

3. Taxi Expenses & U-Drive (Members) ................. ...... _.... $ 1,739.87

h. Office Supplies, Equipments, Furnitures, Others ............. $ 5,410.39

5. Staff Sal_ry. " .$ 1,247.85

6. Cost of Professional Services (_h_."White) ................... $ 7,711.00

7. U-Drive, Per diem, Air fare & Services for consultant

(Ja_mes R. Leonard & WiLncr, Culter & Pickering) ............. $49,51h.43

8. Labor & Materials cost for commission office ................ $ 2,25h.35

9. Per diem, Air fares & U-drive for Honor guests from

Guam/, Hera & Tinian ................................ ......... $ 387.55

TOTAL: $91,677.94-

BAI_];CE: $ L22.06

H6_n_,=_f. "__ndzl ec io

Dist. Treasurer_ Marianas
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POLITICAL STATUS CO]IMISSION
!

Mariana Islands District

Saipan, M.I. 96950

Polictieal Status Commission Financial Statement as of June 30, 1973

............ •.................. %. ..... •

' . .

... From District Legislature 1972 Special Session ................. '$25,000.00

From District Legislature Agust 1972 Regular Session ..$25,000.00

f

From District Legislature Febuary 1973 Regular Session .......... $h2,100.00

":_ TOT#/,: $92 ,i00. O0

,#

EXPE_U31TURES

i. Travel _ Per Diem (Members) ......................... ........ $12,139.05

2. Compensation (Ycmbers) ...................................... $i0,155.25

t 3. Taxi Expenses & U-Drive (Members) ....... " ................ ..$ 1,663.37
I

h. Office Supplies_ Equipments, _arnitures, Others ............. $ 5,36h.02

5. Staff Salary ..... " .$ 1,247.85

6. Cost of Professional Services (Mr.White) .................... $ $,711.00

7. U-Drive, Per diem, Air fare & Services for Consultant

(James R. Leonard & Wilmer, Culter & Pickerisg) ............. Shg,514.h3

8. Labor & M-zterials cost for Co_nission Office ................ $ 2_25h.35

9. Per diem, Air fares & U-drive for Honor guests from !

Guam, Rota & Tinian ......................................... $ 387._5

TOTAL: _.SV

BALANCE: $ 2_ih7,83

_r_'J _f." Indaleeio
,Dist..?zeasurer, Marianas

#)
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REMARKS OF SENATOR EDWARD DLG. PANC_ELINAN, CHAIR_JkN OF THE W&RIANA$ POLITICAL

STATUS COMMISSION, MAY 15 l 1973

Ambassador Williams, Members of the United States Delegation, and Honored

Guests:

:;_-:-._._<-Onbehalf of the Marianas Political Status Commission, it is my pleasure

to welcome you here t0 continue the deliberations which we began last December

_looking toward a close _olitical Relationship between the people of the

Marianas- and the United States.

f

As you •know, each member of this C0n_ission approaches this solemn assign-

ment with a full sense of personal responsibility. Each of us mav have a

different background or different constituents,'but the members of this

Commission are united in their determlnation to do what is best for the peoqle

of the Marianas. We cannot escape--or delegate--this responsibility. Nor-do

we want to. The development of a new political status for the people of the

Marilnas--in a secure and close political relatio_lshi p with the United States
.o

is a challenge worthy of any man's abilities and best efforts. The Commission

accepts this challenge with enthusiasm.

I can assure you that the members of this Commission have preDared

diligently for this session of negotiations. We have already delivered two

detailed position papers to you on the subjects of Political Status and

Economics. The Commission looks for_Jard to your careful consideration of

these papers and the opportunity to explore them further with you in our

working sessions. The Commission is continuing its deliberations on other

important matters and other position papers may be prepared. We have assumed

that this method of preparation would assist in making these negotiations

concrete and mutually productive. I am confident that our initial working

sessions will" confirm our expectations in this regard.

The meml_ers of this Commission are well aware of the ccm:_]exities involved

in these negotiations, we recognize that there are areas where agreement will

come easily and others where the differences will seem at first glance to be

• rt

ll_su<l_ountable. I can assure you that this Commission is prepared 'to discuss

all issues with an open mind and to negoti_Ite in goo_ faith. We ar 9 not

i-_ 2
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looking for deceptively simple •solutions to difficult problems. Neither our

constituents nor our de._cendants would tolerate such action by this Commission.

Our report must go to the District Legislature and then to the people of the

Marianas. Every member of this Co_rnission wants to be able to defend the

-product of our negotiations with confidence and pride. Our Work together in

, these negotions can produce an agreement which will bring honor to your

_ government_ and enable' the people of the Marianas to achieve in full measure

: the democratic ideals long symbolized by the United States of America.

r

,/
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'ATEMENT _OF THE HONORABLE FRANKLIN HAYDN +_ILLIAMS, CIIAIRMAN OF THE AMERICAN
;LEC_ATIO_ AT THE OPENING PLENARY SESSION OF THE _LARIANAS - U.S. STATUS TALKS
_Y 15, 1973

Senator Pangelinan, members of the Marianas Political Status Cotrm_isslon,

mored guests, ladies and gentlemen: As :the representative of _che Executive

•anch of the U.S. Government and speaking on behalf of all the U. S. delega-

on I would like to .say how happy we are to be here .t0 join with you again

the common task of fashioning a new political statas for the northern

riana Islands. Since our last meeting in December 1972, we have been busy,

you have, preparing for the days of discussion and decision that lie ahead

. ! " ;

US .....

In this process we have sought the assistance and advice of concerned

__cutive Departments and Agencies in" Washington, +key members of the Congress

the United States and the White House. In every quarter and at every level '

e American Government appreciates the aspirations of the people of the : !

rianas and welcomes the prospect of their membership in the _merican

liti_al family. I thus bring you wazTsgreetings from both the Executive

d Legislative branches of the United State_ Government.

As we move from ceremony and the preliminaries to the substance and the

actical realities of framing an agreement I think it.would be useful at the

ginning to keep in mind the larger perspectives of Pacific and world affairs.

should be remembered that the U.S. has certain legal responsibilities for

maintenance of peace and security inthe Pacific Ocean area and clear

al rights and powers to enable it to carry out these responsibilities.

At the same time, the U..S. has assumed certain obligations to the people

the Trust Territory -- to promote their social, political and economic

Ii being and to provide them with an opportunity to choose their own .-

litical future. These are clearly set forth in the Trusteeship Agreement

the Charter• of the United Nations.

I would like to assure you that the U.S. intends to live up to its

poPs_h_l_4_ _._-,.:el_ as its -_: .....' " --

With respect to the latter the U.S. has encouraged mo]itical unit/ in

q-. ................. %..... :.................... _. _ ._
++k ..

• 4
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the TTPI and sought to promote a common future political status for all of

Micronesia. This was the policy consistently followed by the U.S. until last

•April when the decision was finally made to respond positively to the repeated

requests of the Marianas District for separate status talks. It was not easy

to make this exception. It was based on the long post. World War II history

of the desire of the people of the Marianas for political union - a• desire

that had been •expressed over a period of twenty years to the United States,

the United Nations a_d more recently to the Congress of _icronesia. It was

based • on the conviction that in view of this long history, refusal of the

' Marianas' request and forcing them into a future relatioHship against their

' will would constitute a denial of their own right of self-determination.

These efforts culminated in the opening session of the Marianas Political

Status negotiations whioh took place on Saipan last December. The December

session was characterized by warm expressions on both sides of the table and
/

,a determination to move forward expeditiously toward your goal of political

union with the United States.

Our task now is to translate these exDressed sentiments, the language

of past resolutions and petitions, and the results of referenda into the

precise language Of' agreement defining your future legal status within the

American governmental system.

Initially your stated •preference ran toward political union with the

Territory of GU_ Later your reoresentatives supported the concept of• L . -

Commonwealth and the offer put forward by the U.S. to all of Micronesia in

May 1970. After a study of possible status alteriatives you have infol-med us

that commonwealth is now your preferned position. We want your choice to be

representative of the wishes of your people. We are confident that your

desire for political union c_h be realized under a com_onwealth arrangeme!%t

within the guidelines laid down in the American Constitution.

We pledge ourselves to work with you toward this end. We look on the

task as a common one - as a joint effort. We do not view these talks as

adversary proceedings.

5

'!
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We hope that we will be able to move forward steadily toward an agreement

Over the period of time i_nediately ahead we hoDe that we will be able to

reach preliminary understandings and possibly even tentative _anguage to be

included in a draft agreement.

...._--=,,:.,_.Nowwe have started, we will want to keeD working toward our common _,_

objective steadily and purposefully until we have completed a draft agreement

which can then be submitted to the people of the Marianas for their approval.

At the same time we do not wish to rush you. We feel that it is most impor-
!

rant that you and your constituents be given ample time and oDmortunity for

careful and thoughtful consideration of all aspects of the status questions.

Here again we share a common responsibility to keep the people iinformed

and to be responsive to their wishes. In the end it will be the v who will
I

judge our efforts as they exercise their right of self-determination. .;

_4

// ..................
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PART II

WORKING SESSION

] MAY 16 - JUNE 3, 1973

SAIPAN LEGISLATURE.

.i,
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MARIANAS 'POLITICAL STATUS COSIMISSION _.

'_ May I0, 1973
• J . . .

Position Paper

!ii_i"_::_i!i° _ ' :_-¢_";_!i Regarding the Future Political Status '

'..,. _, of the :

i
' "'_ Mariana •Islands

n

° . ,.

.,!

Since the first session of status negotiations in December of 1972, the

Marianas Political Status Commission has explored the various political status

alternatiVes which will enable the people of the Mariana Islands to fulfill

their long-standing aspirations to establish a close political relationshi p

with the United States'. [In this paper the Con_aission proposes a new political
• . , . %

status fo_ the Mariana Islands which will accomplish this purpose. """

In summary, the Commission proposes that-a Conu_onwealth of the Mariana

Islands be created by Compact between the people of the Mariana Islands and

the United States and that the people of the Marianas be permitted to beco_._e

citize1{s or nationals of the United States.," We believe _hat the proposal

detailed in this paper offers a firm legal and practical foundation for fully

accommodating the mutual interests of the Mariana Islands and the United

States in accomplishing a rapid termination of the Trusteeship Agreement and

the establishment of a secure future political status for. the _arianas. The

Commission respectfully requests that this proposal, be carefully considered

during the second round of status negotiations.

I. Proposed Political Status

In analysing the availabl'e political status alternatives, the Con_.ission

has attempted to identify the basic co_,monents of a political status _,zhich

will best se_'ve the interests of the people of the Mariana Islands. We believe

that the Commission's Con-,pact of Commonwealth Dro!)osa]. can be summ]arized most

usefully by examini_g the fd].lot.:ing ingredients of the *groDosed poli"tical

status: A) Source of po!itica] status; B) Amendn_ent or termination of the

•-., ?_

(  1139
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political status; C] Degree. of internal autonomy or self-government; D) Appli-

c ability of united states Constitution; E) Applicability of United States

laws; F) National Security and Foreign Affairs; and G) Representation in

Washington. The Co,mmission is prepared to elaborate on the legal, policy or

_.:_other reasons for its Views in any of these areas during the forthcoming

. negotiations. •

A. S_ource of P_'litical Status _'_ :•

The.proposed Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands would involve a formal

undertaking between the people of•the Marianas and the United States in the

:form of a Compact. This Compact would be based uDon and consist of three

fundamental legal documents: i) a Compact negotiated between the Marianas

and the United States providing for the new political status; 2) a Marianas

Federal Relations Act; and 3) a Constitution of the Commonwealth of the

•Mariana Islands. Each of these three documents would have to be approvad by

the people Of the Marianas and by the United _tates Congress.

The Commission's recom_mendation for a Commonwealth by Compact is based

largely upon examination of the Puerto Rico Precedent, It is generally

recognized--by the United Nations, the U.S.'Congress, the U. S. Executive

Branch and the courts--that the commonwealth status possessed by Puerto Rico

is superior to the status of an unincorporated territory. In advancing this

proposal, the Commission has also endeavored to build upon the Commonwealth

proposal• •advanced by the United States in May of 1970. The Marianas Political

Status Commission strongly believes the proposed Compact of Commonwealth will

provide the fullest oppo:ctunity for self-government in the Marianas and create

a political status which the people of the Marianas can accept with dignity
[_
h

through a solenm act of self-determinatlon.

B. Amendment or Te_m_ination of Political Status

i. The Commission proposes that the Contmonwealth status recommended for

the Marianas should be amended or terminated only by mt,.tua! consent. This

recolr_lendation is based upon the Commission's conception of a Compact of

Con_nonwealth as a mutualundertaking between the PeoPle of the _arianas and

the United States. :A" requirement of mutual consent will protect both parties

C4;t40
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to the Compact from unilateral action by the other party which amends, or even

terminates, the political relationship. The Commission regards this element

of mutual consent as one of the central advantages of the proposed Conunon-

wealth status as compared with other alternatives considered •by the Contmission.

..i,_--_.:-_:_.-.:2. THe Com/nission proposes that specific provision be made in the ........

Compact for periodic rewlew of the future political status of the Marianas.

We believe that all aspects of the relationship between the Marianas and the

United States--economic a-s well as political--should be subject to review at.

• d

five-year intervals if either party to the Compact so requests. If a review

is requested by either party, the Con_nission recommends that the parties

undertake to discuss the matter at a high level _f government and tolnegotiate

in good faith on the questions raised during the course of the review. If the

principle of periodic review is accepted, the Commission is confident that

appropriate specific provisions and procedures can be determined during a

later/ stage of these negotiations. .
°, ..

C. Deqree of Internal Autonomy or Self-C_0vernment

i. As indicated above, the Marianas Political Status Cohtmission believes

that the people of the Marianas should have their' own Constitution, which

would be one of the fundamental legal documents underlying the DrODosed

Compact between the Marianas and the United States. The Constitution of the

Conunonwealth of the Mariana Islands wo_].d be drafted at a Constitutional

Convention, would be subject to approval by the peo,]le of the Marianas, and

•would become effective upon approval by the United States Congress. The

Commission fully expects that the Constitution will have a detailed Bill of

Rights specifying the protections available to the people of the _[ariahas and

modeled to a considerable degr<ee upon the comparable provisions of the U'.S.

Constitution " The people of the Marianas would be free to amend their

Constitution so long as the amendments are consistent with the 5_.arianas

Federal Relations Act and the U.S. Constitution.

-.2' Although the precise form of governmental institutions in the Common-
Ij

wealth of the Mariana Islands would be determined through the process of

developing a Constitution, the Commission accepts the t_rinciple .that the

i " :

_ i0
-,
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future Marianas Goverhmcn_t should be a republican form of government with

three separate branches--executlve_--legislative and judici_l. Within thes:e

constraints, however, the Commission believes that the people of the Mari_nas

should have full self-government and absolute control over their internal

affairs. It is essential, for exan_ple, that the people be entitled to elect

their own Chief Executive and have the other attributes of a self-governing

_,
people. The Commission's recommendation of a Compact of Commonwealth is

based in large measure upon the conviction tha•t this political status affords

the most freedom for:the people of the Marianas to determine their own destiny

w_thin the American family.

D. ADp!icabilit Z of united States Constitution:

i. The Commission recognizes that certain fundamental guarantees of the

United States Constitution will be applicable to the Marianas in its future

_politieal status. We anticipate that the rights of the people of the

Marianas will be fully protected by the provisions of the Constitution of

the Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands. Nevertheless, the Commission is

prepared to review specific provisions of the U.S. Constitution and determine

which of these provisions should be expressly made applicable to the new

Commonwealth. The Commission generally desires that the people of the

Marianas be guaranteed .all the same protections against actions of the Federal

Government as are possessed by citizens and other persons residing in the

United States. There are some provisions, however, which may not b9 aomro-

priate to the Marianas, such as certain requirements of the Fifth Amendment

or the Seventh Amendment, and the Commission desires to reserve its position

on these and similar questions until it has had an opportunity for further

study and consultation with _he U.S. Delegation.

2. The.Commission has concluded that at least one provision of the

United States Constitution--the privileges and im_unities clause of Article

IV; Section 2: Clause ]--should not be applicable to t|{e Coma_onwealth of the

_lariana Islands. The Commission is concerned that the application, of this

clause might restrict the ability of the Marianas people to adoot future

restraints on land-Crar, i actions designed to preserve the land for the benefit

: ii
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of persons of Marianas ancestry. The Commission is not now Prepared to a.ssert

that such restraints will" be necessary or, if so, the specific form that such

restrictions might take. These are matters which the Commission intends to

study further in the near future. It seems clear, however, that the privileges

and immunities clause might be an important legal obstacle tO the adoptien of
!

any such restricti0ns; and it is for t}iat reason that •the Commission proposes

} that the :Compact expressly provide that this clause should not be applicable

to the Con_nonwealth of the Mariana Islands.

: E. Applicability of United States Laws ;

i. The Co_unission recognizes that under its proposed future political

status the people of the Marianas should have the benefit of, and access to,

the Federal judicial system. Although accepting this in principle, the

commission is not prepared at this time to take a firm position on hhe many

.procedural and administrative questions _;hich must necessarilv be resolved to

accomplish this end result most economically and efficiently. The Commission

/
desires, for example, to study further the..jurisdiction which should be

granted the Federal judiciary in the Commonwealth of the Marianas, the rela-

tionship with the'U.S. District Court in Guam, and the relationship to any

local court system to be: established bv the Commonwealth of the Marianas.

The Commission solicits the views of the United States regarding these and

comparable issues relating to the Federal judiciary system and will be

prepared to discuss these matters in detail during a later stage of these

negotiations.

2. In order to prevent future uncertainty, the Commission is prepared

during these negotiations to discuss the applicability or nonaoplicabilitv to

the Marianas of the most imDqrtant United States laws. With respect to' some

of these statutes, such as the U.S. postal and currency laws, the Commission

±s ready at this time to accept in principle their applicability to the

Con_non,_Jealth of the MarJanas. We are confident that there are many other

statutes whose benefit_; are such that they too should be made e×Dressly

appl.icable to the 51arianas, but we require additional time to ascertain

whether there are incidental questioz_s regarding details of intel-pret'ation

: r
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or application which should be raised because of the unique geogranhical,

historical, and cultural factors which pertain in the Marianas. The Commis-

sion solicits the views of the United States as to which statu'tes should be

evaluated at an early point in these negotiations regarding their applicahi-

.....olity .or :n0.napplic.abi:_ity to the Marianas .......... :_.... ;- ,_ _ .

3. In addition, the Coma_ission proposes that a joint Co_mission be

established at an appropriate time to review all other Federal laws with a

view tow.ard determining which United States laws should apply _n the Marianas.
!

Such a Commission, comparable to that use'd _in connection With Guam, would

have the duty also of developing general guidelines to be used in deciding

what future United States laws should apply in the Commonwealth of the

Marianaso These guidelines must necessarily reflect the unique circ'umstances

of the Marianas and the aspirations of the people of the Marianas to achieve

..full self-government over their internal affairs.

F. National Security and Foreign Affairs

I. The Commission accepts the principle that under its Drooosed

political status for the Marianas the United States will possess full res-

ponsibility and authority for _atters related to .national security arid

defense. Although recognizing that implementation of these responsibilities

will require the establishment of military bases by the United States in the

Marianas, the Commission strongly believes that the use of land for these

purpose s should be kept at the absolute minimum possible. The use of land

for milit.ary purposes and the related effects upon the people of the Marianas

will be one of the central issues to be discussed du',-ing these negotiations.

In drafting provisions of a Comoact relating to national security and defense,

the Commission urges the Unit:ed States to recognize the deeply felt desire ofh•

the Marianas .people to be fully consulted about actions, and plans of the

United States in exercising its responsibilities in this area. The people

of the Marianas are understandabiv concerned about the use of their most

valuable resource for military purposes and deserve to have their views

treated with the same dignity and res_ee:t as a'e accorded 'to residents of

the United States. :.

, :. 13
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2. With respect to foreign affairs, the Commission a_so recognizes the

primary responsibility of the United States. The Commission proposes, however,

that the Compact between the United States and the Marianas should provide

for the fullest possible consultation by the united States with the Marian[as

!.:regarding foreign matters affecting the Marianas. Z%ele treaties are contem-

plated which relate _ignificantly to the Maria_as, the Commission proposes

that the Consent of the Marianas be secured before such treaties are nego-

tiated b_ the United States. In addition, the Marianas desire the fullest
f

opportunity to participate in international or regional organizations concern

: _ith trade, cultural, social, educational, technical, scientific, or compar-

able areas of interest. The Commission recommends that the Compact expresslv

recognize this desire and right on the par't of the Marianas and commit the

United States to assist efforts by the Marianas to participate meaningfully

and responsibly in international affairs.

G. Representation in Washington .

.....The Co_mission proposes that the Commonwealth of the Marianas be

entitled to a nonvoting delegate to the U.S. HOuse of Representatives. This

delegate would receive the same compensation, allowances, and benefits as a

full member of the House of Representatives and would be authorized [o

introduce legislation on behalf of the people of the Marianas, to sDeak on

the floor of the Congress and in Con_ittees, and to vote in Committees to

which he is assigned. Although recognizing the legal difficulties involved,

the Con_ission's long term aspirations in this area are to have a voting

representative in Congress who will have all the rights and privileges of

other members of the UIS. House of Representatives.

<
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II. Citizenship _

In preparing for this second round of status _egotiations, the Commis-

sion has devoted considerable time and effort to the question of United S%ates

citizenship for the people of the Mariana Islands. The Commission recognizes,

....and welcome the fact, that the proposed close Dolitical status with the

United States will mean that the people of the Narianas will be entitled to

become U.S. nationals or U.S. citizens. Beyond this point, however, the

Commission's current position on •this complicated and _ensitive issue can be •

summarized as follows: :_

A. The Commission believes that the question of U.S. citizenship, or

U.S. national status_ for the people in the Marianas" under the proposed

commonwealth must ultimately be resolved on an individual basis by each

citizen of the Marianas. Neither this Commission nor any other governmentii

"entity in the Marianas has the legal authority to make this election on

behalf of the citizens of the Marianas.

.............B. The Commission believes that any future political status for the

Marianas should provide ihe legal mechanism by which the people of the

Marianas can elect to become citizens of the United States or U.S. nation_is

depending upon their personal preferences.

C. The Commission intends to continue its study of this question,

particularly with respect to any different privileges or responsibilities

which attach to U.S. citizenship as contrasted with U.S. national status.

The Commission solicits the views of the U.S. Delegation on this issue,

especially regarding any legal or political implications of this choice which

might affect the kind of future political status which the people of t_,e

Marianas can secure. The Con_ission anticipate that its future deliberations

on this subject will assist the people of the Marianas in making an informed

% °

declslon on this important matter.

D. The Con_nission believes that the question of U.S. citizenship, or

U.S. national status, should be placed before the peo_?le of the Marianas by

referendum at the time any future political status i_ _resented to them for

", :/
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approval. Citizenship is obviously one of the critical asnects of any f_ture

political status for the Marianas, and this Commission recognizes the neces-

sity and desirability of placing this question directly before the people.

E. Based upon the results of this referendum, the Commission believes

that the specific provisions of the Compact and the Marianas Federal Relations

Act dealing with citizenship and national status can be drafted to reflect

the wishes of the majority of the people while still preserving the rights

of the minority to select the status of their choice. For example, if the

majority of the voters desire to become United States citizens, the •statutory

•provisions can provide that all citizens in the Marianas will become U.S.

Citizens unless, within a stated period of time, the_y Come forward and elect

to become u. s. nationals. Conversely, if the majority of the voters desire

to'become nationals, the statutory provisions can place the burden of coming

forward on those who desire to become citizens. In either case, the Commis-
/

sion' believes that the procedural requiren%ents should be as simple as possible

involving a minimum of travel, time, and paperwork--so that each citizen of

the Marianas is indeed given full opportunity •to make his own election.
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U. S. STATEMH_NT ON POLITICAL STATUS FOR _,_AY 16 WORKING SESSION

I start my commentary, Mr. Chairman, from the basic assumption tha_

your delegation has invited us here for the purpose of establishing an

enduring political union between the Mariana Islands and the United States.

VTh_is-desire has been insisted <Ipon over the years by your representatives. :

With U.S. acquiescence in this request, establishment of this relationship .

has now become the common purpose of these talks.

We proceed now to detailed discussion of the specific elements of that

relationship. Like you, we are ready to start building an agreement. But

before applying the plank:_ and bricks and mortar we need to be sure we have a

• solid foundation. We must make certain we have agreement on the basi'c princi-

ples underlying and defining the political status we want between the Marianas

and the United States. f"

I recognize, of course, that there are interlocking relationshins

between political status and the other major questions to be considered in

these talks. Before proceeding to explore other aspects of this relationship

in depth such as land and finance we must first reach agreement on. the basic

elements of political status. We are prepared to'answer• fully any of your

concerns on finance and ].and which might relate to the basic political struc-

ture, and we will, of course, review these topics with you later in detail

when we come to their specific consideration.

• I should also note that the agreen_ent we reach here on status Should

be considered as tentative in nature. That is, no one should be precluded •

from returning to the status issue as further questions about i.t arisedu.ring :

'. . .

our subsequent discussion of other agenda items.

Let us'.turn now to political status and its legal and jurisdictional I

manifestation. It is encouraging to find that we seem to have substantiai i

areas of agreement resulting from the %xchange bet_..:een the two delegations iI_

the informal sessions last week. As I noted in yesterday's p'lenary session,

the H.S. is in agreement with the Marianas' desire for a commonwealth relation-

ship. It is perhaps useful, however, to review what the U.S. feels to be the

' ]7.. f
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essential components of such an arrangement.

we visualize the forging of close ties that will bring the _arianas

fully into the American political family. We envision a relationship which

will clearly vest sovereignty over the Mariana Islands in the Government of

--the United States and authorize that Government to legislate for the Marianas
.... . ..... . . . ,: .

iunder Article IV, section 3, clause 2 of the Constitution. This relationship

" ' as that term is used in the U.S. Constitution.would be terrltorial"_ However,

the Marianas would become a commonwealth with the right to write its own
! •

constitution and would have the maximum possible contro_ over its affairs

subject, of course, to the supremacy of the Federal Government.

There are many questions flowing from these principles. They• are of

some complexity and will require careful, detailed consideration during our

forthcoming discussion- =.• It seems essential to me, however, that we must

agree on these basic principles themselves at the outset. Unless we can do

so, _here is little point in pursuing the other subjects on our agenda in much

depth. ._ .

I would like to comment now on some of the specific Suggestions in the

position paper on political status which your Status Commission was good

enough to hand us last week. We have studied it with great care. Mv con_ents

will be confined, however, to the important issues, leaving extended discus-

sion to later.

In describing earlier the basic principles which the U.S. believes

should underlie the status relationship, I hope I made it clear that we are

talking about a close and enduring association achieved by an agreement. This

may not be the same thing you are talking about in your "compact". We too

have tried to follow the ._ay 1970 Corm_on_./ealth proposal in many substantive

matters, but not the specific examole of Puerto Rico.

We have come together to discuss close permanent ties. It seems to us

sions to the question of possible termination of the agreement we are forging,

wbidh will define the main feature_ of the Marianas - U.S. political status.

If you _._ill excuse a note of levity, it seems JnapnroDi-iate to mv delegation

18



agreement and the laws of the United States, including the U. S. Constitution.

Similarly, the President could rule on the consistency of subsequent amendments

to your constitution.

Our two delegation also seem to agree on how we should examine the

U.S. Constitution to determine any specific provisions which should not be

applicable to the Marianas. We want your specific suggestions, and for our

part We have some ideas to submit for your consideration. I might say that

my delegation preliminary sees no problem in exempting the 5_arianas on local

matters from those aspects of the Fifth and Seventh Amerfdments to the U.S.

Constitution relating tO grand jury indictment and the right to trial by jury.

We believe that a total exemption from Article IV, Section 2, Clause 1 is too

broad since American citizens should he accorded equal Drivileges an'd

immunities other than in land. We are confident we can work with you to devise

suitabl_ arrangements to restrict future alienation of land to non-citizens Of

the Marianas as you desire.

We agree with your suggestion that our two delegation discuss the

major federal laws which are to be applied to the Marianas and those which

should be inapplicible, in order to begin* that discussion, we would appreciate

hearing your specific views in this regard.

We also agree with your useful recommendation that a joint com_lission

be established to review the great body of other federal legislation to

determine which parts of it might appropriately be applied in the _arianas.

The same must be done for federal rules and regulations as we31.

My delegation has assumed the Marianas would wish to emJorace the U.S.

federal court system and are somewhat surprised that you seem to be suggesting

otherwise. If it is your desire, we have no problem with your establis:,ing,

as the Territory of C-uam has done, local courts to adjudicate local matters.

We are also prepared to let you decide if the appeals from these local courts

would be through the federal court system. In any case, however, the federal

court system must be use_ wherever federal laws are involved.

While my opening comments on the locus of sovereignty may have already

implied the U.S. posi•tion on responsibility in the fields Of defense and

-°
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to discuss the circumstances for possible separation or .divorce while we are

in "the midst of arranging a marriage based on both mutual affection and mutual

interest.

But while we look. forward to a permanent relationship, it must be said

....at--the same: time ti_at no relationshlp is immutable. The history of develop-

ments in Other /parts _f the U,S. family "over the decades shows quite clearly

that the Federal Governmellt has been responsive to local requests for modifica-

tions in "£hese relationships as changes become appropriate and necessary. More-

over, any relationship i:S by definition subject to cancellation by mutual

consent. There would thus seem to be no necessity for mentioning the termina-

tion question in the Marianas - U.S. status agreement.

Nor does it seem to us that in the close, sympathetic relationshin

being discussed there should be any need to establish a mechanism for review

of U.S.-Marianas ties at stated intervals. Rather, the mechanisms of communi-

cation will be such that either side should feel encouraged to raise immediate-

ly, at any time, matters of mutual interest or concern. We should not have to

wait five y'ears. This is particularly relevant with respect to economic

questions. The needs of the people of the _{arianas will be kept under constant

and continuing review through normal workings of the annual U. S. budget cycle.

This permits immediate consideration of Marianas problems as they become

manifest. They don't have to be deferred for consideration at the end of an

arbitrariiy determined review period.

Our two delegations are in agreement on many aspects of your proposed

approach to framing and adopting a constitution for the Marianas. The U. S.

delegation is pleased by your desire to incorporate in your constitution a

detailed Bill of Rights. We agree with your comments on the separation of

power S in a new Marianas Government, and we recognize the desire of the people

of these Islands to elect their own chief executive.

We do not think it will be •legally and constitutionally necessarv,

however, for the Congress of the United States to approve the Uarianas consti-

tution%. Rather, the President of the United States would be given the autho-

rity to decide its s Lffficiencv and insufficiency in terms of conformity to our

: 20
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foreignaffairs, I should note here that the federal government will naturally

welcome the advice of the C0nunonwealth of the Mariana Islands on matters in

which the latter has a particular interest, and the federal government will, •

as a matter of normal procedure, endeavor to keep the Co_nonwealth abreast of

international development which might affect it. However, consultation as a

matter of right _._ould be inappropriate. No other state, Co_uonwealth or

Territory has that right. Similarly, we would welcome the advice of the

Commonwealth of the Marianas with•respect to any international agreement the
!

U.S. might enter into in<:the future which might affect the Marianas. However,

we cannot agree to give the Mariana.Islands a veto over such agreements.

The U.S. views sympathetically the Marianas' desire to participate

in appropriate international and regional organizations concerned with economic,

culturai and other comparaole areas of interest. The membership of such :

organizations is determined by the charters of the organizations themselves.
!

Most limit their membership to single reprssentation from constituent parts

of larger political groupings. On the other halid, some organizations like

the subordinate bodies of the Sourth Pacific Commission which might well be

relevant to the Marianas' needs do permit membership by constituent units of

a political family. We see no problem here in meeting the Marianas' desires.

Given the Marianas' understandable desire to develop local tourism

and other commercial possibilities to the extent feasible, the Marianas may

wish to establish outside the Commonwealth and outside the United States

offices to foster cultural and commercial interest in these islands. The

U.S. Government would be glad to see the Marihnas do so, always assuming

of course, that these offices conform to the general _attern of similar

establishments maintained abroad by U.S. cities, territories and states,

Your interest in having in the U.S. Congress a reoresentative who

would speak• for the Marianas alone is understandable, but we are not overly •

optimistic that th_s can be arranged in the short-run. As you know, the

ma_ter of Congressional representation falls wholly within the ourview of

the U:.S. Congress. We shall, of course, transmit your views to that bodvo

; 21 "
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We do not fully understand the distinction you havt drawn b_%.w_n U,S,

citizenship and U.S. nationality in your outline of the ontions you _k

should appropriately be made available to each person of the Marianas., We

agree that everyone should have the right to accept or reject U,S, citi,_ship.

....It has been our assumption that those rejecting citizenship will become - :

resident aliens in the new com_nom_ealth' The concept of "U.S. nationa! _ has

little practical significance other than in the context of the workings of the

U.S. Immi'gration and Nationality Act. The acceptance of a citizen-_tion_l

option would prove to be a serious administrative inconvenience and _.uld

confer upon those inhabitants of the Mariana Islands who accept it m_ Znferior

and awkward status, especially if they should move into the rest of the United

States. We would therefore prefer to omit that option 'unless you cad _emons-

trate to. us its significant practical utility. /

Finally, it is probably premature to say very much about implementa-

tion _f the status agreement to which we will finally put our signature, but

my delegation is aware that this is a matter which is much in your minds, As

we envisage the sequence of events, the U,S. Congress will enact enabling

legislation for the commonwealth arrangement at the time it approves %he

agreement reached by our delegation; as soon as the locally drafted constitu-

tion for the Marianas is approved by the people of these islands and _he

President has approved its sufficiency, a separate administration for the

Marianas will be 'established under the Trusteeship Agreement in the event that

the trusteeship has not yet been terminated. At that time most of the

provisions of the U.S.-Marianas status agreement and of the Constitution of

the Marianas will enter _nto force. When the trusteeship agreement is finally

terminated for. all the TTPI, there will be additional action by the Executive

Branch to put the commonwealth relationship into +[_;i effect.

// .................
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I. U.S. INFOP_.bAL SU_MARY OF STATUS ISSUES

I would like now to summarize those aspects of the political rela_ion-

ship on which it appears to the U.S. both sides agress and which, therefore,

probably do not need further elaboration at this time.

i-:::-......=_< Commonwealth Status. You have asked fo_ a close permanent relatiem _

• ship with the United States, and have s_)ecified your preference for corydon-

wealth status. We agree with you that a con_nonwealth relationship is appro-

priate. •BOth sides are agreed that sovereignty over the Mariana Islands will•
!

be clearly vested in the Government of the United States and that in this

sense the arrangement will be "territorial" as that term is used in the U.S.

Constitution.

Similarly, I understand you agree that the U.S. Government will have

the authority to legislate for the Marianas under Article IV, section 3. clause

2 of the U.S. Constitution subject to our being able to reach an understanding

regarding the modification of major provisions of our agreement bv mutual

consent. ................................... r.........:............... •....

Defense and Foreign Affairs. I think you understand that the U.S. must

have unqualified authority in the realms of national security and foreign

affairs. At the same time, the federal government will, as a practical matter

welcome any advice the Marianas might wish to offer on international ma[ters

of particular interest to it.

We shall'support the Marianas' me_>ership in regional or international

organizations concerned with economic, cultural, or" comparable areas of

interest which permit representation from constituent Darts of a political

family. We have also observed previously that should the Marianas wish to do

so, it may certainly establish abroad offices to promote local economic and

tourist interests.

• Self Government: Marianas Constitution. In the U..q. view the major.

distinction between a co,_m,,onwealth relationship and an unincorporated territory

is the dlfi-er_ng degree of self-government under the two arrangements, Common-

we_t.h _ermits a maximum amount Of self-crovernment, ._ub_ect only to the limita-

*_ 2 3
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tions of the U.S. Constituti_on, the legislation setting up the commonwealth,

and federal legislation app]icabie to all U.S. territories. Under the common-

wealth arrangement the United States envisages, the Marianas will draft its

own Constitution. It will then be submitted to the people of the Marianas for-

._ ratification. <_ ...._<:<_-_:'_--<_ _= "_< ...........-< .......i_ _ _ _ / _: < _ _.....i......i.......

Although our side had thought i_ might be most exneditious to have the
[

President of the United States judge the sufficiency or insufficiency of your

constitution in thi context of the U.S. Constitution and relevant legislation,

we have no problem with your preference for approval of:your constitution by

the U.S. Congress.

Moreover, the U.S. accepts your proposal to leave it to the U.S.

-federal courts to determine the sufficiency or insufficiency of subsequent

amendments to your constitution should they be challenged, rather than have

the Executive Branch make a determination on sufficiency.

The U.S. again expresses its satisfaction at your desire to see a Bill
/

of Rights incorporated in the Marianas constitution. Our side concurs with

your concept of a separation of powers in the new Marianas Government and like-

Wise agree that thl people of the new commonwealth should elect their own

chief executive.

Privileqes and Ir_nunities. There appears to be agreement that Article

prlvlleges andIV, Section 2, Clause 1 of the U.S. Constitution relating to " " "

immunities" should apply to the Marianas, provided we can jointly work out

arrangements meeting your understandable concern that your ability to restrict

land transactions not be compromised. It is our belief that your concerns

regarding land alienation can be allayed_ This problem will be discussed

further in subsequent meetings.

Ju&iclal System. There seems to be broad, agreement on the structure

of a judicial system for the Marianas. You urefer to establish local course

%o handle purely local m_tters, It is o_r un4erstanding that. you wish to

discuss with us further the question of whether to establish ].oca _ s_pellate

co_rh_ for litigationarising on such matters,, or whether to have the amnellat_

,' :' 24
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procedure be through the U.S. judicial system. In turn, we seem to be a_reed

that U.S. federal courts will handle matters relating to federal law. In this

regard it probably will be appropriate to reconstitute the Present U_S. District

court in Guam to cover the Marianas and Guam.

_..___.:.._:.....:_. Marianas Representation in Washinqt0_n. Our two delegation have d_s-

cussed the question of Marianas representation in the U.S. Congress in the

context of !whether or'hot the U,S. Congress, under whose prerogative this

matter rests, would be willing to agree to a non-voting delegate which would

represent the Marianas exclusively. We have expressed our judgement - based

on our preliminary consultations in Washington - that the U.S. Congress would

be reluctant to do so because of the limited Marianas" population. We. have

agreed nonetheless to fully support your request to the U.S. Congress.

iI. SOME REMAINING QUESTIONS _ICH CAN BE RESOLVED NOW

° 'I think the foregoing summarizes the areas in which we found ourselves

in general agreement at the end of last week. I would now like to turn to

fundamental matters which., we did not resolve and which merit further mention

this morning.

.Mutual Consent to Substantial Alterations in the Con_onwealth Relation-

ship. You have asked for a provision in the instrument we ultimately draw um

specifying that fundamental changes in the political aspects of the relation-

ship between the Marianas and the United States can only be modified by mutual

consent. If you .and we have in fact reached preliminary understandings on all

those aspects of the U.S. - Marianas arrangement I have listed in the fore-

going summary of what our side believes to be the cem_non areas of agreement,

we are willing to include in the agreemen't a provision for mutual consent on

significanh alterations in the_basic structure of the relationship. I think

both sides accept the ncessitv of exercising extreme care in the drafting

process to insure that the mutual consent provision will anDlv only to maj_o_

structural changes in the commonwealth arrangement.

Review Procedure. The U.S. has stated previously its belief that in

the close relationshi_._ being envisaged, there will be a continuing dialogue

about Mar]anas interests and needs which make it unnecessary to establish a

. _' ; 25
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separate periodic review mechanism. However, the U.S. Delegation would be

willing to discuss this further after we have sketched in the basic framework

of an ultimate agreement if you still feel that a built in review process

deserves consideration.

.._-_:_,_.._III. QUESTIONS REQUIRING FURTHER DELIBERATION

__--_-_'_'==<_<Thereare several important matters relating to the nature of the :

Marianas - U.S. political relationship {,hich our delegation believe will

require further detailed consideration.

• _Applicabilitv_of U.S. Laws°to the Marianas. Dux'ing the weekend our

respective legal advisers began examining the U.S. Constitution to determine

which of its provisions should expressly be made applicable to the Marianas.

They also began their discussion of major federal U.S. legislation to deter-

mine its applicability or inapplicability to the circumstances of the Marianas,

We understand _that it is your wish that the question of whether certain major

areas of Federal legislation will apply in the }4arianas be dealt with explicit-

ly in whatever agreement we eventually conclude. These areas include taxes,

immigration, custom, banking and currency, social security , maritime laws,

labor standards and the post office. I believe we agree that it is necessary

to have these questions examined by our legal advisors in Washington, and to

have the results of their deliberations presented in our next session for

discussion and final decision.

Before leaving the subject of the applicability of federal legislation,

let me re-state U.S. concurrence with your recommendation that a joint commis-

sion be established to study the large body of remaining federal legislation,

rules and regulations the applicabilitv of which we will not address specifica!"

ly in our agreement.

Citizenship_- Nationality. Our respective legal advisors began a use-

ful joint examination last Saturday of the U.S. citizen-U.S, national option

for the people of the Marianas which you have raised for consideration. W_

have proposed that your people be offered £he opportunity of becoming America: _.

citizens. What remains to be determined is whether under U.S. law and past

precedent they can be offered the alternative of U.S. national at the saree

:: 26
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• time they are offered the possibility of citizenship. We have no objection

in principle with this proposition but this is a technical matter which the

U.S. Delegation believes should be studied further by both parites in

Washington. : * * * * * * * * *

"iiiT:_-_%"_f__The foregoing summarizes the U.S. view of the discussions thus far. I

invite your comment on whether my su_nary accurately reflects your understand-

ing of the areas of preliminary agreement. As noted, we shall still have a

few basic questions tb resolve such as the appiicabilitv of federal legisla-

tion and the citizen-national issue However, if the areas of Drellminary

_nderstanding are as broad as I believe them to be, we can take great satis-

faction from knowing that our labors have begun well. These Dreliminarv

understandings on the• basic foundation of the Mari._nas - U.S. relationship

will greatly facilitate our consideration of other major agenda items that lie

ahead, and will provide a sound foundation for any joint statement we may wish

!
to draft to sum up the cur;_ent talks and for• the ultimate co_monwealth

instrument we shall have to devise. - .......

.o
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" POSITION OF _RIANAS POLITICAL STATUS COMMISSION

• ON SUBJECT OF SELF-GOVEP_NMENT

In its pos[tion paper of May i0, 1973, the Commission stated (at p. 5)

[that within certain constraints "the Commission believes that the people of

• the Marianas should have full self-government and absolute controi over their

'internal affairs." The Con_nission also indicated that it wanted the people of

the Marianas under the proposed Commonwealth to have the "attributes of a

self-governing people." The United States has also recognized in its State-

ments that the people of the Marianas should have "maximum" self-government

consistent with the U.S. Constitution and relevant Federal legislation. The

specific question which has been identified in our ";ecent working sessions is
/-

hOW to reconci,le the desire of the Marianas for maximum self-government with

the plenary powers of Congress under Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2, of the

U.S. Constitution.

..............The Commission is not prepared to make any specific prooosal on this

subject at this time. The legal and practical aspects of this problem are

extremely complex and require additional study, we believe, bv both parties

to these negotiations. The Commission recognizes that sovereigntv over the

Marianas will be clear].y vested in the United States. The Cor_ission is not

in any way seeking exemption from Federal legislation applicable to the states

or territories which is enacted by Congress under Constitutional Dowers other

than Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2. We are interested only in exD!orinq--

together with the U.S. Delegation--whether some specific limitations on the

plenary powers of Congress under Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2, can be

developed which would make clear that the Com_nonwealth of the _.arianas h'as

maximum (or Da'ramount) control over its internal affairs. Many approaches are

possible, some involving express exemptions to Art.icle IV, and others involvinc

legislative history alone, but each must be .reviewed carefully from a legal,

practical, and political standpoint.

2: Under these circumstances, the Commission is ree'uesting the U S.

-." _ 28
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Delegation to recognize that this is an appropriate area for future study and

discussion. Aftel_ such study, the Coraraission may indeed conclu, de that there

is, in fact, no practical alternative but to accept the full and uncircumscribed

application .of Article iV, Section 3, Clause 2. The members of the Commission

_are not. at this time, however, read_; to reach this conclusion. We resoectfullv
h

request the I U.S. Delegation to appreciat_ our position on this matter and add

this topic, to the list of items requiring further detailed consideration.

......................... •.............................................. 1..............................................................................

/
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JOINT PRESS RELEASE BY SENATOR EDWARD DLG. PANGELINAN AND AMBASSADOR FRANKLIN

HAYDN WILLIAMS, CHAIPJ-IEN RESPECTIVELY OF THE 5_RIANAS POLITICAL STATUS

COMMISSION AND THE AMERICAN DELEGATION TO THE MARIANAS STATUS TALKS.

May 17,, 1973

A series of informal discussions between our two delegations in Saipan

flast week initiated the current phase in our continuing joint endeavor, begun

here last December, to create lasting ties between the Mariana Islands and the
'United States, Those informal exchanges provided an opportunity for prelimi-

nary consideration of most of the major topics bearing on the Marianas' future
status, including such matters as the nature of the political relationship,

finance of the political relationship, finance, self-government, public ]and,
land alienation, and U.S, military land requirements. Both sides found the

sessions useful as they prepared for the resumption of t_e formal talks this
week,

The formal discussions were renewed in a plenary session May 15. Each

side pledged to work earnestly to design a Marianas-U,S. relationship which

will reflect the desire of the peoples of the Marianas for close association

and will be beneficial to both the Marianas and the United States. In lengthy

working sessions yesterday morning and afternoon _ and again today, the delega-
tion have taken up that task. In a constructive atmosphere characterized by
free, frank, and searching exchanges, we have discussed the nature of our

future political ties. We have already indentified substantial areas of agree-
ment and are now examining some of the more complex legal and constitutional

aspects of the political relationship.

Both delegations plan to give equally intensive consideration to such

othe_ major topics as finance, arrangements for the protection of local

interests in land, U.S. [land requirements,..and enactment and implementation of
the new status agreement.

The delegations have preliminarily discussed land and U,S, military

requirements in the Marianas but have not yet exchanged position papers or anv
kind of documentation on the subject. The nature and extent of these require-

ments is a subject for negotiation vhich we expect to review in great detail.

Ambassador Wil!iam__ made it clear as early as October of 1971, at Hana,

Maui, Hawaii, that to the extent feasible the U.S. wishes to concentrate on

Tinian Island any military facilities it might establish in the Marianas.
Ambassador Williams restated that position here in Saipan last December.

These requirements are extensive, But the U.S. is not asking for exclusive
use of all of Tinian. Furthermore, Ambas.sador Williams wishes to state

categorically that the U.S. Government has no plans whatever to give the U.S,

military responsibility for the civil administration of Tinian, as alleged in,

recent new reports.

Chairman Pangelinan emphasized that the .Marianas Political Status
Commission includes two representatives of Tinian. He stated that all fifteen

members of the Comn_ission are determined to represent and protect the ihterest

of all the people of the Marianas, including the people of Tinian, in their

status negotiations.

Both the Marianas Political Status Conm_ission and the U.S. Delegation"
are committed to undertn.ke £u]] co_'u]tat_ w_eh eh_ _o1_ _ _4_.n h_,C:Or_

any final decisions or agreen..ents are made regarding the use of land on TinJan
for military purposes. After this matter has been fullv discussed in these

negotiations, representatives of the Commission and the U,S. Delegation will

schedule appropriate meetings with the people of Tinian to disclose these

pl.gns_in detail and solicit their views.

.:' 30
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JOINT PRESS RELEASE •, May 19, 1973
°

Ambassador Haydn Williams and Senator Edward Pangelinan, Chairmen respec-
tively of the American and Marianas Delegations, both expressed today satis-

•faction with the progress: that had been made during the past week in the five

.%_working sessions of the two delegations. The twice-a-day meetings _nvolving
_long hours of free questioning and frank exchange wJ[th full participation on
both sides have produced so far, according to the t_o Chairmen, a clearer

understanding of each other's positions .on a number of substantive issues

relating to status. The agenda and all• of the working discussions to date
have been centered on the essential elements and the basic nature of the

political relationship between the United States and the ._arianas. Recent

•sessions have copcentrated on such topics within th_s heading as the source
of political status, the degree of internal autonom 7 or self-government, the

applicability of the U.S. Constitution and U.S. laws, na'tional security and

foreign affairs, representation in Washington, citiuenship and nationality,

the federal judicial system, and features of a Marianas constitution.,

A meeting of a special of legal experts from both sides was called for

today to explore further various technical questions and the application of

federal legislation and laws. Tomorrow afternoon the Marianas Delegation will

be the guests of the ;_aerican side at a late afternoon picnic on Managaha

Island. The next working session of the two delegations will be held Monday
at I0 a.m.

/
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JOINT PRESS RELEASE May 23, 1973

Senator Edward Pangelinan and Ambassador Haydn Williams, Chai_nen resDec-

tively of the Marianas and American Delegations to the Marianas status talks,

said today their delegations have reached broad preliminary understanding on
most aspects of the Marianas-U.S. political relationship envisaged under a

commonwealth arrangement for the Marianas. _- . : _-

They indicated that at this early stage of deliberations the main effort
have been to highlight areas of tentative agreement and to identify technical

questions requiring further study and discussion, rather than to exp!ore the

precise language of an ultimate status agreement.

In describing the preliminary nature of their understandings, Senator
Pangelinan and the Ambassador reiterated that, in any case, the instrument of

agreement emerging from this and possible future negotiating rounds will have

to be approved by the Marianas District Legislature, the people of the Marianas,

and the U.S. Congress. The two Chairmen believe, nonetheless, that the present

considerable degree of understanding on the fundalentals of the political

relationship provides an excellent foundation for a subsequent instrument of
agreement. •

The two Chairmen'indicated that preliminary, agreement had been reached • on
a commonwealth relationship which will vest sovereignty over the Marianas in _

the united Stat_s Government under a territorial relationship and permit maxi-

mum M_rianas control over local affairs. This would 5e accomplished under a
locally-drafted, locally-approved constitution providing for a bill of rights,

separation of powers, and a popularly elected chief executive, There are also
the following additional tentative understandings: i_e U.S. Government will

have responsibility for defense and foreign affairs, though the federal govern-
ment will welcome the advice of the _!arianas on international matters directly

affecting the islands. Moreover, the U.S. will _upport the Marianas' mender-

ship in regional or international organizations concerned with economic,

cultural, or Comparable areas of interest which permit representation from

constituent parts of a political family. While the _dicial systems of the
Marianas and the U.S. will be compatible and consistent with federal law, the

Marianas will have the right to establish local courts_ for purely local matters.
The two sides will explore a common approach to the U_S. Congress regarding the

nature of the Marianas' representation in Washington.

The two delegations are agreed that further joimt study is necessary on

the applicability to the Marianas of specific U.S. la_s, the precise extent of
self-government to be exercised by the Marianas under the U.S. Constitution and

relevant federal legislation, and the status to be a_orded those residents of

the Marianas who might not wish to become American c_Iz_ns"_"_ . Submanels of

lawyers from the two delegations have alr@ady begun a useful exploration of
these largely technical matters and will continue their deliberations during

the course of the present talks and subsequently in _ashington.

The two Chairmen noted that the area of unders{anding on the basic
structure of the political relationship is sufficien_lly broad to warrant the

delegations' moving now to consideration of such other•major agenda items as
economics and finance, land, and transition.

,_' "............................................. ...........7".-..................i_ 32



; _ MARIANAS POLITICALSTATUS COMMISSION

May 14, 1973

Position Paper

4_J•_-_<_"-"_h-_"-<:_•__'__<_t'_"-_'_•:_•%<_"•_Regarding _Economic Aspects ./. IYI<_._'L_TI__•"/:_"--_i_._-.CC;_:-y_•
:. of the

_- . . Revised Political Status ..
I _ of the _.

Mariana Islands

During the first round of political status talks, the United Stat_s

indicated a desire to explore jointly with the Marianas Political Status

Commission the financial needs of the Mariana Islands. Accordingly, the

Commission has undertaken studies to determine the financial requirements to:

facilitate an. orderly transition to a new political status, to provide an

adequate social and industrial infrastructure, to provide necessary oublic

services and programs, and to provide the economic means for the people of

the Marianas to participate in the economic development of their islands.

While the Commission is confident that the people of the _arianas expect and

desire to assume the financial responsibilities of self government, it is
..

obvious that the financial requrements cannot be met from internal financial

resources until an expanded tax base has been developed. Therefore, the

Commission proposes a program of United States economic assistance and budget

support to establish a base for economic and social development which will

enable the people of the Marianas to realize their long range goalof self

support.

The financial assistance Drcgram which the Com.mission proposes is"

directly related to the process • of transition to a new political status.

Because of historical and cultural factors, and given the current level of

economic and social development in the Harianas, the Commission believes that

the transition process will continue for many years beyond the formal accept-

ance o_' a new status agreement by the United States and the'peonle of the

•:'_• " 33
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Marianas. It appears to the Commission that there must be at least thzee

separatephases of transition.

The first phase of transition, consisting of one year, should be a

period during which detailed plans are prepared to facilitate changes in

governmentistructure h_ " ........required by the new status, to accelerate industrial and

social infrastructure development, to establish institutions for economic and

social development, and to establish a legal basis for self government.
.!

The second phase of transition, consisting of s_ven years, should be

a period during which the plans formulated in the first phase are implemented.

By the end of the second phase, the standard of living in the Marianas should

be at an acceptable level, and the base for long term growth and development

should be firmly established. ..

The third phase of transition, extending to the vear 2000 and perhaps

beyond, should be a period during which the _e0Ple of the Marianas develoo '

their economic potentials and assume increasing responsibility for the suooort

of their own government ........................................................................

I. Financial Rec_irements for Phase I (1974)

The essential planning to be undertaken in the first phase of transi-

tion will require expert assistance from physical planners, architects,

engineers, public adminstrators, and others. It is anticipated that the

required planning activities will cost $4.5 million, allocated as follows:

A. Physical Plan

i. Cadastral Survey $3,000,000

2. Master Plannis_ 300_00

3j Schematic Design

of Facilities 450!000
$3,750,000

B. Government Reorganization

Plan 125,000

C.. Economic and Social

Development Plan 125,000
. p
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D. Legal Plan (Including Political Education.,
Constitution Convention

and Development of

Legislative Programs . • $ 500,000

;.i_!_;.;_.;._.,;_!.._.._..:.- .....:___.....; ,-:._-! / .::; :.:....

" TOTAL " " $.4,500,000

The Commission proposes that funds sufficient to allow the implementa-
!

tion of Phase I be made available as a grant to the Commission immediately

after the conclusion of successful negotiations for a new political status.

If. Financial Requirements for Phase II (1975-1981) :

The 'implementation of transition and development plans formulated during

Phase I will require greatly expanded government programs in the Marianas. :

The studies undertaken by the Commission indicate that these expanded programs

will require substantial budget Support for the new Marianas Government from

external sources.

" - A. C__a_ital Imorow_ment Re_ulrements

!
The Commission has reviewed with care the. master plans for Saipan and

Rota prepared by Hawaii Architects, memoranda prepared by the Marianas District

Planning Office on road, water and power requirements . in the Marianas, program

memoranda for FY. 1974--1978 and FY 1975-1979 prepared by the District Adminis-

trator, the FY 1974 budget for the Trust Territory, and various other documents.

Expressed in terms of a five year capital improvements programs, covering the

period FY 1975-1979, the estimates of the Trust Territory and Marianas District

administrations indicate that $47.7 million (projected 1975 dollars) will be

required to meet the need for _ublic facilities in the Marianas b v 1980 (table

I). While the Con_ission does not agree with the Trust Territory and Marianas

District administrations as to the need for specific projects, the priorities

of projects, or even the period over which construction should be prograr_}ed,

the Commission does believe that $47.7 million (projected 1975 dollars)

represents a re_listic order of magnitude of the caoital improvements

program-which should be implemented during Phase II.

-°
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B. Programs Operations Requirements

The Commission has also reviewed •current programs operations •of the

Marianas DiStrict administration, as well as the District Administrator's . : ....

projections of program operations for the period FrY 1974 - 1979.

I
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%pplying salary rates established by the Trust Territory Salary Act of 1973,

_he Marianas District Administrator's projections of program requirements

indicate that the cost of programs will range from $8.6 million (current

dollars) in FY _975 to $i1.8 million (current dollars) in FY 1979 (Table 2).

The people of the Marianas have long felt the injustice of a separate

Micronesian pay scale in government for Marianas citizens when they are

perlforming the same work as United States citizens. Therefore, the Commission

strongly feels that, a% part of the change in political status, the government

!

,ay scale in the Marianas must be changed to correspond with the pay scale of

_he Guam Government. The gradual application of the Guam pay scale to the

;istrict Administrator's projections of progress operations over a period of

_ive years, commencing in 1975, would increase the cost of programs to $8.6

million (current dollars) in•1975 and $18.0 million (current dollars) in 1979.

C. Economic Development Requirements"

Private financial institutions cannot be exoected to meet the needs for

_ither commercial investment or housing development durinq Phase II. The

,eople of the Marianas do not possess the financial resources to establish

_uch institutions, and the development of such institutions by attracting

_xternal private investment funds would deny the people of the _!arianas

participation in, and control of, the economic development of their islands.

The Commission's projections, based on assumptions of moderate tourists

industry and related private sector growth, indicate that between $40 and $50

_illion (1973 dollars) will be required for commercial development during

Phase II. An equal amount will be required to finance the

0
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upgrading and construction of housing to. meet the needs of a growing population.

Thus, between 1975 and 1981 a total of $80 to $90 million (1973 dollars) must

be made available for local investment in the Marianas.

A Marianas development corporation, owned and controlled by the citizens
:.:_i:_k:_i__:._-,,_::,:.:_._.:....-,._.................. :... ....... ._ .'.: ........ -.............. ............. i ........

of the Marianas, could be a source of equity financing, loans, and technical

assistance for both business enterprises and housing. In addition, it could

!serve as a vehicle for occupational training and other economic and social

'development programs. Such a corporation could attract 9apital from external

sources by guaranteeing loans and using various other devises to obtain finan-

cial leverage while, at the same time, providing safeguards against external

domination of the Marianas' economy. However, geographic and other factors

would limit the access of a development corporation to estab_ishe money

markets, and the amount of financial leverage which could be exercised would

not be as great ss for a similar development corporation in the United States

or in some other highly development area. The Con_ission feels that to provide

$80 to $90 million (1973 dollars) will be required to capitalize a Marianas

development corporation.

D. Government Expenditures and Revenues (].975 - 1981)

Based on the estimates of capital improvements, programs oDerations

and economic development funds presented above, the Commission has prepared a

proforma statement of _6vernment operations during Phase II. Recognizing the

the difficulties of compressing accelerated programs into the five year plan-

ning period of the Trust Territory Government,. expansion of both the required

capital improvement program and programsoperations has been scheduled over

seven years to allow their orderly implementation (Table 3).

p-
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In assessing the t'otal requirements for budget support of a new

Marianas Government, the Commission has projected both district income and'tax

revenues. As shown in Table 3, the Commission anticipates that _the people of

....the Marianas will increase local taxes by increasing the rates at which they

•_wili tax themselves. By 1981, with Marianas per capita income less than one-

ihalf of U.S. per capita income, the Commission expects the tax burden in the

Marianas to be at least 50 percentlof the tax burden borne by the people Of

the United States. However, even though the tax burden "in the Marianas is

projected to increase by more than i00 percent between 1973 and 19Sl, from 8

percent to 19 percent of district income, large government deficits will still

exist.

As part of the political status se£tlement the Commission proposes

%hat the United States provide assurance that it _;ill provide budget support

for the Government of the Marianas at levels required t0 implement transition

and development plans. The required levels of" budget support during Phase II

are estimated to be:-

Year Millions of Current Dollars

1975 _ 19.2

1976 22.4

1977 23.9

1978 28.3

1979 27.5

1980 21..6

1981 19.9

E. United States Military Imoacts

In conducting its studies, the ComJnission _id not have details of

planned U.S. military •operations in the Marian,s. Thus, the Commission's

esti_-_ates of .......... support do ................._,_._h_ of military cxpendi_'_e _

in the Marianas or of any payments to be made by _he U.S. military to

the oi'tizens of Government of the Marianas. The Comfnission will work with

the U.S. Delegation to determine how U.S. militaq_" mians may affect the
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Commission's estimates. However, the U.S. Delegation should be aware that the

Com/nission believes that any benefits from ilitary operations which might"

reduce the level of required budget support should be provided in some ether

-:_.form in the event:military plans are not implemented.i _ _....... _.... _ " . ..... _. _.

. :d I.:..-_,',_:-._, . . , . _ ..

! •Prior to their implementation, military plans must be regarded as

speculative. They are_-_;ubject to change, or even cancellation, by actions

which may be taken by the U.S. Congress or the Department of Defense. Further,

the phasing of military construction and operations can greatly influence

their economic impact. Accordingly, the Commission feels that it is essential

for the United States to make specific commitments of economic assistance

which will nct be contingent on the re-establishment of the military in the

Marianas. '

III. Financial Requirements for Phase III (1982 - ?)

At this point• in time it is difficult for the Commission to project

the financial requirements of the Marianas beyond Phase IIo The Commission

proposes, therefor e , that in the fifth year of Phase II, coinciding with the

date established for review of political status issues, the Marianas and the

United States review toge.ther the progress of Phase II, and explore the

future requirements for budget support of the Marianas during Phase II[.
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U.S. RESPONSE ON

ECONOMICS _qD FIN_TCE

I. Introduction

i. As we take up the second major item on our agenda--economics and

finance--I think it would be useful to keep in mind the ultimate objective of

these discussions. W6 hope that they will be directed toward reaching preli-

minary understandings on the essential framework of the future financial

relationship of the Marianas with the United States and,.in particular, on

tentative agreements on the major financial provisions to be included in a

draft agreement. Our efforts will thus be directed toward exploring with you

general principles leading to general understandings rather than concentrating

on budgetary details and precise figures and estimates, important as they may

be.

2. We realize the importance of economic analysis, budget forecasts

and the establishment of development goals. As we said last December, we are

desirous of exploring jointly with you the future financial needs of the

Mariana Isiands and other matters covered in the Commission's Mav 14 paper on

economics and finance. But it is our feelin'g that our priority task is to

seekagreement on certain fundamentals and then after the full range of

prospective financial inputs has been identified and estimated, your planning

and our planning and our joint effort will be greatly facilitated.

3. In this regard let me take note of the Marianas Political Status

Commission's paper on the economic and financial aspects of the political

status question.

4. We found this prqfessionally done paper most interesting and we
_q

are in agreement with many of the principles it sets forth. We also concur

in %he general thrust of its contents and the goals sought. I am sure that

this paper will serve a very useful purpose as we proceed with these discus-

Sions, especially in connection with our preliminary examination of your

projected needs.

II. Back@round of the An_erican Approach

....':i 47
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I. As we think about the future U.S.-Marianas financial relationship

we have, as I am sure you have,_looked at precedent--at "the experience of

Puerto Rico, the •Virgin Islands, American Samoa and also your close nieghbor

o

to the south, Guam. The overall pattern in all of these cases is similar.

The Unfted States Government has follwed a policy of encouraging and assisting

thes_e members of the A_erican family to become more and more self-sufficient

while providing neede_d back-up support and inccntives for the generation of

local revenues. The result of this policy has been a gradual lessening of

reliance on direct Congressional appropriations by the _ocal governments

concerned as their economies have developed. Guam, Puerto Rico and the Virgin

Islands have now, in a sense, graduated in that they no longer receive regular,

annual direct grant assistance from the United States Congress. Held in other

forms, however, remains substantial and all three of these local governments

benefit from _articipa_ion in various federal programs and services.

III. Our Approach to the Marianas

./ i. We would suggest that in general £he future financial relation-

s_ip between the Marianas and the United States follow the conventional,

tradlhional and successful pattern that I have _ust described. By this, I

mean that under the agreement we are workin'g toward, the United States would

assume certain obligations to provide budgetary support and economic assist-

ance to the Marianas until the people and the government of the Marianas were

able to meet the financial resoonsibilities of self-government from their own

resources.

2. The two forms of annual financial assistance that we have in mind

are I) direct financial grants in support of the costs of government operation

and capital improvement programs, 2) the extension and provision of federal

programs and _ervices to the Marianas. For direct grants, we would propose

that the annual budget program a_proach be followed. The actual level of

annual financial assistance would depend largely upon mutually determined

needs of the Marianas Go<,ernment and people taking into account local revenues

and.other Sources of local government funds. Direct grants of any _ort would

require specific legislative authorization and subsequent Congressional

48
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appropriation. The extension of.certain federal programs would require that

the Marianas be designated as an eligible recipient bv Cbngressional action.

For other federal programs the Marianas would be automatically eligible uDon

attaining commonwealth status. (Some examples of Services and" Programs)

IV. Sources of Funds ' •

....._......_':.........In looking ahead, needs and requirements, of course, have to be identi-

fied and projected. The U°S. follows £his approach in its annual budget

process as well as in longer range planning. At the same time, in looking

ahead realistically, attention must also be given to sources. Where is the

money coming from? The remainder of my introductory remarks is going to be

•directed to this question.

Your paper rightfully stated that its estimates of required support

did not take into account possible future military expenditures in the :

Marianas. This afternoon I would like to go•beyond Mr. Wilson's presentation

of some ten days ago and give you some additional information on the magnitude

of the possible financial imput to your future'budge t and economy that would

flow a projected military presence. But .first, let us take a look at regular,

conventionil future sources of income for the Marianas.

IV. Sources of Revenue for the Marianas

i. Present Sources

At the present time funds available for the Marianas District are

derived from four principal sources. These are (a) the Marianas' share

approximately one-half of the import duties collec_ed by the Congress of

Micronesia in the Marianas and returned to the district; (b) minor income

derived from licensing fees, etc., (c) %he Mariana_' share of Federal _rograms

(2.5 million in FY 73); and (d) the Marianas' shar_ of Federal grants for the

TTPI as a whole ($7.1 million in FY 73).

The Congress of Micronesia imposes both income and gross receipts

taxes on individuals and businesses in the Marianas. But none of this is

returned directly to the district, although the District derives considerable

indirect benefit from COM projects and programs.

There is als0 a substantial sum derived from the presence of the TT
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Government headquarters in' the Harianas. We estimate this at approximately

$2.2 million annually, most of which will be lost to the district when the

capita]• of the Trust Territory is no longer on Saipan.

2. Possible Additional Sources of Revenue or Income Under the

Pr_r_osed Commonwealth (Non-Mi].itary) :'
! . . ..

!-{_'_:'_......_........There is-a variety of possible additional sources 0f revenue or inco_me

for the Marianas which might be realized under the proposed new colmmonwealth

arrangement without reference to anticipated•military inputs into the economy.

First, there are the amounts which would be realized from the disposal of

public lands, once there have been returned to the district. This is likely

to be a substantial sum, although it is impossible to calculate the precise

amounts realizable at the present time either from rentals to individuals or

businesses, or from sales. The proceeds from the latter could of course be•

invested amon_ •other things with a steady income realized from this capitali'-

zation process. This possibility might well be considered in connection with

the p/ossible establishment of a Trust Fund for the benefit of the people.

A second source of revenue would be the income realized from the

disposal of any real or personal property taken over from the T.T. Gove_:nment

when it transfer out of the Marianas District, although some financial

accom[_odation with the TT Government will undoubtedly be required.

A. third possible source is the additional returns (above present

leYels) from import duties which might be levied by the new commonwealth

government. This is dependent of course on the final decision taken with

respect to the Marianas position in or out of £he _.S. customs union. It is

fair to say that it is also possible that this decision could theoretically

result in a net loss of revenue depending on how the new system is structured.

A major additional source of revenue would Be the returns _.rom a direct.

dincome tax levied on individuals. The again deDe[Js uoon arrangements worKe.

--u ........u ......:............. .........c_..___wll±_v of _"- U.S. Federal inc(S_

Tax and u%e made of the p'roceeds derived therefrom. The same thing is true of

taxes ,which might be im_:)osed upon local busine_;ses. /
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In addition to the foregoing there:.is also the possibility of deriving

additional revenues from real estate and property tax, sa.les or excise taxes,

additional fees, etc. These are peculiarly within the prerogative of the

Marianas Legislature and would be clearly dependent on the decisions taken by

that body or its successor under the Marianas constitution.

Finally, there are those items of income wh'ich would be realized by •-

the Marianas' participaiion in new or enhanced federal programs, and in annual

federal grant programs :which may be determined to be .necessary and appropriate.

3. Possible Additional Sources of Revenue or Income Under the

Proposed Commonwealth (Military)

Fully recognizing that the subject of mi!.itary land requirements has

yet to be addressed, it is, nevertheless, necessary to consider the i,flpact

which a possible military presence in the Marianas w_ll have on your economy.

It would be considerable indeed if current U.S. plans were imnlemented.

Certainly, any assessment of the financial relationship would be incomDlete

without taking into account the possible dramatic increase in revenues which

you would derive from this source.

I must stress that the following figures are estimates based on

preliminary planning data and therefore represent current best judgements

rather than refined figures based on empirical data developed specifically

for this purpose. This must be kept constantly in vind when dealing with the

subject of railitary presence. Assuming a successful end to the negotiations

and the necessary approval of the U.S. Congress, a comprehensive socio-economic

impact assessment will be prepared which will provide detailed and refined

information as to the economic impact on the 5_ariana Islands resulting from a

U.S. military presence. ..

The following assessment addresses the economic impact that development

of a military presence will have on the 5_a_.-ianaIslands District. Naturally-

these economic impacts a_:e directly related to the subsequent :land discussions

and our ability to a%[ree on the land which will be _ade •available for military

use." .C'onsequently, a nLore elaborate bi'e_.kout of the data Will be presente¢],j

duri_g the land portion or the negotiations ..... '.

"" " 51
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••It is not our intent'ion to discuss the cost of land during this nego-

tiating session. In our view this will be the subject c_f subsequent detailed •

su_-negotiations once there is a meeting' of the minds on the general extent

and nature of the land arrangements. You may rest assured, h0wever, that the

U.S. Government intends to provide just compensation for the •land that it

requires These payments will of course provide substantive revenues for the-

District GQvernment a_d landowners as well.
[ ",_ %

We have estimated the United States dollars expected to flow into the

local economy as a result of both construction and operation of the base on

Tinian. The impact of land acquisition and any possible resettlement aze not

included in these impact figures. Our estimates are based on 1973 dollars and

do not inc'lude the economic multiplier factor which is con_only used by

economists to evaluate the total impact on "the economy. A multiplier factor

21/2 .of to 3 is considered an accurate indication of the actual impact on the

economy of a developing society.

/ The six years predicted to complete construction should Drovide a

total of $39.8 million dollars into the local economy not taking into account

the multiplier factor. This estimate of course • represents only a portion of

the total cost of the base construction ($144 million). The $39.8 million

includes the cost of supplies and material purchased locally, the total wages

paid to local employees and a portion of the wages paid to employees not from

the Mariana Islands District. A labor force of approximately 1,000 people

will be required during most of the construction and as many as nossible of

these will be hired locally. For clarify I should reemphasize that the fore-

const__._tlon of base facilities.going speaks only to the _'_ "

Separate and distinct _s the econoraic impact of the military operations:

which will be.conducted on the base once construction permits.

The economic impact of base operation J._ estimated at $15 million met

year when the base deveiooment is completed, again without taking, into account

the multiplier factor. This total •includes the goods and services purchased

locally, hhe total wages for civilian personal an<] a percentage of the wages
-o

o_military personnel which would be spent in the local economy. It is -%.
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anticipated that the compie'ted base Will require approximately 600 local

employees.

In addition, revenues will be derived from federal income taxes paid

by the U.S. military and civilian personnel working on the base if the Federal

Income Tax route is followed. Once military personnel• arrive on the base they

_-_hbuld[Say approximately $i - $2 million per year'in federal income taxes.

This figure is expected to increase to about $4 million annually when the base

is completed and should remain at this level during subsequent years.. These

!

estimates do not include, taxes to be paid by the construction labor force

during the construction phase.

In summary, the total impact of construction and ooeration of the
, r

base is about $I0 to $12 million beginning with J[nitial construction and

running through completion, a period of about 6 years. From that point on,.

the contribution of base operations would approximate $15 million annually°

In addition, tax revenues in the neighborhood of $4 million nervear from

military sources would flow into the _:arianas tr.easury.

More detailed data will be furnished when land is discussed and, in

turn, the U.S. Delegation will be prepared to discuss how these figures were

derived.

Summarv Observations

Statements regarding the mechanics of a financial relationship are

not enough nor is an impersonal rundown of current and potential sources of

revenue and support. We. should add that quite aside from fOrTRS and figures--

we do agree with your goals and aspirations and with your understandable

desire to raise the standards of living-of your people.

In this effort the people and the Government of the United States will

help. The cQmmonwealth agreement will st,ell this out and I can assure vou that

as a future member of the American family vou mav look forward to the benefits

which -_^..:..^ _ ....._ T also a_-_''_ that tb_ r-.._=_ .government ,..:if7

play its role--although I'must always caveat my remarks whel% talking about

money, by adding the familiar "subject to the approval of Conaress" clause.
%:

However, the real incentive, the real initiative, the real planning
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and the real responsibility for the realization or non-realization of your

economy goals will be in your ]lands. You will have the power to make decisions

that will affect the nature, the direction and the Dace of your own economic

development.

You will have to take into account the impact of ¥our development

policies on your environment, on the ecology of the islands and on the qualitv

of life of.;your people. Your decisions and your actions too will generally

determine the extent to which your control over your future economic growth

will remain in the hands Of your children. •

In_.al_l this we can help, but the principal bus-den of responsibility for

wise decision making will rest with you. Hopefully, you will learn from the

past--from the experien'ce of others. Indeed you do have a unique opportunity,

and an exciting challenge as vou plan the kind of future society in which you

choose to llve. How you allocate and manage your available resources, natural

and material, will go a long way in determining how close you come to your

goals.

0
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U.S. COMMENTARY ON MSC PAPER ON ECONOMICS AND FINANCE -5/23/73

I. Introduction •

As Ambassador Williams remarked in his open%ng Dresenta£ion this after-

noon we have reviewed the Coro_ission's paper on economics and finance with

_eat care and find it a veYy useful contribution to our joing thinking. In

particular _,we find me'rit in the fourth long range economic objectives set

forth in the paper.• These objectives are aimed at finding the resources:

a. To facilitate an orderly transition;

b. To build towards an adequate social and economic infrastructure;

c. To provide necessary public services and brograms; and

d. To find adequate means to encourage and to promote the future

economic development of the Marianas.

In addition you have stated your long range goal of self-sufficiency

with which we concur.

We believe these need to be developed _ith particular reference to

the basic ecnomic needs oJ- the people of the Marianas and the anticipated

sources of income - both those now available and those likely to become avaxl-

able - in determining any ultimate shortfalls.

_['. _: II. Planninq Goals and Criteria

Similarly we have no conceptual difficulty with the three-phased

approach suggested, though we may differ on details and some aspects of timing.

We need to discuss with you, however, where all of this is expected to lead -

at least in te]nns of planning goals. It is clear that there will need to be

a planning phase for develo,_ment of the constitution, economic plans, govern-

ment reorganization plans, etc. The second phase, when taken in conjunction

with the military construction proposals which vTe will be making, ampears to

be a period during which the Marianas will make a ma-or jump toward self-suf-

ficiency. By the third phase, development and the governmental process should

De aimed, as Ambassador Williams has said, at the goal of ........ :--

ming in a relatively self-supporting c:ommonwealth.

-_ We would be in_e ......ted in hearing from the Conm_ission its views on
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what it considers to be realistic rates of econont[c growth for the Marianas.

We note a high level of annual growth in district income projected in your

study in the early phases - approximately 10% - which aDpea.rs to decline in

later years. Has this been a deliberate part of your thinking?

_ --....."'" we als-o note a projected rate of DoDuiation exmansion at inordinately

high levels - 6% annually through 1981. We are most anxious to have you

_

expand on this critical' factor and to learn your views on how it should be -

handled in terms of its effect on .your economic development and your ability

to realize otherwise attainable goals in terms of per capita growth in income.

In a related area we would be most interested to learn your views

regarding the present and future absorptive capacity of the Marianas economy.

This is particularly significant in view of the high level of antlcipated

income to be derived in a relatively short time from the projected U.S. mi!ita-

r/ construction _ and activitfes in the Marianas. There are important _uestions

involved here such as the availability of manpo_ger resources,-the possible

need for alien labor to meet temporary shortages, the economic (and social)

fall-out from such a new presence, the ability to provide new technical train-

ing and otherwise £o develop new skills, the critical matter of maintenance

capabilities , etc. etc.

III. R__ui-r emen ts

A. Phase I

With regard to the Commission's request for a figure to be used for

planning purposes during Phase I (transition), we will need to exolore with you

further the nature of these requirements and Vossible a].ternative sources of

funding to meet them. It may be, for exan:ple, that with the requirements

agreed the sums necessary to fund these or alternative projects could be

included in the regular budgetary requests. In any event we will need to work

with you in the Commission and with the district legislature during this

period on a joint basis to determine the actual needs.

B. Phase II (Build <_p) .' .-

"_ Regarding the list of capital improvement program items included .in.

the Commission's paper, we are bv no means clear about the basis on _¢hj.ch your
• :]
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total figure of $47.7 million was reached. This averages $6.8 million per

•year over seven years and is considerably in excess of the $6.5 million CIP

budgeted by the Trust Territory during the entire FY 75-79 period. We will

of course be examining this list further.

.............{* _ So far as Program Operations Requirements are concerned, these are

items peculiarly susceptible to regular .budgetary review. We draw attention

to the large increase ih goVernment employees over the Dlanning period (50%).

We would tend to question the need for applicahion of the Government of Guam

pay scale and would be interested in hearing your rationale for this. In

this connection we believe that the territorial wage board process uhili_ed

in the Virgin Islands and• American Samoa would be a useful precedent for your

consideration since it provides ahandy tool in determining the aooroDriate-

ness of wages and wage increase and could be readily adanted for the Marianas.

There appears to be no c]ear reason for following _uam, which has a territorial

minimum wage substantially above the federal minimum wage.

With respect to Economic Development Requirements.we have some difficul _

ty with the specific suggestion for a Marianas Development Corporation if its

principal purpose is to ••stimulate private investment and accelerate growth

in the private sector. We need to discuss th_s with you at length and in

particular to examine the prospects for private investment and growth under

the new commonwealth without such extra stimulous, we also wonder if suffi-

cient funds might not be available in any.event from such things as land

rentals and from private capital sources _vithout making special efforts for

federal funds for this purpose should this be determined finally to be wor£hv

expenditure. Indeed it is our preliminary feeling:_that to a certain extent

our study may underestimate the amounts of private <capital which may find

their way into the Marianas Commonwealth and the major effect such an influx

cou].d have on your income and sources of revenue.

C. Phase fir (Long Te_-m Developments)

With regard to long term prospects and goals there is little that

ca_ he added here to what Ambassador Will_Jams has already said. We a):'e not

Sure that if the approach he has ._ug<iested is followed it will be either

j
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necessary or appropriate to schedule a specific review at the end of five years,

This in Our view should rather be a continuing process. It could accomDlished

each_ear, or more often as part of the regular progran_n%ing process if this

approach is adopted. " i:- " . ::- _

IV. Revenues - .

We have been particularly interested in the projections contained in

your TABLE III. As Ambassador Williams exnlained, we believe there are a

greater number of potential sources of income and additional revenues available

to you than appear on that chart. It is important that we sit down with you

and examine these at lenght.
/L

We beli'eve that as a result of this examination a ralther radicallv .

different picture is likely to emerge so far as your own potential resources

are c_ncerned. When we are able to get a better fix on this we will then be

prepared to begin to put the pieces of theequation together and consider the

final column indicating the critical shortfalls.

........................................................................... , .......................... c . -
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RESPONSE TO COM24ENTS OF A_,_ASSADOR WILLIAMS AND MR. J. WILSON ON THE MPSC
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL POSITION PAPER

Mr. Chairman:

The Commission appreciates both your comments and those Of Mr. Wilson in regard

to our position paper on •economics and finance. We are particularl v pleased

•that you a@ree with many of the basic principles we have attempted to establish

and with the long range goals we would like to attain.

• ' 4:

In considering the objectives of these •discussions on economic and financial

matters, we too believe that our work must be directed toward preliminary

understandings on the framework of the future financial re!ationship'of the

Marianas with the United States, and on the financial provisions to be included

in a draft agreement. But we also believe that to reach these understandings

it will be necessary first for us to explore the orders of magnitude of _the

financial requirements and resources for self "government in the Marianas.

The ability or inability of the Marianas fo eventually develop a self sufficient

economy capable of supporting self government Surely will be an important

factor in determing the the framework of our future financial relationship,

as well as in determing required levels of future U.S. economic assistance.
\

Because our position paper presents preliminary assessments of our financial

requirements and resources, we would like to respond to the auestions raised

by Mr. Wilson about our paper. Of course, we will appreciate any information

or data you can provide, either now or at a later time, which will enable us

to further refine our estimates of requirements and resources. We are particu-

larly interested in additional details about planned military activity in the

Mari@nas and its projected imoacts.

Turning now to Mr. Wilson's questions, we want to preface our responses by

acknowledging your acceptance of our proposed three-phased transition Drogra_.

We are confident that any differences we may have in regard to the timing and
_J

progrmaing of the tl}r_ee phases will be resolved as We obtain a clearer idea
; t

ts "£ .....
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of the time required to accomplish the change in our political statusand of

your plans for mflitary development°

In reviewing our projectiens of Marianas income, Mr. Wilson raised questions

about the high rates of income growth and the projected decline in growth

during the iater years of our Pr0jection period. First, we want to emDhasiz e

that our income projections do not relate to any long term plan for the

T

Marianas. Such a plan must be developed during phase I of our transition

program. "Our projections, therefore, result from the extrapolation to 1981

of Ourrent trends. Second, the high rates of growth are largely explained by

our expectations of relatively modest development (in absolute terms) occuring

on an exceptionally small economic base. This is clearly indicated in our

"projections of employment and econornic sector growth. These projection are

presented in a table which we will distribute to you.

The high level of population growth which we have projected, and which Mr.

Wilso_ has noted, reflects the explicit recognition bv the Marianas Political

Status Commission that the present small population base can not provide the

labor force needed .for significant economic development. Controlled immigra-

tion into the Harianas will be necessary if we are to attain our economic goal•

Given our concerns about the small population of our islands, this requirement

for controlled i_nigration makes essential the development planning which we

propose to undertake as soon as possible.

Also, in regard to your concern about our absorbative capacity, we want to

emphasize that we feel our growth and income goals can be achieved in the

time frame we propose if we do our planning work well. We fully understand

_

the need to coordinate our p]ahs with military plans when they are made avai!-

able to us. .

_.= _ou_.,L,a_= _, _p±td± IrL,prov_Lelit a_ld Progrmns operations in phase Ii of

our proposed transition prog__'am are related to the requirements suc_.ie._ted bv

current development trends and not to an anticipated level of funding, as is
,j

the T.T. budget to determine capital pJTojects and pt-ograms assigned high
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priorities by T.T., we want much further in assessing requirements by reviewing

T.T. master plans and other documents to determine the complete requirements

to establish a base for the kind of development necessary to support our

aspirations for self government. We are prepared to review these needs with

you on a project by project and program by program basis. We do, at this

point_however_ direct your attention tO the unique difficulties, • in both ....

financial and manpower te:cms, in providing adequate public facilities and

services for a small, relatively isolated population.

In regard to our proposal to raise Marian,s Government salaries and wages to

£he Guam Government salary and wage scale, we feel that any subtantial salary

and wages differential between the Marianas and Guam would result in Outmigra-

tion to Guam of most skilled and well trained people in the Marianas. This

movement of trained people to the u.S. is already occuring and surely will :•

become more serious when we become part of the American family."

Finally, in regard to Mr. Wilson's question about our need for economic

development funds, we see little possibility for true self government if we

do not participate in and control our economy after the change in our political

status. We are sure that you are aware that Japanese and other outside

inventors are already showing interest in the 5_arianas. Let us assure you

that one of the reasons for this interest is the possibility which some inven-

tor§ see for controlling our economy by reeking relatively small commitments

of capital in the Marianas. The total public and private investment which

required in the future is well within the capabilities of single large

companies. We do not want the Marianas to be dominated by absentee landlords.

The Commission proposes that we now turn to the Commission's proposal as an

agenda for further discussion. As we touch on the relevant issues, we will

prepare to elaborate on the answers we have already present to Mr. Wilson's

questions, and, of courser _Je will be prepared to answer any additional

questions you may have.

4,
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U.S. RESPONSE TO MARI At_AS _OLITICAL STATUS CO_4ISSION

i QUESTIONS OF MAY 25, 1973
: "j

Question i: The U.S. Delegation concurs in principle with your Commission's

Phase I proposals, subject to further consideration of the exact elements of

Phase I timing, funding and procedures. We believe these questions should be

addressed {nitially by'the U.S.-Marianas Working Cermnittee on Economics and

Finance ....
!

With respect to Phase II, we can agree in principle to the Marianas'

projected need for assistance in capital improvement projects and other

programs, and shall study your goals further in orde9 to determine how they

can best be achieved. However, we areunable at this point to commit ourselves

to funding deficits which are presently based on very rough estimates indeed'

• We sha_ll certainly •want to study, too, at an appropriate time the .:

requirements of the Marianas in Phase Ill. We would not be surprised if the

Marianas were well on the road to self-sufficiency by the beginning of _rhase

III.

Question 2 & 3: The U.S. suggests that the economic analysis required for full

response to these questions be assigned to the joint committee on economics

and finance, where questions such as those raised in the working sessions can

be addressed in detail.

Question 4: Procedurally, the U.S. suggests the establishment of a joint

working co_<mittee on economics and finance parallel to the one on the applica-

bility of laws. The working eom_mittee on economics and finance would study

the proposed Marianas program and the econ_nic elements thereof, with a view

to submitting a joint report £o the MSC and the President's Personal Represen-

tative for Stitus Negotiations at the next meeting of the full delegations.
0

Question 5: The U.S. is in complete agreement with the long-range goals of _

self-sufficiency for the Marianas and wishes to assure the Marianas Political

Status Commission that the U.S. will assist the Marianas in the attaintment

of this objective.

The U.S. wili assist the Marianas, financially and otherwiie, in

_ -_ .62
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planning and preparing for transition to a commonwealth status and self-govern-

ment (Phase I). The U.S. will provide financial assistance to the Government

Of the new commonwealth of the Marianas for start-up costs and governmental

operations and programs during Phase II.

_-_ ......TheU.S. proposes that thisassitance be provided through federal ......-....

programs and services and by direct grant assistance via the regular annual

federal budgetary process,, While the U.S. believes the interests of the

Marianas might best be_ served by the normal annual program approach based on

mutual agreement on needs, the U.S. is nevertheless prepared to agree to provide

the Marianas direct grant assistance during an initial period of year s at a

certain guaranteed fixed level, subject to the approval of the Congress.

The amount of this guaranteed level should be related to local

resources and revenues as well as to needs and requirements. We believe it _

would be premature to con_ider what this level should be until we have a more

rounded picture of the total Marianas income potential. We would therefore

like to defer further discussion of the level of a possible U.S. commitment

for direct grant assistance during Phase II until we have reviewed the closely

related question of land. That discussion should'include the potential income

to be derived from the return of public land in the Marianas and the possible

revenues to be derived from a satisfaction of U.S. minimum military land

requirements and subsequent military base construction and operations in the

Marianas.

-° _
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Ambassador Williams:

/The Marianas Commission is prepared to accept the joint press release which __

has been prepared as a ,result of discussions between the two delegations

yesterday and this morning. The Commission wants the United States Delegation

to know that the Commissibn is of the unanimous view tha% the commitments

made by theunited States in the area of economic and financial support in

this release are not as _pecific,_definite or _enerous as the Commission

believes appropriate. The Commission intends to press its views on this

matter vigorously in the future at every possible occasion until the United •

States is prepared to make the financial commitments necessary for the future

grow£h and development of the Marianas.

] •
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JOINT PRESS RELEASE ................... " ".......... May 29, 19"]3

Senator Edward Pangelinan and Ambassador Haydn Williams, Chairmen

respectively of the Marianas and American Delegations to the Marianas status
talks, said today their delegations have reached preliminary understandings on

certain important financial aspects of the proposed commonwealth arrangement
for the Marianas announced, last week.

...... According to the two Chairmen, the delegations have devoted several

working sessions to a careful examination of the financial needs of the Marianas

U_.-der the proposed new self-governing commoru,;ealth arrangement. These informa].
sessions have concent}ated upon identifying broad areas for tentative agreement

and further study rather than upon budgetary details and specific dollar

figures.

Senator Pangelinan and Ambassador Williams stated that the delegations

are generally agreed on the long-term economic objectives set forth by the
Marianas Political Status Commission. These objectives •are aimed at finding
the resources: (I) to facilitate an orderly transition; (2) to build

toward an adequate social and economic infrastructure; (3) to provide necessary

public services and programs; and (4) to find adequate means to encou_-age and

promote the future economic development of the Marianas. ',

The two £elegations have agreed that the long-ranged economic goal for
the New Commonwealth of the Marianas is self-sufficiency. In this connection

the Marianas Coma_ission has already recognized that the citizens of the /
Marianai will be undertaking an increasing share of the financial responsibi-

lities of self-government as they begin to enjoy an improved standard of living
and increased income. Under the terms of the final agreement to be negotiated

between the Marianas and the United States, the United States will assume

certain obligations to provide budgetary support and economic assistance to the
Marianas until the people and the government of the Narianas can meet the

financial responsibilities of self-government from their own resources•

The Chairmen of the two delegations indicated that much of the discussion
in this area centered on the estimated financial needs of the Marianas during

an initial planning period and a longer period during which the plans are to

be implemented and the Marianas _;ould be expected to make a major jump toward
self-sufficiency. By the end of this second phase, it is hoped that the

standard of living in Marianas should be at an acceptable level and the base

for long-term growth and development should be firmly established.

The two delegations discussed the initial planning stage including such
matters as the need for a land cadastral program for the Marianas, preparation

of a physical plan, a government reorganization plan, an economic and social
development plan, and legal planning in such areas as political education,

preparation for a Constitutional Convention, and development of initial
legislative programs. The United States will agree in principle to finance

this planning effort, subject to the outcome of a joint review of such questions

as timing, the range of aotivi_:ies contemplated and _{unding procedures.

In addition to the normal range of federal programs for which the new

Marianas Government might become eligible, the t_.,,odelegations have agreed that

direct grants of financial support from the United States will be necessary•
Because of the importance of long-term development D!anning and controlled
growth, the United States is prepared to agree, subject to the approval of

the United States Congress, to provide fina_.cial sup[oort over an initial

period of years at guaranteed fixed levels. Although the exact framework of
this financial com_nitment remains to be determined, the two delegations have

agreed to explore this further°

- 65
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(Con't) JOINT PRESS RELEASE May 29, 1973

The two Chairmen stated that it was not possible at this time to provide

any reliable estimates regarding the level of annual financial requirements

which might be necessary for the new Cormmonwealth ho achieve self-sufficiency.

Before such estimates can be developed, further joint study is required
regarding the needs of_ the Marianas and their anticipated revenues. Althouqh

these matters have beef, preiiminariiy discussed in the recent working sessions,
much more work must be completed before the total extent of Marianas needs as

well as anticJ:pated r_sources can be estimated. In this connection, the •
pi'oposed military actiyities for the Marianas, especially in Tinian, could

have substantial impact upon the anticipated income and revenues of the new
Marianas Government.

The two Chairmen agreed that a joint working committee on economics and

finance will review detain'ted plans and cost estimates "regarding the planning
phase and the needs and anticipated revenues of the Marianas under the

implementation phase to follow. It will •also make estimates of the impact on
the Marianas of U.S. programs, including military programs. Special attention

will be paid to finding means to implement a comprehensive cadastra! program

in the Marianas _ as soon as possible. The joint working con_ittee will report

to' the respective delegations prior to the next session of the negotiations.

Having arrived at these preliminary understandings in the area of
economics and finance, the parties are now proceeding to discuss the next

major agenda item in these negotiations, the subject of land.
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LAND STATEMENT OF AF_ASSADOR WILLIAMS

- June 3, 1973

I would like to begin my remarks this afternoon by thanking the

::i.Marianas Comcnission for •making the arrangements for our joint visit to Tinian,

We also appreciated the hospitality that was extended to us by the leaders and
i _,',

the people 'of Tinian. The marathon long public meeting was certainly in the

best traditions of a!free and open society and a good example of freedom of
-" •

speech and democracy in action.

Following our return to Saipan, members of the U.S. Delegation turned

for the first time to a consideration of the Marianas Commission's Statement

on land which was presented at the working session imm.ediately prior to our

departure for Tinian. This statement in resoonse to the U.S, proposal on land

did not comment on the American position on the public lands, land alienation

or _minent domain. It rather concentrated on future U.S. military land

requirements. My comments this afternoon"will thus be limited to this same

subject; summarizing the U.S. position and ansx_ering some of. the specific

questions posed by your paper. .

The U.S. welcomed, as it has in the past, a further acknowledgement

by the Marianas Commission of the off-stated U.S. need. for land in the

Marianas for defense purposes. In particular, the American Delegation appre-

ciated the Commission's pledge to negotiate in good faith ways to meet the

U.S. land requirements. We approach land neg.otiations in this same spirit,

and such an attitude i,_ wholly consistent with our understanding of your

desire and choice regarding your future political status.

The U.S. Delegation, w_ile it believes that a great many social,

political and "economic benefits will accrue to thepeople of the M.arianas

under the proposed con[monwealth arrahgement, has emohasized from the outset.

that •men_bership in the ;unerican family involves obligations as well.. Contri-

buting to the conmLon defense is one of the most fundamental of these.obliga-

£_ons. The U.S. land requirements in the _arianas for militarT/ purposes, as

: f
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already set forth, have been carefully considered by the U.S, C-overnment, in

the context of the immediate and possible future need for military facilities

in the Pacific to enable the U.S. to carry out its defense responsibilities

and obligations. It is on the basis of this careful assessment of military

" need that the U.S. land requiremenf in the Marianas is based. . _ ,

While your Commission is prepared to make land available to the United

States, the question of the extent and how land is to be acquired remains to

be resolved. First the question of the form of acquisition. I believe the
,:: f

record is clear that the United States Government appreciates the importance

which the people of the Marianas attach to their land. This has been brought

• forcefully[home by the united States' insistence that all public land will be

returned to the people of the Marianas and by our offer to do whatever is
/.

necessary to protect your land from coraing under the control of private

interests outside of the Marianas. "

Nevertheless, it might be helpful to say again that.what the U.S. is

proposing is the use of land for public purposes. The U.S. Government

historically purchases, not leases, land when it acquires land for the

public'good and for uses involving substant.ial investment over a long period

of years• This is as true in the acquisition of land for the building of dams,

hospitals, schools, post offices, etc., as it is with military bases. The

U.S. Congress is reluctant to commit large sums to projects with only the

protection of a iease. The proposals for land acquisition which have been

discussed here certainly fall in this catergory.

This does not mean, however, that the Cor_ission's concerns on

permanency could not b'e satisfied in some fashion. The U.S. would perhaps

be will_.ng to commit itself, ["f at some time in the future a decision wis

made to close the Tinian basel to make the land available to the people of

the ._[arianas through some kind of covenant within the purchase arrangement°

There is some precedent for such a procedure. However, such a ciualification

would in turn have a marked effect on the initial purchase orice Which the

U.S. "Was able to pay.

One other coi._ment is in order regarding the acquisition of land. Your

; '_, 68
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statement addressed the procedures for determining land values and suggested

some rather unconventional criteria. By law and regulation the U$S. cannot

employ any other standard than current fair market value. Where the U.S.

Government is concerned appraisal procedures are carefully circumscribed and

_these prohibit the consideration of'speculation O n future growth in the

determination of land values. As previously stated the thorough evaluation

of U.S. acquisition costs will be part of the preliminary planning process.

Extent of the Land Requirements t • •

Farallon de Medinilla •

The two delegations appear to agree that the united states requirement

for an island for target practice can be met. The U.S. has suggested Farallon

de Medinilla. The island is being currently used as a bombing range. %_ile

it has been acknowledged that it is uninhabitable and inaccessible, the

Marianas Commission seems to have some reservations about its use which the

U.S. _inds confusing. You have asked for our response in writing on two

questions which are provided herewith. ..........

From the U,S. standpoint, its distance from Guam and Tinian are of

importance economically. To use one of the more distant Northern Islands for

target purposes would not•be desirable, either operationally or economically.

For example, if one of the more distant islands were used, most fighter air-

craft would not have enough fuel ramaining when arriving over the target area

to permit the multiple bombing passes that are required during practice mis-

sions and also to permit a safe return to the base on Tinian or on Ouam. In

addition, these aircraft would not ?have enough fuel to practice other

required training maneuvers enroute to and from the target area due to the

distance invol_ed. These operational considerations are extremely important

and the economic advantage of a closer=in target area is obvious.

,,l_- regard _^ vcur ccncaxn ove_ safety p_u.t_,_': .... w_u_,_,,:_:-the

target are_, the United States has established elaborate safety precautions

to insHre that there is no hazard to personnel or property outside of the

target area. Due to the distance of Farallon from other islands there is no

'';' I .......................................... "69 .....................
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possibility that injuries c'ould occur to inhabitants of the nearest islands as

a result of the target practices. The island will be used for air-to-ground

and ship-to-shor e target practice only. It will not, I repeat will not, be

used as a ground-to-ground missile target area. In this regard, if you desire,

the U.S. Delegaticn will make available a copy of the pertinent unclassified

:_U_S. Air Force safety directives regarding such ranges • in • essence, no more

frisk would exist unde_ the new proposal than exists today. Furthermore the

.U.S. is not aware of a single complaint regarding the safety of the practice

operations that have been conducted intermittently on this target area since

1970.

The U.S. Delegation was a little puzzled by your general comments

/,

regarding the possible future U.S. military land needs on Saipan. I can assure

you that this side of the table has no lack of confidence in the ability or

desire of the future con_onwea]th to honor its responsibilities. It has beeD
/

the U.S. Delegation's impression that you would prefer the United States to

arrange for its land requirements as a part of these negotiations rather than

to put them forwar'd to some future date when economic development might either

preclude or make it difficult to satisfy such land needs. U.S. experience

bears out the wisdom of this procedure. The earlier settlement is also in the

interest of the U.S. Government since it has no guarantee that uncontrolled,

private, permanent improvements around a harbor or airfield will be comDatible

with subsequent military needs for access to that harbor or airfield. It does

not appear therefore unreasonable to us to attempt to be farsighted in project--

ing possible U.S. future needs, indeed this would appear to be a wise and

prudent course.

In the case of the requirements put forward by t_e U.S. on Saipan, I

refer, back to my remarks made at the conclusion of your statement on Friday. •

The U.S. has some 4,96{; acres of retention lands on Saipan. The U.S. military

has shown over the past several yea'rs a wil].ingness to Share the use of this

la_d. For example, the retention land in the vicinity of Tanapag has a number

................. •.......
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of priv_e commercial activities on it arid the number has increased steadily

over the years. Kobler Field, your commercial airport, is in retention land

and the U.S. has just within the last few months signed an agreement permit T

ring civilian use of Isley Field which remains military retention land. More-

over, the FAA has just authorized the expenditure of several million dollars

?.for the improvement of Isley, based in part on representations that the field

would be jointly used. In the final analysis the U.S. is not requesting

permission to use retention land on which it already has rights but is stating

that itwishes to retain some 800 acres of the land, while returning the

remainder of some 4100 1acres to your future government. '

Now as to specific parcels:

!sley Field 0"

Your position regarding the 500 acres south of and adjacent to Islev

Field, which is currently retention land, does not appear reasonable to us.

While no near term development is planned, the U.S. requirement for this

acreage, is not hypothetical but contingent; that is, it will be needed immed-

iately if we were to move out of some other location or if another location

could handle a new requirement. The U.S. p!anned use of the area for aircraft

maintenance and repair facilities as well as limited logistical support wpuld

be compatible with any reasonable master plan for the airfield vicinity. Even

in the most optimistic view, the U.S. cannot conceive that within the next

twenty years airfield-related activities will be developed to a level beyond

the capability of the 3700 acres of retention land to be returned.

Tanapag Harbor

The bulk of the current industrial development in the TanaDag Harbor

area is in the 320 acres the U.S. is prepared to release. An addition_l deed

water dock could be constructed in this area, but such a project would brobab-

ly be extremely costly. While it might he some time before local conunercial

sh_pping needs could justify another deep water dock, it is recognized that"

the Narianas may eventually have a legitimate requirement for such an improve-

ment. Consequently, the U.S. Government is willing to Consider reducing the

si_6_f the area described in its requirements in order to release some of the

71 "
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:land immediately south of Char!ie Dock, p_ovided that assurances can be given

that no activity will be built adjacent to a new dock which is not directly

harbor-oriented. The exact lines of the boundary to accommodate your possible

future needs for a new dock should be the subject of direct discussions between

the two delegations.

_{ :,-.K:_-_:_.:.:L-_:--TheU.S. will still want to"retain the remainder of the 320 acres of

the south of Charlie Dock. ' . "

i i
Access to this"_a_._ea will be particularly important in the event it

becomes necessary to uti],ize the small parcel of retention land adjacent to

Isley Field or if it becomes necessary to. locate a ship and small craft repair

facility there or a small shore logistic support facility. The U.S. is, of

course, prepared to continue the practice of allowing harbor-oriented, activi-

ties to be placed on this land, such as the Mobil Oil installation and the

Micronesian Construction Company yard which is presently using military reten-

tion land for private commercial purposes.

Tinian
................. L................................................. L;...........

The U.S. Delegation is heartened by the statement in your paper to the

effect that the Commission is prepared to negotiate for that portion of Tinian

required for military purposes. We view this as an important step forward,

one that sharply narrows the issues. The only question in this regard now

appears to be whether the U.S. needs for its operational base, all the 18,500

acres it is' asking for. While these requirements may appear large to you, let

me say they are small compared to comparable facilities elsewhere, We could

have asked you for three separate facilities in various parts of the Marianas;

an airfield with its own docking facility, a training area with its own air

and docking facility, and a supply and logistics facility with its own air-

field and dock. We deci._ed to combine them in order to save land amongjother

things and have tailored the size further to meet the special Tinian situation.

In this same connection I should also _oint out that the ,U.S. Congress would"

not appropriate funds for land or a base which is not needed. You can rest

assured that the U.S. Congress is no more willing to spend money recklessly

than _:._u are to re].inquish land unnecessarily. '
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The U.S. Delegation has attempted to describe the planned uses for the

proposed base and to satisfy your reservations--not only through formal presen-

tations but in extended question and answer sessions. It is difficult to know

exactly what more specific information y0u are seeking about the base proper.

Your specific questions in your paper of June 1 are all we have to work with

::and these suggest that• perhaps we are not too far apart. i; i'i i+5_::_:"iSii:''"+i_+.;."i_I.:-

+I will deal with them briefly: : :

i (a) You have '_i asked for a response in writing about the location and

orientation of the proposed airfield. While the exact •location of this runway

at West Field has not y_t been determined, the• approximate location was picked

after careful consideration of many operational and technical factors. First,

prevailing winds determine runway direction since aircraft must takeiioff and

land into the wind. Second, the West Field location provides the flatest

surrounding terrain which is necessary_ for safe flight operations in margin@l

weather. Third, the runway location on Tinian must be planned in consideration

of tl_e proposed development of Isley Field to avoid conflicting traffic pattern.

North Field is beneath the final approach•and•departure zones for Islev Field

and restricts the development of North Fidld for safety reasons.

The exact runway location on Tinian willbe determined by qualified

engineers who will consider safe flight operations as a primary criteria.

Other considerations will include the use of existing runway and taxiways to

the maximum extent possible. An effort to change the existing terrain will

not be undertaken because of the cost and the negative effect on the landscape.

(b) You are likewise concerned about the choice of San Jose Harbor.

Preliminary planning for the Tinian port facility has been based on the use

of the existing harbor•as it is located at the only site on the island reas-

onably suitable for harbor development. The waterfront property and the

anchorages are protected from the prevailing easterly winds. The piers are

built within the only protected reef area on the west coast large enough fo9

deep draft ships; moreover, the adjacent offshore anchorages are in the onl V

location where the depths are less than i00 fathoms and where the area is
.v

e_ensive enough to provide an adequate anchorage. Our present information
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suggests no other location on the. island possess these natural characteristic.

- In addition, a preliminary study of the island revealed that a suit-

able alternative site to construct a harbor is not available. Our studies to

date show that to develop another harbor would be technically extremely

•difficult and as•to cost, prohibitive, because of the required construction

_-i_i_n•deep water and because of the amount of earth to be removed from the shore-

line in • site development. Also a harbor in a location other than the existing
i

_site would very likely be only marginally useable because it would be unDro-

tected,•unsheltered, ind lacking in suitable depth for a_ anchorage area.

An in-depth analysis of harbor engineering and a rehabilitation pro-

gram will be made as soon as our engineers visit the island to complete the

initial on-site surveys and refined planning estimates. Certainly, the

consideration of alternatives would involve a whole complex of cost factors

and is a complicated process. Again,•however, I must reemphasize that the

U.S. Government must reserve the right to make the judgement whether a!terna-

£ivesJare feasible either operationally or in terms of cost.

(c) Similarly, the U.S. wishes to reassure the Commission that joint

use of the harbor i•s acceptable and compatible with military requirements.

Civilian use would include construction of certain harbor-oriented facilities

and the normal commercial •operation in the port, except when loading and off-

loading of ammunition takes place. It is predicted that ammunition handling

which would limit harbor activity would occur very infrequentl V during a

typical year, with well over 90 per cent of the time available for normal port

Operations. In practical terms, areas within the safety are could still be

used for agricultural and recreational purposes by the people of Tinian. This

would include the use of the present beach site at San Jose Harbor. Warehouses

could still be built and of course the necessary e_uipment and offices for

handling and processing civilian cargo. Historical sites would be fle_•t

untouched The ch_rn!_ w_,,Id ]_u_,_ _in ,._-_ ....u-; --; ...._= ---

Civilians could work on normal activities in the area, except during periods

when safety rules were in effect occasioned by ammunition handling operation, s,

hub, this should not unduly limit the regular civilian functions of the nort.
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(d) As to a possible dramatic future growth of the population of

Tinian, I should point out that the military requirements ".ere generated

independently of this prospect. Using your own projected rates of growth

in the Marianas, it hardly appears that the Tinian population Will become exces_

sire for many decades unless there is an uncontrolled and massive influx from

iJoutside Tinian. Future natural population growth, of course, Doses a problem

£o the Marianas as a whole and to many other areas of the world as well. It

is a problem which has serious economic and social overtones irrespective of
i

the land _question. !

A large portion of your statement was devoted to the U.S. proposal

_o acquire the southern one-third of Tinian and future civilian-military

relationship on Tinian. The United States included in its land requirements

the southern one-third of Tinian in order _o prevent undesirable conditions

and consequencss which could possibly result from the presence of a major /

military base and which would not be in the interests of either the local

residents or of the U.S. military. Your statement acknowledged these concerns

as legitimate and welcomed the U.$. desire to protect the present character

of communi:ty life on Tinian. This seeming agreement in principle as to an

overall _ social objective should serve as a 'good point of departure for our

further discussions and negotiations.

The manner in which we achieve these objectives i_ another matter, of

course, You have expressed confidence that your own government would be able

to cope with any problems arising as a result of a military presence on Tinian.

The general exoerience of the military has been that despite good intentions,

local communities are often vulnerable to the pressures which can be brought

to bear by speculator s and entrepreneurs who submit to the temptations of quick

gains offered with little regaYd for the long term good of the community as a

whole. In the quest for quick profits the rewards of slower oaced and more

rational development are often overlooked or lost. Our proposal was hopefully

structered to strike some kind of rational balance in solving this possible

threat.
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As the Commission looks £o the future, it .has rightfully shown an-

interest in some of the u.s, l°ng-ter mDlans. With respect t-o Tinian, the

U.S. would likewise be very interested in being informed as to what plans you

might have for controlling immigration, restricting undersirable businesses,

coordinating business development with the needs of the base, and the local

_pe0ple in mind and in gene{'ally Controlling a possible rush by speculators to

_ash in on the situation without regard for the local community.

Let me reemphasize that the U.S. Government also has a stake in this

matter. Not only is it interested in the welfare of the people of Tinian, but

it is also vitally interested in the operational effectiveness of the military

base, the well being of men and women who serve on that base, and the efficient

expenditure of the large sums of money which the U_S. will expend on'Tinian.

In regard to utilities for Tinian, it economical and reliable commer-

cial. power is 'available from civilian sources, the U.S. would normally prefer

this method of meeting its military requirements. From a practical standpoint,

I
however, it is difficult to see how a power complex of the size and complexity

required could conceivably be constructed locally in the time frame required.

It has never been the intention of the U.S. to insist that the residents of

Tinian depend upon the military for their e_sential services. As we have

previously stated, separate civilian utilities can be provided when feasible,

if desired by the Tinier people. However, it would be up to the people of

Tinian to run them, maintain them and expand them if that became necessary.

As to the resettlement the U.S. reaffirms its desire to plan the

resettlement of • the civi].ian community of Tinier as a joint military/civilian

effort. However, I must emphasize that it is not our intention to integrate

this planning directly into Phase I of the Commission's economic Drogra_ for

the Marianas as a whole. The new cormT,unity planning is Dart of the USAF Phase

I actions in the schedule for base development. Completion of this plannin_

.... _ be _" ......._-^'_ "'-h other military -_-- _-- " ....:_ _ .... :::-

procedures for consultation have yet to be established. I nevertheless wish

to a.ssure you that the Commission and the Tinian people will participate in

............................................... % .................. . .....
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:the planning for the southern one-third q_ the island. I must point out at

the same time that where plannin _ concerns the military base itself the

responsibility cannot be shared but must rest solely wi£hin the U.S. Government

i The Commission and the residents of Tinian will, of course, desire the

maximum flexibility in the overall resettlement process. The size and type

•of home and the community development which have been presented are to be

iconsidered only as illustrative and in no sense final. As I have said again•

land again,_; our plannl_]g has •not progressed to that point. Detailed housing
;i "_

plans will be developed only after preliminary planning is conducted on Tinian

and that will involve{consultati0ns with the Tinian pe0Ble. Every considera-

tion Will be given to providing safe, decent sanitary homes and a modern

viable community that meets prescribed HUD standards, Several different

•designs can be included from which families can choose. At the same time I

should stress that the flexibility of the U.S. Government will be limited by

U.S. law which is designed •to meet the practical problems of moving large

groups and is not necessarily tailored to each individual's desire.

You have asked for a response in writing on integrated housing. The

United States notes the Commission's acknowledgement that some of our military

personnel must live on the base. Over and above this requirement there may

be opportunities for development of suitable housing or apartments within the

relocated San Jose Village for military rental purposes. In such an event,

the U.S. would welcome the development of private housing to meet this need.

However, I can assure you that this kind of a limited land use would not

reduce the overall U_S. military land requirements on Tinian.

As to employment and training opportunities, it continues to be the

position of the United States that preferential treatment should be given to

the residents of Tinian because of the inconvenience they would be Dut tO by

the U.S. plans on Tinian. There should be more than enough employment on the

base_ however, to satisfy the desires of other people of the _arianas, as well,

if they desire to commute to Tinian. In this regard, the U.S. anticipates

that there wi].l be some type of privately owned and operated rapid transit

ferry system establisi_ed connecting Tinian and Saipan.

• 77
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Finally, a brief word about the ffse of local contractors. Military

procurement regulations and publications are available to the Commission ,and

can readily be obtained by your advisors in Washington D. C. You have asked

for a response o_ procurement regulations, Specifications and materials lists

relating to proposed military construction have not been prepared and will not

i be available until after Congressional approval o_ the project. At that time,

the Commission will be provided copies of these documents. The U.S. can and

will include specifi_iianguage in its contracts to ensure use_of local contrac-

tors wherever possible and particularly with respect to small business

contracts and on-competitive bid contracts.

Before leaving the subject of Tinian, some general comments are in

order about the overall joint planning process. The U.S. proposal was struc-

tured to offer and insure that the people of the Marianas and of Tinian in

particular have a voice in planning the future development of an ideal

civilian/military complex on the island of Tinian. The recuirement to acquire

the whole island of Tinian was set forth to enhance the prospects of achievin_

such an objective• The U.S. is of the opinio W that bY acquiring the southern

one-third of Tinian tO be reserved for civilian development and the other two

thirds for' the purposes of a military complex that these objectives can be

success'fully achieved.

Finally, I must reemphasize that in effecting the various steps such

as the prospect of resettling the population, furnishing, utilities, increasinq

economic opportunities and developing training programs, the U.S. cannot

abdicate its responsibility or voice in shaping such programs. While the

U.S. Government will be laying out a substantial investment which can be of

great economic benefit to all the Marianas, the primarv objective must be

constantly kept in mind--that is to build a needed installation to meet U.S•
<,

defense requirements in the _estern Pacific.

I now turn to the last subject--t_e procedures for faci]itlng further"

negotiations and for making the necessary arrangements to carry out our agree-

ments. In this area I believe we have a substantial meeting of the minds.

_a
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The United States Government will commence in the _ery near future

onsite surveys and engineering studies within the Marianas which are necessary

to make refined estimates, to complete the planning fop military construction ,

and to gather the data to advise the Commission and the people of Tinian on

matters concerning any possible resettlement of some of the residents of that

island, j

...._"._......-_ ......Moreover there is agreement that a joint consultative wroup be se£ Up_

_composed of members of tlhe Marianas Political Status Commission and members of

!the U.S. Delegation whom I will appoint to continue the p_ocess of wor_ing on
t

land questions. I would.suggestthat the details of this arrangement be worked

out between Senator Pangelinan and myself within the near future,

Lastly, I believe we are in accord on the formation of a Tinian

Civillan/Military Community Relations Committee early in the planning[ process

• under the auspices of the Marianas Political Status Commission and the U,S,

Delegation, I would suggest that this group be comnosed of representatives.

Of the u,s, military and the people of Tinian to jointly address questions

conce[ning future relations between the civilian, community and the military

base. --

It-is clear from the foregoing that we have come to some meaningful

_nderstandings on some rather significant p_incipies although a n_>er of

important questions remain to be resolved, I believe we have made progress

and the U.S. looks forward to further fruitful exchanges on land in the

near future,

.o
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CONSTRUCTION COSTS '°
°°

PHASE II $ 6,539,000 _

PHASE III 30,353s000

"........ 7................................. PHASE IV ...... 36,785,000 ................................

PHASE V "31,1322,000

PHASE VI 24,306,000

PHASE Vll 15,274,000

TOTAL $144,579,000
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RELOCATION COST ESTIMATE:

: FAMILY IIOUSING $ 3,125,000

................... _....................................... COMMUNITY FACILITIES 3t658_500

] UTILITIES ., 6,191t000

SITE DEVELOPMENT 563,000

:" $13t537t500
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_! ................................... . ...................................................................
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

CONSTRUCTION
/.

..................................................PHASE II -- $ .... 670,000 .............................

PHASE III 12,570,000

PHASE IV 6,930,000

,.

PHASE V 7,320,000

PHASE VI 5,870,000

PHASE VII 6,440,000

• °

%

_i!.............................._....................................................................................................
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

OPERATION ..

PHASE [, II, III NONE /
%.

r PHASE IV $ 2,220,000 •.

/ PI_SE V .................5,160,000 ......

PHASE VI . 6,620,000

PHASE VII 7,140,000

SUBSEQUENT . • $15,000,000

EACH YEAR
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ECONOMIC IMPACT
SUMMARY ,•

,o

'During Constructlon Years $10-12 Million Annually,

............................. . . ...

During Subsequent Years- $15 Million Annually
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' •RESPONSEOF MARIANAS POLITICAL STATUS COMMISSION

.. / TO UNITED STATES POSITION PAPER

!. LAND AND MILITARY REOUIREMENTS •

•:!:2i::_;_: '":-/OnMay 29, 1973, the United'States Delegation presented its paper on

the subject of land, including Federal requirements for future land use in the

Marianas. Following'delivery of this paper, the U.S. Delegation made a

detailed oral presentation regarding its military requirements on Tinian.

During the past three days the Commissionhas directed numerous questions to

the U.S. Delegation regarding these proposals and has discussed the matter in

private meetings of the Commission. We appreciate the willingness of'the U.S.

Delegation to answer all our questions to the fullest extent possible in light

of current pla_s. This memorandum will attempt to summarize the initial

reactions of•the Commission to the United States proposals.

! The Marianas Political Status Commission is sympathetic to the desires

of the United States to fulfill certain of,its military requirements within

the confines of the Mariana Islands. We are not prepared at this time, however,

to accept all of the specific proposals advanced by the United States. The

Commission believes that three days (or even three weeks) is too short a time

within which to make any decisions, tentative or otherwise, on a subject which

is so complicated and so profoundly significant to the future of the Mar ianas.

We are prepared, however, to continue discussions with the United States on

these important issues before the next session Of negotiations and to negotiate

in good faith in an attempt to find ways.to meet the United States military

requirements consistent with the best interests of Marianas citizens.

As a guide to these future discussions and negotiations, the Commission

has formulated several general positions which reflect its best current think-

ing. As more detailed plans are made available to the Commission, obviously,

the Commission members will be prepared to contribute additional thouphts or

suggestions. The positions set forth below reflect the collective views of

" 112
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this Commigsion; individual members obviously have different opinions as to the

_¢omparative importance of,these points or the most effective way in which these

_comments can be expressed. :

l. Form of Acquisition: The Marianas Political Status Commission will

not agree to the sale of land on Tinian for military purposes. The Commission

is prepared, however, to make land available on a lease basis for a term of
u

iiyears to be •mutually agreedupon. _e recognize the United States preference

for outrigiht purchase, Of the required land but are unable to honor it, Pre-

vailing practice in the United States has little relevance to the Mariana
i

Islands, where land i,s scarce and has a special cultural significance to the

people. Regardless of the guarantees which the United States might make, the

members of the Commission could not possibly justify or explain to their

:constituents or fami}ies the seemingly permanent transfer of so much of the

Marianas limited land to the United States for mil!tary purposes.

2. Ex,tent of Acquisition: The Commission has the following comments

with respect to the various land requests made by the United States for milita-

ry purposes: • .

, a. Farallon deMedinilla. The Commission definitely prefers that the

United States select one of the more distant IIbrthern Islands for target

pu_>poses. In this regard, the Commission d'esires to be informed of the

approximate cost savings which would accrue to the United States if Farallon

deMedinilla is eventually selected rather than a more distant island. If the

use of Farallon deMedinilla for target practice is finally agreed to by the

commission, we will have to be reassured regarding the safety precautions

which will be implemented by the United States, The Commission would like to

have this information in written form before the next session of negotiations.

b. Sai__. As a general proposition, the Commission believes that

the United States requests for eland on Saipan for military purposes are

unreasonable. In the first place, these requests are for contingenc_ purposes

only and their presentation at this time reflects an amparent lack of confi-

dence in the future Commonwealth of the Marianas to honor its responsibilities

as a member of the American political family if a future continoency should
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ever a_ise." Secondly, it is difficult to r_concile t_he sweeping requests of
• .. ,

the United States for land o.nTin.ian fo_"presently c.ontemplated uses with its

specific requests on Saipan for more generalized fut:_re uses.- Before the

Commission accedes to any requests for land on Saipa_, it will have to be

persuaded that these contingency needs could not possibly be met through use

of land and facilities to be developed on Tinian. Im addition to these general

observations, we have some specific objections to e_c_q of the two United States

_equests for land on Saipan.

(1) Tanapa 9 Harbor: The Commission stronflg objects to the United

. States request! for 320 acres in Tanapag Harbo:r for contingency purposes

i We believe this request overlooks the vital significance of the harbor

area to the future economic development of $aipan. This location is

the only industrial area on the island and is heavily stresseld in all

recent planning efforts for its potential c_tribution to a strong
/'.

civilia,n economy in Saipan. As discussed 6:_ing our meetings with the

United States Delegation, the area sought by the United States is the

only area to construct a new dock for large ships.. Construction of

such a dock north of Charlie Dock i'svirtually impossible. Yet the

need for such a dock in the near futur_ is a definite possibility.

Accordingly, the Commission cannot agree to the request. The Commis-

sion might be prepared--repeat might--to lease some of this land to

the United States provided it undertakes to develop facilities which

could be immediately used within the civilian community and at the

same time have possible military u.tility in the event of a future

requirement.

(2) Isley Field: After this property is returned to the Marianas,

the Commission is confident that the United States will be able to

continue joint use rights to this airfield. With regard to the requc_st

for 500.acres south of and adjacent to I sley Field, the Commission

takes a very strong negative view. This land is much too important for

Saipan's future economic development to be burdened by restrictions

arising from hypothetical needs of the United States in the future.

_' l]_
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- -, _e.people. of Saipan are entitle_l to_ have this essential property

developed now as part of an integral master plan for the island rather

• than reserved for possible use by the United States which may or may

not be compatible with the overall plan. In addition, the CommissioD

is not persuaded, based on the showing to date, that 500 acreB.are

i in fact needed for the purposes. As was the case with Tanapag Harbor,

•i-..._.,.:,theCommission might be will_ing to lease so_e of this land to the

United States.provided it undertakes to develop it in the near future

with facilities that. could be used• for present civilian, as well as

future military, purposes

(3) Tinian: The requests made by the United States for land on

Tin,an are so overwhelming that they are difficultto comprehend in

only three days. With respect to the extent ofthese requestls, the

_ following points seem most important at th_s time:

(a) The Commission is not inclined to agree to lease the entire

island to the m.ilitary with a sublease back of one-third for use

./ by the civi'lian community. We are prepared to negotiate a lease

for that portion of the island'actuallv required for military

purposes but not for any more than the minimum required.

(b) The Commission needs to be persuaded that the runway location

chosen by the United States is the only feasible location on the

i_]and o£ Tinian which would serve the military's purposes. We

would appreciate this information in written form.

(c) The Commission understands that other harbor locations were

: studied but.were rejected on cost.grounds. We would like to know

the approximate savings to the United States of usin# (and deve-

loping) the present harbor facilit.ies rather than Using the best

a,lternative location on Tinian which was examined by the miiitary.

(d) The Commission is concerned that the United States request

may not have made sufficient allov_ance for the needs of Tinian"s

civilian population in.the years ahead. _fewant to study popula-

" tion trends and future economic development on Tinian to see if

" i15
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, the land left for civilian use under the proposed military plan is

adequate for the nex.t 40 - 50 years ....

(e) The Commission is espcially concerned 'by the dislocation and
%

loss of land resulting froin the military's inclusion of the

present harbor _n the United StatesrRquest and tl_eaccompanying

• -_afety requirements. As indicated by the Commission's questions,

_:';ii::"_S--i_'-_:"'°__wedesireto be more fully informed about the extent to which -

" '_ i civilianxuse,._of the harbor and the adjacent area will be curtailed
due to safety precautions. :

_. Civil,Jan Control: The Commission •intends to insist firmly on the

-principle of civilian control over that portion of Tinian not included in the

military base. As indicated above, we believe that the portion of the island

not leased to the United States should remain in'civilian hands--either private

or public. We recognize that the United States has legitimate concerns

regarding deve!opments outs.ide the base area--economic, social and otherwis.e.

The Commission welcomes the United States desire to build an ideal civilian/

mili{ary relationship on Tinian which will fully serve the interests of both

the military and civilian communities. We agree with the proposal for a _oint

military/civilian relations committee, so long as it is made "clear that its

functions are advisory in nature only. The'Commission is confident that the

civilian government on Tin,an, with appropriate advice from the military, will

be fully competentt0 deal with questions of immigration to Tinian and economic

development within the framework of the Constitution and laws of the.new

Commonwealth.

4. Utilities: The Commission appreciatesthe United States assurances

that the citizens of Tinian who are relocated in a new community will have the

necessary infrastructure and services to make it viable. Exactly how best to
".

do this is a matter which mustbe studied further by planners representing both
C

the Commission and the United States. We want the opportunity, for example, to

study seriously whether the nlilitary's power needs could be adequately met b'y

a civilian power authorit.y. To be. frank, the Commission is concerned about

arrangement which will makethe citizens of Tinian dependent upon the military
I_ I ........
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for i_hei_'essentlal, services. The people of the Marianas, based upon their

past experience, are pro.perly fearful .of such a situation and its impact upon

their ability to administer their own affairs. Subject to further planning

and study, of course, the.Commission therefore has a general preference for

separate facilities from the milltary, whenever feasible, rather than the

sharinq of military facilities. We are well aware that both military and

.........civil_an authorities must be involved in such planning, not only at the outset

but also on a continuing basis.

5. Price of Land: The Commission agrees with the United States that

any.land sold (or leased) to the United States should be at a fair and just

price. The Commission believes that the two delegations should Qive high

priority to an attempt to agree upon the procedures bywhich the value of land

on Tinian is to be determined. We do not believe that the standardprocedure_

followed in the United States by the military are necessarily applicable in

the Marianas at this point in time, Before any serious discussion about land

value and rental payments can occur, it will be necessary to explore fully the

v_lud of comparableland and recent transactions involving the acquisition of

land by the military, The experience in Guam will be of special relevance to

this inquiry. No,price for land on Tinian can be considered fair and just

unless it is arrived at after a thorough exploration Of all relevant factors,

including the future growth potential of the Marianas, the relationship between

the amount of developed land and undeveloped land, and similar considerations.

This Commission will be unable to defend any agreement involving the lease of

massive amounts of land to the United States unless it is fully persuaded that

the United States has paid the maximum dollar value for the property,

6. Resettlement of Tinian Residents: The United States proposals for

resettlement of Tinian residents appear at first glance to be both flexible

and generous.. In this area, particul,arly, the Commissio.n will want to reserve

Judgment until it has had full opprtunity to consult with the people most

directly _ffected Thm follnw_ng _re :nm_ of nut p-_,im _n-_",' nh:_rv_finn: _"

this subject.

First, this is an area where we believe that the citizens of Tinian

_' 117
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!shoUld have the widest possible r.ange of _ptions. If citizens prefer to movet

to-other islands, we believe that they should receiwe benefits equivalent to

those given to those who elect to remain on Tinian, Given the varying sizes

of Tinian families, we believe a choice of houses s_.ould be available in order

to accommodate large, as well as small, families. _!ith respect to the design

:_of_the houses, the Commission's que.stions and comments have already su.qgested

;the need for varying_esigns, preferably done by local people familiar with
; . •

local taste and tradition, i

Second, we welcome the representations of t_e "vaited States that plan-

ning this new community will be a joint military/c_vilian project. It is

essential that this planning be integrated into Phase I of the Commission's

economic program, with which the United States has agreed in principle. If

the military intends to undertake preliminary plan_ing along these lines in

the near futur.e, if is essential that the Marianas be given the financial

support required under Phase ] in order to participate meaninqfully inthe

planning on Tinian.

Third, the Commission requests the military to explore the possibility

of a substantially inte.grated housing area for military and civilian personnel

in the relocated San Jose Village. We wou_d app_'eciate a written report on

this alternative, which fully analyzes its advantages and disadvantage_. The

Commission recognizes that some military personnel must live on the base, but

we would like to know why integrated communities as commonly found in the

United States around military bases are not possible here in the Marianas, In

particular, we are interested in knowing whether such an approach would enable

the United States to reduce its request for lan_ on Tinian since less would be

required for housing and dependent facilities on the military base itself.

7, Emp]_oyment and Trainin_ Opportunities: As indicated by the Commis-

sion's quest'ions, the members are very interested in the employment and train-

ing opportunities which will arise by virtue of United States m_litary actlvi-

ties on Tinian. We appreciate the fact that the United .States has only the

most preliminary plans in •this area and isinterested in soliciting the detail.

ed inputs of this Conimission and the people of Tinian before finalizing its

.................... . __ •............................................
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: plans_ The Commission has the following preliminary observations on this

i general subject.

First, the Commission would like specific data regarding the military's

employment needs on the base so that our Phase I planning can be _oth complete

_ and accurate. We want the opportunity to make proposals regarding training

, programs in order to ensure that they have maximum utility and relevance to

the needs of the people of the Marianas. As the United States must appreciate,

_ the Commission is of the definite view that these t_aining programs should

i afford full opportunity to the participants to gain access to the better jobs

on the base, assuming_ that their skills and experience so warrant.

SeCond, the Commission strongly believes that these opportunities

should be avialable on an equal basis to all citizens of the Marianas.

Third, the-Commission is very concerned_about the level of wages to

be .paid on the base by the military. We want to explore Jointl_ with the

United States'the practical and economic implications of military wage levels

to the civilian economy planned in the Marianas.

/ 8. Use of t.ocal Contractors: The Commission welcomes the assurances

by the United States Delegation that every'effort will be made to use local

contractors and suppliers,_during _h. construction of the base and its operation

As evidenced by questions from several members, the Commission is sceptical

that in fact local contractors or suppliers will stand to profit in any mate-

rial respect from this military installation. In light of the size of the

base, the Commission is apprehensive that the principal contracts will go to

large international concerns which will obviously purchase materials from

wherever they can_be obtained at the lowest cost. We would appreciate a

detailed report from the United States regarding the applicable procurement

regulations as they are likely to be applied in the Marianas, Such a report

might also include detailed information as to the materi.als required, the kind

of specifications which will be imposed, and what specific commitments the

"n_te_" _ _+ato _ is prepared _^_ ,,,_,._ i _,, _,,,_ _,_...._, esp _,_,.y "'_+_.,._.._°_p_,_ ..... _

smaller contracts or tho_e which are not subject to competitive bidding.

9. Timing: The Commission agrees that detailed planning of the Tinia_ i

zz9 i
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-Insta]lation (Phase I) should await successful conclusio_ of these negotiations.

i_he.Commission recongizes the need for preliminary planning, however, during

the next several months, and is.agreeable to such planning efforts by the
:T

United States. We welcome the assuran¢es of the U.S. Delegation that this

Commission be kept fully informed regarding this planning and will be consulted

in advance regarding any significant activity undertaken by the United States

....On_Tinian Which is related to the proposals being considered in these negotia-

tions.< We also want to explore with th_ United States the inter-relationship

between the political status, economic, and military issues which have been

discussed _ between the:two delegation so that we can agree on a program Which

will reflect their inter-dependence and permit their gradual implementation

together.

The Commission hopes that these prelimin&ry observations arei_f some

assistance to the U.S. Delegation. We are hopeful that. the United States will

re-evaluate its military requirements in light of the Commission's concerns

before the next session of negotiations. Representatives of the Commission

will/be available to consult on this subject during the recess, if the United

States believes that this would be useful.. If the United States re-evaluates

Its.plans and supp?ies the requested information, the Commission pledges itself

In good faith, to thoroughly consider the United States proposals and attempt

to reach agreement with the United States on this important subject.

........... •. -.,.._.................... "--..................................................... ".................... '7"..................................
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"_'" MARIANAS POLITICAL _TATUS COMMISSION

May 25, 1973

PROPOSED LAND CADASTRAL SURVEY PROGRAM

The Marianas Political Status Commission agrees in principle with an

early return of the public lands, including military retention land, of the

Mariana Islands District of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands to the

people of the Marianas. This return should be accomplished immediately as to

! all lands where presently there is no disputes, and the land is properly
t

isurveyed, and described. This ,immediate return should take place upon the

adoption of an acceptable organization tQ receive that land•

The proposed organization may take the form of a public corporation,

special committee, a commission, or some other entity;.however, whatever•

entity is used, it is necessary that this entity be under the direction and

control of the people of the Marianas. This entity would then set up whatever

use pr function is to be made in reference to this land--be it homestead,

public use, rental, or land bank reserve..'_

Additional functions of this entity would be to prepare complete
,u

surveys for the Marianas, proper mapping, adequate land description, and

development of an appropriate recordation and title depository for easy access

and reference for the people. Additonally, this entity shall be responsible

for the development of and solution to the presently stalled homestead program.

In reference to land disputes, whether involving private parties vs.

private parties or private parties vs. government, a function of this entity

will be to assign separate investigators to individually anayse and develop

factual material on both sides of the issue, and attempt to seek a solution

with both oarties concerned. In those rare instances where a dispute is still

not settled after the investigative procedure just mentioned, the dispute will

be referred to a separate commission or court of nine (9) prominent people

•from the Marianas who, after adequate public hearings, will render a decision

which will be binding• on both parties and not subject to appeal.
..... _ ............................ _.......... .............................. _............................. _. _ .._ : .........................
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,Prior to the development of the above-stated .programs, an expert shall

be employ_ to review, analyze, and inventory all work that has been presently

completed by the Trust Territory Government and other entities_in reference to

this land cadastral problem. This expert shall submit a written report within

slx (6) months time to the Marianas Political Status Commission-so that the

Commission may more adequately develop further details in reference to these

)rograms. Development of the report-of the expert and the implementation of

the above-stated programs requires the full support financially and otherwise
i %'

of the United States and the Trust Territory Government.

As:the public land is adequately surveyed, mapped, described, and

,ecorded, it shall be turned over to the new entity for i_sd}scretionary use.

_hen this land is turned over to the new entity, _f any dispute still exists

in reference to that land, the new entity is to be totally informed of this

problem. The United States Government, along with t_e Trust Territory Govern'
;L

ment, will be responsible for all damages forthcoming ir_ reference to these

prior disputes. After the land has been transferred to the new entity, any

futu.re/disputes which might arise From the new .entity's posi:tion in reference

to any of this land shall then be the responsibility of the new Marianas

Government. Finally, in the interim, in reference to land not turned over to

the new entity because of lack of survey, mapping or description, the Govern-

ment of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands will not alienate this land

beyond a month-to-m0nth tenancy so as to allow no further dissemination of

public land without th_ _pproval of the new entity. This should create no

real burden on the Trust Territory Government because all land that is

adequately surveyed, mapped, described, etc. will already have been turned

over to the new entity. The only land remaining within the jurisdiction of

the Trust Territory Government will be that land incapable of being disseminat-

ed beyond a month-to-month tenancy due to the deficiencies involved.

%
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CLOSING STATEMEN_f BY AS_SBASSADOR. WILLIAMS.
CLOSING PLENARY SESSION - JUNE 4, 1973

Senator Pangelinan, members of the Marianas Political Status Commission,

honored guests, ladies and gentlement:

Three weeks ago our delegations sat down together to begin the serious and

important task of laying the foundation for a political union between the
_-,Marianas and the United States which the people of the Marianas have repeatedly

told the United States and the world they desire. As we recess the talks

today, I think we can ta_:e great satisfaction from knowing that our time

together has been welZ, spent, that we have accomplished the goal we set for
ourselves in this round of discussions.

We agreed at the :outset that our aim would be to reach preliminary under-

standings on the fundamentals of the Marianas-U.S, relationshi p. Through
serious and businesslike, but always cordial, discussions we have achieved

preliminary agreement in principle on all the major aspects of our future

relationship, as the joint communique we are releasing today bears witness.

Both sides entered these talks in a spirit of mu[ual trust and with

common objectives. It is thus not surprising that as each major agenda item

"was introduced we were able to dientffy quickly substantial areas of agreement.

Our-searching discussions, freely participated in by all members of both

delegations, illuminated further areas of understanding and, as expected, high-
lighted specific questions of some technical complexity requiring further

detailed joint inquiry by subpanels from our delegations. .-

_t is only in a formal and narrowly technical sense that we are recessing
the t_iks today. Members of the _,erican Delegation are leaving Saipan to be
reunited with their families, and those of"you sitting opposite me in the

Marianas Political Status Commission are looking forward to a well-deserved

respite from your intensive labors of a!mdSt six weeks. We h.ope to meet again

as soon as possible.

Meanwhile, howeverr serious discussion 'and refinement of issues germane to

these negotiations will go forward in technical level talks both here and in
Washington. The joint oom_munique notes that. we have established joint working

groups to consider questions relating to the political relationship, economics
and finance, and land, and have sketched out their i_mediate tasks. These

working groups will consult intensively in the months ahead to ensure that the
next meeting of our full delegations will bring further substantial progress

toward final decisions on the formal status agreement which now seems clearly

in prospect.

I think there is little that I need add at this time about the nature of

our understandings we have achieved in this series of meetings. As the talks
progressed our two delegations made a conscientious effort to keep the people

of the Marianas abreast of develooments through a series of joing press release

Today's joint communique, a somewhat lengthier and more detailed document than

is perhaps usually issued on s{ich occasions, is a further attempt to give an

accurate acco<ult of where our discussipns are leading--a matter of prime
importance to all the people of these islands. In the final analysis, it is

the people of the .Marianas who will endorse or reject the fruits of our nego-

tiating efforts.

Throughout these deliberations both delegations recognized that we were

discussing matters which could affect to one degree or another th r lives and

future prospects of not only the mresent but indeed the future generations of

the 51arianas. If we have been sobered by the responsibility this lays upon us,

we_,have also been inspired by the belief that through thoughtful and wise

•_, 124 -
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endeavor we can build an enduring structure which the people of the Marianas

Will _ enjoy in common with other members of the American political family. We
do this in the belief that while man may not be the measure of all things
under the universe, on earth he and his aspirations for'liberty, justice, and

equal opportunity are the legitimate concerns of government authority of which
we form a part. :

When I return to Washington I shall brief key leaders in the Federal
Government's executive and legislative branches on the nature of our discussion

here and on the understandings we have reached. I expect to tell them that

during this visit to the Marianas, the American Delegation was impressed anew

by indications on every hand that the people and leaders of these islands are:
inspired and motivated by the same human values that move and direct the

American family. I e_pect to tell them, too, that the people of the Marianas
look forward to taking their place in the American family, conscious of the

responsibilities which• will devolve upon them, but confident of the contribu-•
tion which their ancient culture •and yet youthful population will make to the

larger family. In Washington there is, as you know, abtmdant good will for the
Marianas. There is no doubt that our successful labors Will be widely• welcomed

there.

I wish to pay grateful tribute, on behalf of myself and the entire

American Delegation, to the warm friendship and gracious hospitality which
members of the Marianas Political Status Commission and private citizens of
these islands have extended to us the past three weeks. We remembered the

largeness of your hearts from previous vis{ts here. • We greatly appreciate
the renewed evidence of you_ kindness and consideration for visitors in your
midst. _•

Senator Panqelinan, in closing I pledge my delegation to continue to work

conscientiously with the members of the Marianas Political Status Commission

to complete expeditiously the historic work which has so well begun here in

Saipan these last three weeks. Our final goal is clear. Let us continue to

move steadfastly toward its full realization.

.o
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CLOSING STATES_NT BY SENATOR PANGELINAN

On the occassion of this closing plenary session, I•would like to thank

the members of the Marianas Political Status Commission for their total dedica-

tion to the work of this Commission. I said in my opening remarks on May 15

that each member of this Commission approaches this assignment with a full -

sense of personal responsibility and I believe that our achievements to date

bear this out.., _.i _

i The members have worked for more than five weeks on a full time basis

(including many weekend meetings) during this session; they have read mountains

of papers; they have discussed difficult subjects thoroughly and wisely, and

through all this theyhave kept their sense of humor. I: feel it is a great

personal honor to be the chairman of such a Commission--and I want each of them

to know publicly of my appreciation for their work and loyalty.

On •behalf of the Co_._nission, I would like also _o thank the U.S., Delegation

for the spirit with which they approached these negotiations, ..

These discussions have been marked byboth thoroug h preparation and free

discussion, and I hope that we can continue to conduct our business in the• ._

future along these same lines. The Commission has especially welcomed the

opportunity to'explore ti_ese important subjects in informal working sessions,

where both delegations have felt free to express themselves fully,

. _he Commission shares your views, Mr. Amb_assador, that this session of

negotiations has been very_ successful. The Joint Co_,unique, we believe, shows

how far we have come in the last three weeks. The Commission recognizes, as

does the U.S. Delegation, that we have a long and difficult job ahead before

our mutualobjective is attained. Because of our work to date, however, the

members.of this Commission are optimistic about the future and look forward

eagerly to our next session of negotiations'

As you are about to leave Saipan to join your families and loved ones, we

wish you a safe and enjoyable trip back home,"
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: JO'INT C OM24UN IQUE _" _'

From May 15 to June 4, 1973, the Marianas Political Status Commission and

the President's Personal Representative met in Saipan for negotiations aimed

at achieving political union between the Mariana Islands and the United • States
of _nnerica.

The meeting consisted of public plenary opening and closing sessions,

several• working sessions, and meetings of subpanels of advisers on technical
matters. The two sides recognize that any final agreement emerging from. these

and future sessions of negotiations will have to be approved by the Marianas
•District Legislature,hthe people of the Marianas in a plebiscite, and the

•United States Congress. The delegations attempted during those discussions to

arrive at preliminary agreements where possible and to identify technical

questions requiring further study by smaller panels of experts. There was no

attempt to agree on precise language for formal agreement. However, both
delegations believe their working sessions have resulted in substantial

progress in that preliminary agreements were reached in broad areas.

The discussions dealt with the nature of the future political relation-
ship, United States economic and financial assistance', and land matters

including United States land requirements. The tentative agreements .are set
"forth below:

i. The future political relationship between the Marianas and the United

States would take the form of a commonwealth arrangement, as defined by a

formal political status agreement. Under this agreement, the future Marianas

Government would exercise a maximum amount of self-government consistent with

relevant portions of the United States Constitution and federal law. Sovereign-
ty over the Marianas would be vested in the United States.

2. Fundamental provigisions of the formal agreement established the

commonwealth relationship would be subject to modification only by mutual

consent. The parties have agreed to explore alternative methods to implement

this mutual consent requirement.

3. Article IV, section 3, clause 2• of the United States ConstitUtion

would apply to the future political relationship between the b__arianas and the
United States, subject to the two delegations arriving at an acceptable arrange-

ment under which modification of fundamental provisions of the formal agreement

establishing the commonwealth relationshi p is made only by mutual consent and
subject further to the reservation of the Marianas Political Status Coml_ission

that it will explore means to reconcile the plenary powers of Congress under

Article IV, section 3, clause 2 with the exercise by the Commonwealth of the

Marianas of maximum self-government with respect to internal affairs.

4. The future Marianas Government would be established under a constitu-

tion of the Marianas. This constitution would •be drafted by a local constitu-

tional convention and would be subject to the approval of the people of the

Marianas. The Marianas Constitution would include a bill of rights and .provide
for the separation of powers a._d a popularly elected chief executive. The

Marianas Constitution, as initially drafted and approved by the people of the
Marianas, wouid be subjec.t to approval'by the United States Congress for

consistency with the relevant provisions of the United States Constitution,

legislation establishing the commonwealth arrangement, and any other relevan't

the United States Government, although federal courts would be competent to

pass on the consistency of such amendments with relevant provisions of the
United States Constitution and of federal law.
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5. The United States'wou'id. have responsibility for and complete

authority in the fields of defense and foreign affairs. IL this regard, the
advice of the future commonwealth government on internat'ional matters directly

affecting the islands would be considered by the United States Government and
the united States would support the membership of the Marianas in regional or
other international organizations concerned with economic, cultural, or com-

parable matters of concern to the Marianas to the extent such organizations

permit such representation. The Marianas would also be able to establish
offices abroad to promote local tourism or other economic or cultural interests.

.................6. _ With respect to judicial matters, the new Marianas Comn_onwealth

would have the right to establish local courts uo handle cases arising under

i local law. The opera'tion of these courts, if established, would be compatible
:with the federal court system and Consistent with applicable federal law. The

• jurisdiction of the United States District Court in the Marianas would be at
_ least the same in the_Marianas as it would in a state,

i

7. Recognizing that the question of Marianas representation in the
United States Congress is ultimately a matter for decision by that body, the

United States delegation has agreed to support a request by the Marianas for
its own non-voting delegate in Congress, The parties have agreed to explore

a common approach to the United States Congress on this subject. ,.

8. Article IV, section 2, clause 1 of the United States Constitution

relating to "privileges and immunities" would apply in the Marianas, subject

"to appropriate_ limitation in the formal status agreement to assure that the

ability of the future Marianas Government to presel^ve control of the land of
the Marianas in the hands of Marianas citizens will.not be compromised, •

Citizens of the Marianas would be entitled to all privileges and immunities

of citizens in the seve];al states. Article IV, section 1 of the United States

Constitution relating to "full faith and credit•" would apply with respect to
the Marianas as if ti were a state. The requirements in the United States

Constitution of indictment by grand jury and of a jury trial in civil cases

need not be made applicable in the Marianas. The Marianas Political Status

Con_nission will study further which additional•provisions of the United States

Constitution should be made expressly applicable in the Marianas.

9. Marianas residents would have the opoortunity of becoming United

States citizens. The parties have agreed to study further, through a joint

working group of lawyers, the status to be accorded those residents of the
Marianas who might not wish to become American citizens.

i0. There would be continuing dialogue after establishment of the

commonwealth, on the needs and interests of the Marianas, The parties have

agreed to discuss, at a later stage in the negotiations, whether to provide
for formal periodic review of all aspects of the relationship between the
Marianas and the United States.

ii. The question of whether certain major areas of federal legislation

will apply in the Marianas may be dealt with explicitly in the formal agreement

establishing the future political status of the }._.arianas. These areas include
taxes, immigration, customs, 5'ankin¢], social security, maritime laws, labor

standards, and the postal service. The parties have agreed that the joint

working group'of lav._ers will study fe'deral laws in these and other areas to
dete_rmine whether and how their application in the b!arianas should be circum-

scribed by the formal status agreement and whether that agreement might provide

generally for resolving questions as to the applicability of future federal
laws in the Marianas.

12. At some future date a joint commission would be established to stud_,

and make recommendations on the applicability in the .Marianas of the lar_4e_ bod_"

of federal legislation and regulations which will not be specifically addressed
in the formal status agreement. . ...............
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Economic and Finance .

i° The objectives of a long-term economic developrdent program for the
Marianas should be:

o

a. to facilitate an orderly transition to the new political status;

b. to build toward an adequate social and economic infrastructure;

c. to provide necessary public services and programs; and

d. to encourage and to promote the future economic development Of the

_;_?T_< .-- Marianas.

_ The United States is agreed in principle to assist the Marianas in the

attainment; of these objectives in order to achieve the ultimate goals of

raising significantly the per capita income of the people of the Marianas
and moving the Marianas progressively toward economic self-sufficiency.

2. The accomplis£ment of the above objectives will require systematic

long'range planning to identify specific economic priorities and evaluate

financial needs and potential local sources of revenue (particularly as they

may be substantially affected by proposed military activities in the Marianas)
in order to develop estimates of the quantum of financial suDDort from the

United States which might be necessary for the new Commonwealth to achieve

self-sufficiency. ""

30 The two delegations discussed such a preliminary planning effort

including such matters as land cadastral program for the Marianas, preparation

O f a physical plan, a government reorganization plan, an economic and social

developTnent plan, and legal planning in such areas as political education,

preparation for a Constitutional Convention, and development of initial
legislative programs. The United States will agree in principle to finance

this planning effort, subject to _the outcome of a review of such questions as

timing, the range of activities contemplated and funding procedures, to be

undertaken by a joint working group on economics and finance.

4. The parties have agreed that special attention will be paid to finding

means to implement a land cadastral survey program in the Marianas as soon as

possible.

5. The parties are agreed in principle on the need for United States
financial assistance for capital improvement programs, for start-up costs
associated with the new Commonwealth and for government operations and programs

until the people and the government of the Marianas can meet the financial
responsibilities of self-government from their own resources. Although the

United S£ates believes that long-term support for the Marianas can best be
assured by the extension of appropriate federal programs and services to the

Marianas and by direct grants approved annually through the nermai federal

budgetary process, the United States is prepared to agree, subject to the
approval of the United States Congress, to provide financial support over an

initial period of years at guaranteed fixed levels, in addition to the normal

range of federal programs for _.;hich the new Marianas Government might b( come

eligible. The parties have agreed to explore the exact framework through
which such a commitment can be{ zmplemented.

6. Relilble estimates of the levels of required united States financial
assistance cannot be determined until after further study of the needs of the

Marianas and their anticipated revenues. Although the extensive preliminary-

planning efforts discussed above will address these subjects in greater detail,

the parties_ have agreed that the joint working group on economics and finance
referred to above, will study specific _uestions relating to the l_ng-term

financial requirements of the Marianas, including the following:

a. the likely nature and extent of internal revenues in the Marianas;
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b. the impact on anticipated revenues of current United States plans for
construction and operation of military facilities in the Marianas;

c. the impact on anticipated revenues of foreseeable growth in the

economy of the Marianas;

d. the capital improvement needs and economic development goals of the
Marianas;

e. the costs of government operations and programs in the Marianas; and

f. the amount of federal funds that could be made available to the

Marianas through certain current federal programs available to the

.....!..,_..=........,...._- states and territories. : ,.......................: : .-..: / .........:: : .....

i . z .. . "

:Future Uses of Land in the Marianas .... : •
i

: i. The two delegations devoted several meetings to discussion of the

question of land and concluded that a firm basis for further progress in this
important substantive:area had been established. Both sides agreed that it has

been possible to develop meaningful understanding as to :the significant princi-

ples involved although a number of important questions still remain to be
resolved in future discussions.

2. With regard to public land, the United States reiterated its prior
commitment to return to the people of the Marianas the land now held in public

• trust just as soon as questions of a legal, technical, administrative and

timing nature can be resolved. These are now beinc examined as part of a

larger study of the early return of public land in all the districts of /

b_cronesia. I_ that study is delayed, priority attention will be given to _he
Marianas.

3. The United States agreed to work with the Marianas Political Status

CommiSsion I to establish an effective means for" preventing land in the Marianas

from being alienated to persons not of Marianas ancestry.

4. With regard to United States military land requirements, the Marianas
Political Status Commission again acknowledged the off-stated United States

need for land in the Marianas for defense purposes and agreed to negotiate

with the United States in good faith'on meeting that need. The United States

agreed to approach the matter in the same spirit. The Marianas Political
Status Commission agreed in principle to make land available to the United

States, with the question of the extent of such land and the terms under which
it is to be made available still to be negotiated.

5. The Marianas Political Status Commission agreed in principle that a

small, uninhabited and inaccessible island could be made available as a United

States target area, as Farallon de Medinilla is now being used, The United

States would continue its joint use of Isley Field on Saipan. Other needs are
still under discussion.

6. It was the understanding of both delegations that the Marianas

Political Status Com_lission would be prepared to negotiate with respect to that

portion of Tinian required by the United States for military purposes. In this

connection, means would have %_ be found to assure that social and economic
conditions evolve in a manner compatible with the mutual interests of both the

civilian and military communities.

"7. During the forthcoming recess in fo_-mal talks between the two

deleqations, further discussions will be held at a tachnical level to clarlfv

and refine the United States proposals in detail. In this connection, the
United States has agreed to further examine its proposals for military land

requirements in the light of the co_ents of the Marianas Political Status

Co_nission. Similarly the _!arianas Political Status Co_nission has agreed to

giHe'further consideration to the United States military land proposals,
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8, The United States'will Send a small group of engineers to the

Marianas to make necessary preiiminaz_/ on-the-spot surveys. These actions are

necessary in order to facilitate the planning process. In this regard, the
United States offered as_;urances that it has no intention of taking further

action to implement its military land proposals so long as this matter is still

under negotiation with the Marianas Political Status Commission.

90 The parties agreed to establish a consultative group to discuss the
detailed plans for military and related land use in the Marianas as they are

_j_developed and to consult with the people directly affected by those plans.

The people of Tinian will be represented in such a group.

Future Meetings

The Chairman of the Marianas Poiitical Status Commission and the President'

Personal Representative agreed that the two delegations _ould meet again to

pursue all of these matters further as soon as possible, probably in the late
summer or early fall. Meanwhile talks will continue at the technical level on

the subjects indicated above.

Date: June 4, 1973

/so" Edward DLG. Pan_elinan /s/ Franklin Haydn Williams
Chairman, Marianas Political The President's Personal

Status Commission Representative for Marianas
Status Negotiations

FtARIANAS POLITICAL STATUS CO_tMISSION UNITED STATES DELEGATION

Mr. Edward DLG. Pangel_nan, Chairman Ambassador Franklin Haydn Williams,
Mr. Vicente N. Santos, Vice-Chairman The President's Personal Representativ_

Mr. Olympio T. Borja Mr. James M. Wilson, Jr.
Mr. Vicente T. Camacho Captain William J. Crowe, Jr., USN

Mr. Herman Q. Guerrero

Mr. Francisco A. Hocog Advisors

Mr. Benjamin Manglona
Mr. Herman Manglona Mr° John Dorrance
Mr. Daniel T0 Muna Mr. Adrian de Graffenried

Mr. Francisco T. Palacios Mr, Thomas Johnson

Mr. Joaquin I. Pangelinan Colonel William Kenty
Mr. Felix Rabauliman Mr. Harman E. Kirby

Mr. Felipe A. Sa!as Mr. Herman Marcuse
Mr. Joannes R. Taimanao Colonel James P. McCarthy
Mr. Jose C. Tenorio Mr. Ja_hes P. Samaritano

Colonel Athol M. Smith

Consultants and Staff Miss Mary Vance Trent

Mr. Thomas Whittington

Howard P. Willens and Jay F. Lapin, Esquires

of the Washington Law Firm of Wilmer,

Cutler and Picketing
Mr. James R. Leonard

James E, White, Esquire
Executive Director
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STATEMENT OF JOAQUIN I. PANGELINAN AND BENJAMIN T. MANGLONa BEFORE THE UNITED.

NATIONS TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL_ JUNE, 1973•_ ...... _ ,
t

Mr. Pangelinan:

Mr. Pangelinan, I am Joaquin I. Pangelinan, a member of the Marianas

Political Status Commission. With me is Benjamin T. Manglona, also a member

of the Mar_ianas Political Status Commission. On behalf of our Commission and:i

the people of the Mariana Islands, I wish to extend to you and the members of

the Trusteeship Council our appreciation for the opportunity to appear before

the Council as petitioners ..... :_

As representatives of all the people of the Mariana Islands District
,e

of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, we are here to speak to the

Council on the subject of our future polit'ical status• .

Last y%ar, representatives from the Marianas spoke to the Council

about the deeply-felt desires of our people rfor a close political relation-

ship with the United States of America. Sinc_ then,, the people of the

Marianas, freely and through their elected representatives in the Mariana

Islands District Legislature, have created the Marianas Political Status
'i

Commission. The Commission has studied and is continuing to study important

issues relating to our future status. At the =:request of the people of the

Marianas, the United States Government has opened separate negotiations with

our Commission aimed at achieving a close political relationship between the

blarianas and the United States of America. During the past year, we have

concluded two rounds of negotiations. We appear before the Trusteeship Council

to report on the progress of those negotiations and to solicit understanding

and support from this body fo_ the position of the people of the Marian_

Islands District. i

My remarks will address the position of the Marianas with regard to

our future political status _'_ Manglona's s_o_,,,=,,_ will report on _"

progress to date of the negotiations between the Marianas Political Status

Commission and the United States.
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_t'is the desire of theFpeople of'the Mariama Islands District for a

close p_li'_ical relationship with the United States. This sentiment has been

acknowledged by your most recent Visiting Mission a._ by other United Nations

observers over the past several years. Our desire f_-r close associations with
/

the United States is not a recent development howev,er. These feelings have

been consistently expressed over an.extended period. They have been expressed

directly by the people in village town-hall type me,e_ings and informal plebis-

cites. They have also been expressed through thei_ elected representatives in

Municipal. Councils and the District Legislature.

The movement for close association with the U_nit_d States originated

In the form of reques.ts!fclrreintegration with Guam, a United States territory.

As you may know, the Marianas District has histo_ica1:, economic, cultural, :'

religious and common language ties with Guam. The b_sis for this movement, .

however, runs deeper than (and is no longer linked i_oi)a desire for reintegra-
• !

tionwith Guam. The people of the Marianas wish to ihecome a.self-governing

political entity_.......in the American political family. _c_ause we desire the rights,

freedoms and benefits which flow from such an assoc_mtiOn withthe United
States.

There are several reasons for our beliefth_a_.a close political rela-

tionship with the United Stateswill assure the rea__zation of these goals,

Firs_,the people of the Marianas have too long a _s!tory of rule by autocratic

)owers not to appreciate, the degree of personal an_ :political freedom which

United States administration of the Trust Territor_ ihas brought us. We need

only look to our close neighbor Guam or to any other members of the American

political family to observe that the United States. has promoted and preserved

these values which we cherish so highly.

Second, the people of the _larianas believe _:hat human rights and.

political freedom can best be assured when there _cs_economic developmentthat

is designed .o "raise the standard of li'ving and t_ !promote economic self-.

sufficiency, A study of the possessions, territo_;es and other members of the

American political family makes it very clear thalt a close political relation-

sh!p'with the United States will assure the level of economic development wi_ich
-.. -.................................
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)ur people desire. .

Finally, our people believe, and the work of the Marianas Political

_tatus Commission confirms,, that a close political association with the United

States can take the form of a relationship that would fulfill the desires of

_ur people for internal self-government. Such a relationship would be consis-

Lent with theUnited Nations principles of self-determination for all peoples.

_ These worthy goals of the people of the Marianas are the basis of our

_esire for a close political relationship with the United States. As this

_ouncil is aware, the Joint Committee on the Future Political Status of

Micronesia has rejected close relationship with the United States and appears

determined to pursue free association and independence as the alternatives for

the future political status of all of Micronesia, We respect the right of the

_olnt Committee, the Congress of Micronesia and the people of the other "

Districtsof Micronesia to freely choose their own political future. We cannot

accept, however, their right to deny the freely-expressed wishes of the people

of t_e Harianas in this regard. It is for this reason that our people formed

their own Commission on Future Political Status and requested the United

States toopen separate negotiations with that Commission.

The people of the Marianas recognize that the course we are pursuing

may lead to our ultimate separation from the rest of Hic_onesia. In part, this

course was thrust upon us by the Joint Committee's rejection of close associa-

tion with the United States for Micronesia as a whole. It is fair to say,

however, that sentiment in the Marianas for separation from the rest of the

Trust Territory has deeper roots. The unity of Hicronesia has been the product

of our domination by outside powers--not of the freely-expressed wishes of the
E_

peoples concerned. We share no _ultural or language ties with any other

District of Micronesia. As stated earlier, our traditional ties are with Guam,

which is a part of the United States and from whom we were separated by the

histoFical accident of the Treaty of Paris ending the Spanish-American War. It

has been said that the word "Micronesia" is only a geographical term. 'One can

fairly question even this description when that term is used to describe dis-

timc't island groups separated by thousands of miles of ocean.
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"_e"do not believe that, When the Unlted Nations created the Trust

Territory of the Pacific •Islands-.in 1947, it intended to determine forever the

political unity of the inhabitants of these diverse islands--regardless of the

freely-expressed wishes of the peoples concerned And yet, the recent report

of the Visiting Mission implies that separation of the Marianas from the rest

of+the Trust Territory would be contrary to the United Nations policy favoring

national unity and territorial integrity ....... .... +

With all due respect, we cannot accept any such restrictive view of

United Nations, policy:. Divisionof Trust Territory to reflect the freely-
p

expressed wishes of the peoples concerned is full_ consistent with the princi-

ples of self-determination. In addition, such division has already occured
i

|n the British Cameroons with United Nations app_oval. .'

_ " The United Nations policy of opposition to _isruption of national unity..

and territorial integrity (set forth in General Assembly Resolution 1514 (XV))

applies explicitly to existing countries. This policy has not, so far as we

are a_are, been applied to decisions freely made by the peoples concerned on

the future political status of dependent territories. _$e b_lieve that it

should not be appli+ed to those territories whose boundaries were originally

drawn for administrative convenience and not with .regard to the differing

conditions or wishes of the inhabitants.

We recognize the legitimate concern of the United Nations for the well-

being of all of the peoples of Hicronesia. We are sensitive to the concern

that separation of the Marianas from the rest of the Trust Territory could

temporarily disrupt the administration of the remaining districts. Whatever

our choice of futt;re political status, we recongize our obligation to accommo-

date these concerns. However, abstract notions regarding the unity of Hicrone-

sia must not be allowed to frustrate the ability of the people of the _larianas

to freely choose theirown future political status,

In closing this portion of our statement, I convey the hopes of my

people that the United Nations will understand our political aspirations and

wlll support our right to choose our own political destiny. We ask no more

nor"hosless than the rights which are assured all peoples, by the b'nited
fJ .................. . + . . .....
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lhank you, Mr. President.' Mr. Manglona will now report to the Council

on the work of the Marianas Political Status Commission and the progress of

Its negotiations with the United States. ::

, Mr, Manqlona:

_..... " "- .....Mr..President, I would liketo oin Mro Pangelinan in expressing my.

gratitude for this opportunity to appear before the Council and speak on a ...

subject of vital concern to the people of the Marianas ....

AgMr. Pangelinan has told you, the people ofthe Marianas, freely and

through their elected representatives, have ceeated the Marianas Political

Status Commission in order to pursue their goal of a close political affilia _

tion between the Marianas and the United States pf America. The Commission is

broadly representative of the people of the Marianas, including representatives

from the Congress of Micronesia, from the District Legi.slature, from the :-

Municipal Councils, from both political parties, from the local business

.community, and from the major ethnic and cultural groups in the islands,

J Pursuant to its mandate, the Marianas Political Status Commission has

been guided by the expressed wishes of thepeople regarding their choice of

future political status. ;.,TheCommission is cont,inuing its dialogue with the

people of the Marianas so that it will be better able to represent their views

in future negotiations with the United States. Viehave employed qualified

consultants to survey technical and legal questions in the areas of political

status alternatives, economic development and land policy.

With the benefit• of these consultations and studies, we have opened

negotiations with representatives of the United States Government. These

negotiati.ons were opened at the request of the people of the Marianas and not,

as some have suggested in the past. at the instigation of the United States,

After a ceremonial opening session last December. the two delegations met in

Saipan during May to begin working sessions which lasted until June 4. It is

my privilege to report to the Council on the progress of these negotiations,

In seeking a f,ture political status that is consistent with the

dosire of our peopie for a close political association with the United States,
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the Commission has adopted'the goals of maximum internal self-government for th

Marlanas and economic development that is designed to increase the standard of

living of our people and to move the Marianas progressively toward economic

self-sufficiency. We believe these goals are consistent with United Nations

:principles of self-determlnation. Also consistent with United Nations princi-

: ples, the mandate of our District Legislature requires that any aareements

reached between the:_mmission and the United States must be approved by the

.people of the Mariana Islands District through a plebiscite or referendum.
, _ , ...

! In moving toward agreement on the issues relating to our future
:

p61itical Status, the Commission is proceeding cautiously and deliberately.

We are determined to consult with out people at every stage to determine their

wishes. Our consultants are advising us on the complex technical and legal

issues involved. This Council can be assured that our negotiations with the

United StateW are not one-sided or unequal. Although. we have made much

progress, we are far from formalagreement. Many outstanding issues remain to

be.studied and worked out• Nevertheless, in't-he recent working sessions, a

number of important preliminary understanding were reached.

In'the area of future political status, the parties reached tentative

_: agreement that the future political relationship between the Marianas and the

United States would take the form of a commonwealth arrangement, as defined by

a formal political status agreement The Marianas government would exercise•

maximum self-government with respect to internal affairs, while the United

States would have sovereignty over the Marianas and exercise authority in the

fields of defense and foreign affairs. The new qovernment of the Marianas

would be established under a locally drafted and locally approved constitution

which would provide for the _,nstitutions of local government• The fundamental

terms of zhis relationship, as'spelled out in the political status agreement,

would be subject to modification only by mutual c_nsent.

assistance to move the Marianas progressively toward economic se_f-sufficienc/,

which we believe is fully consistent not only wit_ politi•cal stabil.ity and

freedom but with true self-government, The people of the t.larianas are concern
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•that the future of the Marlanas .should belong to our children. We intend to

,

strive-toward Control of our own economy, as well as of our .institutions of

government° In this connection, land is our most precious resourceboth

becauseof its relative scarcity and because of•Its cultural significance to

our people. The United States has agreed in principle that, under our future

Jrelationship, land would remain in the hands of persons of Marianas ancestry.

: • .-:.We are also n:_gotiating for the return of public lands, now held in

!trust by the Administering Authority, to the future government of the Marianas

and ultimately to the:people of the Marianas. The United States has committed

•.itself to an early return of land now held in public trust. -.

We recognize that under international agreements the United States has

responsibilities for the maintenance of peace and security in the western

Pacific. We recognize further that, as a member of the American political

family, the Marianas will have certain obligations to assis_ the United StBtes
V

in meeting its defense requirements, l_eare, therefor e, negotiating with the

United States with respect to specific military land requirements in the

Marianas ....

The subject _f United States military land requirements is a matter

for negotiation because we believe that no land should be made available for

this purpose without the agreement of the people concerned. The Marianas

Political Status Commission is aware of reservations by the residents of Tinian

to the use of certain areas of Tinian .by the United States military. We would

like to assure this Council that any decision reached on these matters will be

made only after full consultation with the people of Tinian. In addition, any

agreement reached by the Commission in.this area will be submitted for approva !

to the people of the Marianas along with the agreements reached in the areas

of political status and econom3cs and finance.

/
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We have agreed in principle to negotiate in good faith on meeting the

kcknowledged United States need for land in the Marianas. for defense purposes..

lowever, the Marianas Political Status Commission has reached no agreement
C

with respect to meeting specific land requirements. The Marianas Political

Status Commission is consulting closely with the people who might be directly

•affected by a decision to make landavailable to the United States for military

purposes. In light 6f_he scarcity of land in the Marianas, we believe that

the land requirements of the United States must be reconciled with the best

interests Of the people of the Marianas.

These are the areas of preliminary understanding that have _een reached

in our negotiations with the United States. It is apparent that much work
°

remains to be done before we could be ready to submit a formal agreement to the

people. We believe our efforts to date have been fully consistent_ with the:.

wishes of our people that we explore a close politicai relationship with the

United •States. Despite the clear mandate from our people in this regard',

however, we have been crit{cized in the Congre-ss of Micronesia and by certain

segments of opinion within the United Nations. I would like to say a few

words about this criticism.

The people of the Marianas and its P61itical Status Commission fully

respect the right of the people of Micronesia collectively to pursue their own

future political status. We recognize the right of the Joint Committee to

explore political status alternatives for Micronesia as a whole. The two

members of the Joint Committee, who are also members of the Marianas Political

Status Commission, continue to participate in the work of the Joint Committee,

While respecting the rights of the Joint Committee, the people of the

Marianas cannot allow that Committee or the Congress of Micronesia to dictate.

the terms of a.future politicaq status for the Marianas which is contrar_ to

the freely-expressed wishes of its people. Therefore, we cannot accept the

nonbinding resolution of the Congress of Hicronesia (S.J.R. No, 38) which holds

that our Commission has no authori.ty to seek a separate political status for

the Marianas. We agree that the Joint Committee is presently the on.iy organiza'

tion with authority to negotiate with the United States on the future political
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status of Micronesia as a w_ole, but we respectfully do not agree that the

Joint Committee has the right todeny the freely-expressed Wishes of any of

the Districts of Micronesia for a separate political status, i

When the Joint Committee rejected close association with the United

States as a future political status alternative for Micronesia, it threatened
" ' ' _ " : " " " i. .

:iito-denythe right of our people to choose that alternative upon termination

of the Trusteeship. W_,,agree in principle with the sentiment of the recent

Visiting Mission Report that the people of Micronesia must be given.the oPtion

of choosing among different alternatives in deciding their future political

status. The mandate of the Marianas Political Stat_s Commission is to give

the people of the Marianas the option of close association with the United

States--an eption which the Joint Committee apparently has foreclosed."

•Despite our differences with the Joint Committee, we hope that its -

negotiations with the United States will proceed rapidly toward a tentative

agreement. We believe all the citizens of Micr_.nesia look forward to termina- _

tio_ of the Trusteeship and the right to freely-c!hoose their future political -_

status, consistent with the principles of self-determination. Our separate

negotiations with the United States are not Inc_nsistent with the work of the _--
a

Joint Committee. Both of us look forward to ter_mination of the Trusteeship.

The results of our efforts will enable the people to freely choose their

political future. .

In its recent report, the Visiting Mission stated that the people of

Micronesia should have the right to explore the oiption of independence at the

same time they are exploring the option of free association. We do not under-

stand how the Visiting Mission can argue that the people of the Marianas

should be denied the right to e_plore the option _f close political as.sociation

with the United States. With all respect to this body and its Visiting Missio_

we bel.ieve that the Visiting Mission's recommend,ation to suspend the talks

between +_o u-_anas Political ¢_ _,,- *^---'---" .... _-_a_u_ _u,.,.._,_. :nd _,,_Unlted Slales is

contrary to the principl'es of self-determination. Unless the people of the

Harianas are presentedwith a fu'ltv developed alternative refTecting close
fl

association with the United States, they will be denied the._right to freely

" 142
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choose their political destiny. " ..... . " :

The people of the Marianas have expressed their de_ire for close asso-

ciation with the United States for many years. In order to determine the

wishes of the people, a district-wide plebiscite was held in" 1969. The

Marianas Political Status Commission is the vehicle to implement the expressed

"-_Wtshes-of the peoples concerned. We _isk this body to support the right of

our people to pursue their choice through the negotiations now under way

•between the Commission and the United States. We pray that you will not deny

;us that right. Thank: you. _ :

w

/'.

/
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MARIANAS POLITICAL STATUS CO_.DIISSION

- P. O. BOX 825

SAIPAN, M. I. 96950

• _ ...... August 6, 1973

• The Honorable Vicente N. Santos
President _

Fourth 5fariana Islands District Legislature
Second Regular Session, 1973

Saipan, Mariana Islands, 96950

• Dear Mr. President:

Since the First Regular Session, 1973 of the Mariana Islands District

Legislature, the Marianas Political Status Commission has progressed in
its negotiations with Ambassador F. Haydn Williams and the United States

•• Government in all major areas of endeavour, i.e; Political Status,
Economics and Finance, and Lands and Military. It is my pleasure, on
behalf of the members of the Commission to report to the District
Legislature the activities and current state of affairs of the Commission.

On Monday, April 30, 1973 our Co_mission_met in full session to accomplish
an education and review program with the consultants prior to the

official meetings with the United States Delegation which began in the
middle part of May. After the first Plenary meeting with the United
States Delegation both sides had concentrated informal discussions in the

above mentioned three areas and as an outgrowth of these discussions

Position Papers were presented by both sides, initially in the area of

Political Status, next in the area of Economics and Finance and lastly in
the area of Military and Land. Attached for your review are copies of

each of the Pos±tion Papers presented at these sessions. Additionally
for further clarification of the results of these individual Position

Papers please rewiew the enclosed Joint Press Releases establishing
general areas of agreement between the parties.

Our po'sition on Political Status, has to quite an extent, been reconciled,
however certain major areas still need further clarification in the

proposed next round to be held in the fall of this year. It is anticipated
that the next round will be held in the United States. The past two

negotiations were held in Saipan, conseqnently the United States Delegation
is encouraging the Commission to hold the next round in the United States

preferably in Washington D. C., Hawaii, or Guam. As of this time it would

appear the most favo_@b!e alternatives would be either Washington D. C.

p •



or Hawaii. In reference .to the areas of agreement in Economics and Finance
a great amount of work still lies ahead. The last area of endeavour,

Land and Military problems, as you Can see by the PoSition Papers, leaves

many areas still to be negotiated.

Work in preparation for this next round of negotiations is presently

being developed, amplified, and revie_ed by our coasultants in

Washington and Saipan. James R. Leonard Associates, Inc. has recently

had three of its economists and planners in the Marianas for purposes of

developing material for adequate presentation and justification at the

next session. The Law firm of Wilmer, Cutler and Pickering, represented

by Ho_Tard P. Willen, Esquire, has been revie_ing many of the more specific

i_i questions l_ft open in reference to the Political StatUS question, andalso makingUbur presence kno_m to United States Congressional leaders
and other members of the Executive Branch of the United States Government.

In both of the above stated areas the consultants have been in close

coordination and contact with myself and our Executive Director for

purposes of additional input and developments, specifically related to the
local scene.

I would like to take this opportunity to especially compliment all the
members of the Marianas Political Status Con-_ission along with the staff

and consultants for the excellent results that have been forthcoming _.

to date. I feel the work product as enclosed herein is statement enough

to the spirit of cooperation and work that has been the guiding light

of our Commission from the beginning. I feel confident that the future

will be just as productive as the past and look forward to the next

round of negotiations as a large stepping stone towards an initial ;

agreement in all generzl areas with the possibility of setting up a

Constitutional Convention in the not too 4istant future. Enclosed for your
review is a financial statement showing our present funding and expenditures

to date. Additionally enclosed is our estimated financial requirements

between now and the February session of 1974." The funding, although somewhat

increased for the next six month period relates to the intensified effort

that the Commission is pursuing in reference to these negotiations. All

the members of this Commission, as well as myself and the staff, will
make ourselves available for any questions the District Legislature may

have. Thank you very much for your consideration of our situation.

Sincerely yours .__._,_
Edward DLG. Pangelinan, Chairman
5_rianas Political Status Commission.

Enclosures. _q

•r
°.
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M_kRIANAS POLITICAL STATUS CO_[ISSION

ESTE,_TED BUDGET REOUIPG_ENTS

From Present To February, 1974.

PROFESSION._L SERVICES:

Wilmer, Cutler and Pickering

(Legal Consultants) $50_000.00

James Leonard Associates, Inc.

-_ _-_ _-- < (Economic and Financial Consultants) 35,000.00 _ .........

James E. _ite

(Executive Director) 8,000.00

COMPENSATION:

Members of Commission 15,000.00

Staff (secretarial services) 1,500.00

OFFICE:

Supplies 500.00 ii0,000.00

TRAVEL ._ND PER DIEM:

a) Five weeks in United States
the full Commission and Staff:

Per Diem 24,500.00

/ Travel 16,000.00

* SEE NOTE i. ..

b) Two weeks in Far East i

._ Military and Lands Committee:

Per Diem 2,450.00

Travel 3,000.00

* SEE NOTE 2.

c) Two weeks in Far Fast
Economics and Finance Committee:

Per Diem 2,450.00

Travel 3,000.00

* SEE NOTE 3.

d) Taxi and U-Drive 2,000.00

e) Miscellaneous 1,600.00 55,000.00

TOTAL ESTI>_TED BUDGET: $165,000.00

_PLF._SE REFER TO NOTES ON ATTACHED PAGE,

p •
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NOTES:

I) The per diem is based on twenty individuals for five weeks at

$35.00 per person per day. The travel expense is estimated at

•_--_._i.i_.=•._-_....._-..$800.001per person for the twenty individuals°

;' 2) _ne per diem is based on five individuals for two weeks at

$35.00 per person per day. _ne travel expense is estimated at

$600.00 per person for the five individuals.

3) The per diem is based on five individuals for two weeks at

$35.00 per person per day. The travel expense is estimated at

$600.00 per person for the five individuals.

<
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POLITICAL STATUS CO!,£.!ISEiON

Mariana Islands Distr_ct

Saipan, M.I. 96950

Ju_ 25,.1973

Political Status Commission Financial Statenent as of July 30, 1973.

F_D

\

From District Legislature 1972 Special Session .................$25,000.00

From District Legislature Agust 1972 Regular Session ........... $25,000.00

From District Legislature Febuary 1973 Regular Session ......... $42,100.00

TOTAL: $92,100.00

EXPENDIturES

i. Travel & Per Diem (Members) ................................. $13,257.25

2. Compensation (Members). ..................................... $10,155.25

3. Taxi Expenses & U-Drive (Members) ..... ...................... $ 1,739.87

_. Office Supplies, Equipments, Furnitures, f%hers. .............$ 5,hi0.39

•5. Staff Salaz7 ................................................. $ 1,2h7.85

6. Cost of Professional Services (_,ir.%_nite)............. ...... $ 7,711.00

7. U-Drive, Per diem, Air fare & Services for consultant

(James R. Leonard & Wilmer, Culter & Pick__ring)..............$49,51h.h3

8. Labor & Materials cost for commission office ................ $ 2,254.35

9. Per diem, Air f_res & U-drive for Honor gues+_sfrom

Guam, Rota & Tinian .............................. ........... $ 387.55

TC_fAL: $91,677.9h

BALANCE: $ h22.0_

H_.",,'_'y_-%_'."_r/_lecio
/

Dist. Treasurer, Yarianas

03ZOS8
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POLITICAL STATUS CO_41SSION

Mariana Islands District

Saipan, _.I. 96950

Polictical Status Commission Financial Statement as of June 30, 1973

From District Legislature 1972 Special Session .................. $25,000.00

From District Legislature Agust 1972 Regular Session.. .$25,000.00

From District Legislature Febuary 1973 Regular Session .......... $h2,100.00

TOTAL: $92,100.00

.a

EXPE_ITJRES

i. Travel & Per Diem (Members) ........... J.............. $12,139.05

2. Compensation (Members) .................. .................... $10,155.25

3. Taxi Expenses & U-Drive (Members) $ 1,663.37

h. Office supplies, Equipments, _arnitures, Others ..............$ 5,36h.02

5. Staff Salary. _ $ 1,2h7.85

6. Cost of Professional Services (Mr.White) .................... $ 7,711.00

7. U-Drive, Per diem, Air fare & Services for Consultant

(James R. Leoaard & Wilmer, Culter & Piekering) ............. $49,5i4.h3

8. Labor & _aterials cost for Co_ission Office ................ $ 2,25h.35

9. Per diem, Air f_es & U-drive for Honor guests from !
Guam, Rota & Tinlan .......................................... $ 387.55

TOTAL: $90,536?87

BAL_ICE: $ 2,1h7.$3

H/e.6/_T." indalecio
,Dis_. Treasurer, Mar ianas
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PLENARY OPENING SESSION ..

MONDAY, MAY 15, 1973

....................................... ROYAL TAGA HOTEL
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REMARKS OF SENATOR EDWARD DLG. PAN_ELINAN, CHAIRN_AN OF THE M2_RIANAS POLITICAL

STATUS CO_.[MISSION, NAY 15, 1973

Ambassador Nilliams, Members of the United States Delegation, and Honored

Guests:

be.._ the ,......_>_.On h_ of Marianas Po!itical Status Co_q_ission, it is my oleasure

to welcome you here to continue the deliberations which we began last December

looking toward a close Political Relationship between the people of the

Marianas. and the United States.

• f

As you know, each member of this Commission aDmroaches this solemn assign-

ment with a full sense of personal responsibility. Each of us may have a

different background or different constituents, but the members of this

Commission are united in their determination to do what is best for the DeoDle

of the Marianas. We cannot escape--or delegate-lthis responsibility. Nor do

we want to. • The development of a new Political status for the oeoD!e of the

Marianas--in a secure and close political relationship with the United States

is a challenge worthy, of any man's abilities and best efforts. The Commission

accepts this challenge with enthusiasm.

I can assure you that the members of this Commission have preoared

diligently for this session of negotiations. We have already delivered two

detailed position papers to you on the subjects of Political Status and

Economics. The Commission looks forward to your careful consideration of

these papers and the opportunity to.explore them further with you in our

working sessions. The Commission is continuing its deliberations on other

important matters and other position papers may be DreDared. We have assumed

that this method of prepa_:ation would assist in making these negotiations

concrete and mutually productive. I am confident that our initial working

sessions will" confirm our expectations in this regard.

The members of this Commission are well aware of the como!exities involved

in these negotiations. We recognize that there are areas Where agreement will

com e easily and others where the differences will seem at first glance to be

insurfi_ountable. I can assure you that this Co_mission is prepared to discuss

all issues with an open mind and to necjotiate in good faith. We are not

.> 2 0320.4ii
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looking for deceptively simple solutions to difficult problems. Neither our

constituents nor• our descendants would tolerate such action by this Commission.

Our report must go to the District Legislature and then to the people of the

Marianas. Every member of this Commission wants to be able to defend the

product of our neqotiations with confidence and pride. Our work together in

these negotions can produce an agreement which will bring honor to your

\
governmen% and enable'the people of the Marianas to achieve in full measure

the democratic ideals long symbolized by the United States of America.

3



STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE FRANKLIN HAYDN T_ILLIA_[S, CHA_.N OF THE AS_RICAN
DELEC_ATIO_ AT THE OPENING PLENARY SESSION OF THE MARIANAS - U.S. STATUS TALKS
MAY 15, 1973

Senator Pangelinan, members of the Marianas Political Status Commission,

_onored guests, ladies and gentlemen: As the representative of the Executive

Branch of the U.S. Government and speaking on behalf of all the U. S. delega-

tion I would like to say how happy we are to be here to join with you again

in the common task of fashioning a new political status for the northern

_ariana Islands. Since our last meeting in December 1972, we have been busy '

_s you have, preparing for the days of discussion and decision that lie ahead

_f us.

In this process we have sought the assistance and advice of concerned

gxecutive Departments and Agencies in Washington, key members of the Congress •

)f the United States and the White House. In every quarter and at every level

:he American Government appreciates the aspirations of the people of the

4arianas and welcomes the prospect of their membership in the American

)olitical family. I thus bring you warm greetings from both the Executive
/

_nd Legislative branches of the United States Government.

As we move from ceremony and the preliminaries to the Substance and the

)ractical realities of framing an agreement I think it would be useful at the

)eginning to keep in mind t:he larger perspectives of Pacific and world affairs.

:t should be remembered that the U.S. has certain legal responsibilities for

:he maintenance of peace and security in the Pacific Ocean area and clear

Legai rights and powers to enable it to carrv out these responsibilities.

At the same time, the U.S. has assumed certain obligations to the people

_f the Trust Territory -- to promote their social, political and economic

tell being and to provide them with an opportunity to choose their own

,olitical future. These are clearly set forth in the Trusteeshio Agreement

Lnd the Charter- of the United Nations.

I would like to assure you that the U.S. intends to live uD to its

:esponsibilities as well as its obligations.

With respect to the latter the U.S. has encouraged political unity in

4
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the TTP_ and sought to promote a common _uture political status for all of

Mfcronesia. This was the policy consistently followed by the U.S. until last

April when the decision was finally made to respond positively to the repeated

requests of the Marianas District for separate status talks. It was not easy

to make this exception. It was based on the long post World War II history

of the desire O f the people of the Marianas for political union - a desire

that had been expressed ,over a period of twenty years to the United States_

the United Nations and more recently to the Congress of _icronesia. It was

based on the conviction that in view of this long history, refusal of the

Marianas' request and forcing them into a future relationship against their

will would constitute a denial of their own right of self-determination.

These efforts culminated in the opening session of the Marianas Political

Status negotiations which took place' on Saipan last December. The December

session was characterized by warm expressions on both sides of the table and

a determination to move forward expeditiously toward your qoal of politicai

union with the United States.

/
Our task now is to translate these expressed sentiments, the language

of past resolutions and petitions, and the results of referenda into the

precise language of'agreement defining your future legal status within the

American governmental system.

Initially your stated preference ran toward political union with the

Territory of Guam. Later your representatives supported the concept of

Commonwealth and the offer put forward by the U.S. to all of Micronesia in

May 1970. After a study of possible status alternatives you have informed us

that commonwealth is no%_ your preferred position. We want your choice to be

representative of the wishes of your people. We are confident that your

desire for political unien can be realized under a commonwealth arrangement

within the gu'idelines laid down in the American Constitution.

We pledge ourselves to _,,ork with you toward this end. We look on the

task as a co'mmon one - as a joint effort. We do not view these talks as

adversary proceedings.

p
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We hope that we will be able to move forward steadily toward an agreement

Over the period of time immediately ahead we hope that we will be able to

reach preliminary understandings and possibly even tentative language to _e

included in a draft agreement.

:-__i _ Now we have started , we will want to keep working toward our common

objective steadily and purposefully until we have completed a draft agreement

which can then be submitted to the people of the Marianas for their approval.

At the same time we do not wish to rush you. We feel that it is most impor-

tant that you and your constituents be given amDle time and OpDortunit V for

careful and thoughtful consideration of all aspects of the status questions.

Here again we share a common responsibility to keep thepeople iinformed

and to be responsive to their wishes. In the end it will be the v who will
i

judge our efforts as they exercise their right of self-determination.



PART II

WORKING SESSION

MAY 16 - JUNE 3, 1973

-. SAIPAN LEGISLATURE
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MARIANAS POLITICAL STATUS CO-_[MISSION

May I0, 1973

Position Paper

: .... : Regarding the Future Political Status " • r- . ....

h of the

Mariana Islands

Since the first session of status negotiations in December of 1972, the

Marianas Political Status Commission h&s explored the various Political status

alternatives which will enable the people of the,Mariana Islands to fulfill

their long-standing aspirations to establish a close political relationship

with the United States. in this paper the commission proposes a new political

status for the Mariana Islands which will accomplish this purpose.

_n summary, the Commission proposes that-a Con_nonwealth of the Mariana

Islands be Created bv Compact between the neopie of the Mariana Islands and

the United States and that: the people of the Marianas be permitted to become

citize1{s or nationals of the United States.' _,Tebelieve that the proposal

detailed in this paper offers a firm legal and practical foundation for fully

accommodating the mutual interests of the Mariana Islands and the United

States in accomplishing a rapid termination of the Trusteeship Agreement and

the establishment of a secure future political status for the M arianas. The

Con_mission respectfully requests that this proposal be carefully considered

during the second round of status negotiations.

I. Pro1>osed Political Status
_

In analysing the availabl_'e political status alternatives, the Commission

has attempted to identify the basic components of a political status which

will best serve the interests of the people of the Mariana Islands. We belier

that the Commission's Compact of Con_onwealth proposal can be summarized most

usefully by examining the following ingredients of the proposed political

st_'hus: A) Source of political status; B) Amendment or termination of the

; I

v 8
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political status; C] Degree of internal autonomy or self-government; D) Appli-

cability of United States Constitution; E) Applicability of United States

laws; F) National Security and Foreign Affairs; and G) Representation in

Washington. The Commission is prepared to elaborate on the legal, policy or

other reasons for its views in any of these areas during the fQrthcoming ........

negotiations.

A. Source of P_'litical Status

The.proposed Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands would involve a formal

undertaking between the people of the Marianas and the United States in the

form of a Compact. This Compact would be based upon and consist of three

fundamental legal documents: i) a Compact negotiated between the Marianas

and the United States providing for the new political status; 2) a Marianas

Federal Relations Act; and 3] a Constitution of the Commonwealth of the

Mariana Islands. Each of these three documents would have to be approved by

the p_ople of the Marianas and by the United States Congress.

The Commission's recommendation for a"Commonwealth by Compact is based

largely upon examination of the Puerto Rico precedent. It is generall V
' i

recognized--by the United Nations, the U.S. Congress, the U. S. Executive

Branch and the courts--that the commonwealth status possessed by Puerto Rico

is superior to the status of an unincorporated territory. In advancing this

proposal, the Commission has also endeavored to build upon the Commonwealth

proposal advanced by the United States in May of 1970. The Marianas Political

Status Co_mission strongly believes the proposed Compact of Con_onwealth will

provide the fullest opportunity for self-government in the Marianas and create

a political status which the people of the Marianas can accept with dignity

through a solemn act of self-_e%ermination.

B. A_endment or Termination of Political Status

i. The Commission proposes that the Com_nonwealth status recommended for

the Marianas should be amended or terminated only by mutual consent. This

recommendation is based upon the Commission's conception of a Compact of

Co{dnonwea!th as a mutualundertaking between the Deoole of the _,_arianas and

the United States. .A requirement of mutual consent will orotcct both parties

032048
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to the Compact from unilateral action by the other party which amends, or even

teinninates, the political relationship. The Commission regards this element

of mutual consent as one of the central advantages of the proposed Common-

wealth status as compared with other alternatives considered by the Commission.

........2. The Commission proposes that specific provision be made in the

Compact for periodic <eview. of the future political status of the Marianas.

We believe that all aspects of the relationship between the Marianas and the

United States--economic as well as political--should be subject to review at

five-year intervals if either party to the Compact so requests. If a review

is requested by either party, the Commission recommends that the parties

undertake to discuss the matter at a high level of government and tolnegotiate

in good faith on the questions raised durihg the course of the review. If the

principle of periodic review is accepted, the Commission is confident that

approp±iate specific provisions and procedures can be determined during• a

later stage of these negotiations. .

C. Degree of Internal Autonomy or Self-Government

i. As indicated above, the Marianas Political Status Commission believes

that the people of the Marianas should have' their own Constitution, which

would be one of the fundamental legal documents underlying the mrooosed

Compact between the Marianas and the United States. The Constitution of the

Comzlonwealth of the Mariana Islands would be drafted at a Constitutional

Convention, would be subject to approval by the people.of the Marianas, and

would become effective upon approval by the United States Congress. The

Commission fully expects that the Constitution will have a detailed Bill of

Rights specifying the protections available to the people of the _[arianas and
h

modeled to a considerable degree upon the comparable provisions of the U.S.

Constitution." The people of the Marianas would be free to amend their

Constitution so long as the amendments are consistent with the Marianas

Federal Relations Act and the U.S " Constitution.

2. Although the precise form of governmental institutions in the Common-

wealth of the Mariana Islands would be determined through the process of

developing a Consti:6ution, the Com_mission accepts the orincimle that the

._ i0
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future Marianas Government should be a republican form of government with

three separate branches--executive, legislative and judicial. Within these

constraints, however, the Commission believes that the people of the _arianas

should have full self-government and absolute control over their internal

affairs. • It is essential, for example, that the people be entitled to elect

their o_vn Chief Executlive and have the other attributes of a self-governinq

people. The Commission's recommendation of a Compact of Commonwealth is

based in large measure upon the conviction that this political status affords

the most freedom for the people of the Marianas to determine their own destinv

within the American family.

D. Applicability of United States Constitution.

i. The Commission recognizes that certain fundamental guarantees of the

United States Constitution will be applicable to the Marianas in its future

political status. We anticipate that the rights of the people of the

Marianas will be fully protected by the provisions of the Constitution of

the Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands. Nevertheless, the Commission is

prepared to review specific provisions of the U.S. Constitution and determine

which of these provisions should be expressly made applicable to the new

Commonwealth. The Commission generally desires that the Deople of the

Marianas be guaranteed all the same protections against actions of the Federal

Government as are possessed by citizens and other persons residing in the

United States. There are some provisions, however, which may not be appro-

priate to the Marianas, such as certain requirements of the Fifth Amendment

or the Seventh Amendment. and the Commission desires to reserve its position

on these and similar questions until it has had an opportunity for further

study and consultation with _he U.S. Delegation. •

2. The .Commission has concluded that at least one provision of the

United States Constitution--the privileges and immunities clause of Article

IV, Section 2, Clause 1--should not be applicable to the Conm_onwealth of the

Mariana Islands. The Commission "is concerned that the application of this

clau_e might restrict the ability of the Marianas people to adopt future

restraints on land transactions designed to preserve the land for the benefit

ii
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of persons of Marianas ancestry. The Commission is not now mrepared to assert

that such restraints will be necessary or, if so, the specific form that such

restrictions might take. These are matters which the Co_mission intends to

study further in the near future. It seems clear, however, that the privilege_

and immunities clause might be an important legal obstacle to the adoption of

any such restrictions; and it is for that reason that the Commission proposes

that the _Compact expressly provide that this clause should not be aDD!icab!e

to the Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands.

E° App!icabilitv of United States La_qs

I. The Commission :recognizes that under its proposed future political

status the people of the Marianas should have the benefit of, and access to,

the Federal judicial system. Although accepting this in Drinciple, the

Commission is not prepared at this time to take a firm Dosition on the many

_procedural and administrative questions which must necessarily be resolved to

accomplish this end result most economically and efficiently. The Commission

desires, for example, to study further the jurisdiction which should be

granted the Federal judiciary in the Commonwealth of the Marianas, the rela-

tionship with the U.S. District Court in Guam, and the relationship to any

local court system to be established bv the Commonwealth of the Marianas.

The Commission solicits the views of the United States regarding these and

comparable issues relating to the Federal judiciary system and will be

prepared to discuss these matters in detail during a later stage of these

negotiations.

2. In order to prevent future uncertainty, the Commission is prepared

during these negotiations to discuss the applicability or nonapplicabilitv to

the Marianas of the most impq_tant United States laws. With respect to some
h

of these statutes, such as: the U.S. postal and currency laws, the Ce_mission

is r_ady at this time to accept in principle their applicability to the

Commonwealth of the Marianas. We are confident that there are many other

statutes whose benefits are such that they too should be made exnressly

applicable to the Marianas, but we require additional time to ascertain

whether there are incidental questions regarding details of interpretation

_t
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or application which should be raised because of the unique geographical,

historical, and cultural factors which pertain in the Marianas. The Commis-

sion solicits the views of the United States as to which statutes should be

evaluated at an early point in these negotiations regarding their applicabi-

lity or nonapp!icability to the Marianas.

3. In addition, the Commission proposes that a joint Commission be

N

established at an appropriate time to review all other Federal laws with a

view toward determining which United States laws should apply in the Marianas.

Such a Commission, comparable to that used in connectidn with Guam, would

have the duty also of developing general guidelines to be used in deciding

what future United States laws should apply in the Commonwealth of thei

Marianas. These guidelines must necessarily reflect the unique circumstances

of the Marianas and the aspirations of the people of the Marianas to achieve

full self-government over their internal affairs.

/F. National Security and Foreign Affairs

i. The Commission accepts the principle that under its proposed

political status for the Marianas the United States will possess full res-

ponsibility and authority for matters related to national security and
I

defense. Although recognizing that implementation of these responsibilities

will require the establishment of military bases by the United States in the

Marianas, the Commission strongly believes that the use of land for these

purpose s should be kept at the absolute minimum possible. The use of land

for military purposes and the related effects upon the people of the Marianas

will be one of the central issues to be discussed during these negotiations.

In drafting provisions of a Compact relating to national security and defense,

the Co_mission urges the United States to recognize the deeply felt desire of
h

the Marianas people to be fully consulted about actions and plans of the

United States in exercising its responsibilities in this area. The people

of the Marianas are understandably concerned about the use of their most

valuable resource for military purposes and deserve to have their views

tr%ated with the same dignity and resoect as are accorded to residents of
I

I

the United States.

,I . _ t
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2. With respect to foreign affairs, the Commission also recognizes the

primary responsibility of the United States. The Commission proposes, however,

that the Compact between the United States and the Marianas should provide

for the fullest possible consultation by the United States with the Marianas

regarding foreign matters: affecting the Marianas. _ere treaties are contem-

plated which relate significantly to the Marianas, the Commission proposes

that the consent of the Marianas be secured before such treaties are nego-

tiated by the United States. In addition, the Marianas desire the fullest

opportunity to participate in international or regional organizations concern

_ith trade, cultural, social, educational, technical, scientific, or compar-

able areas of interest. The Commission recommends that the Compact expresslv

recognize this desire and right on the part of the Marianas and commit the

United States to assist efforts by the Marianas to participate meaningfull V

and responsibly in international affairs.

G. Representation in Washington

The Commission proposes that the Commonwealth of the Marianas be

entitled to a nonvoting delegate to the U.S. House of Renresenbatives. This

delegate would receive the same compensation, allowances, and benefits as a

full member of the House of Representatives and would be authorized to

introduce legislation on behalf of the people of the Marianas, to speak on

the floor of the Congress and in Committees, and to vote in Committees to

which he is assigned. Although recognizing the legal difficulties involved,

the Commission's long term aspirations in this area are to have a voting

representative in Congress: who will have.all the rights and privileges of

other members of the U.S. House of Representatives.

": " t
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II. Citizenshi_

In preparing for this second round of status negotiations, the Commis-

sion has devoted considerable time and effort to the question of United States

citizenship for the peop].e of the Mariana Islands. The Commission recognizes,

and welcome the fact, that the proposed close political status with the

United States will mean that the people of the Marianas will be entitled to
\

become U.S. national_ or U.S. citizens. Beyond this point, however, the

Commission's current position on this complicated and sensitive issue can be

summarized as follows:

A. The Commission believes that the question of U.S. citizenship, or

U.S. national status, for the Deomle in the Mar/arias" under the proposed

commonwealth must ultimately be resolved on an individual basis by each

citizen of the Marianas. Neither this Commission nor any other governmental

°entity in the Marianas has the legal authority to make this election on

beha}f of the citizens of the Marianas.

...... B. The Commission believes that any"future political status for the

Marianas should provide the legal mechanism by which the people of the

Marianas can elect to become citizens of the United States or U.S. nationals

depending upon their personal preferences.

C. The Commission intends to continue its study of this question,

particularly with respect to any different privileges or responsibilities

which attach to U.S. citizenship as contrasted with U.S. national status.

The Commission solicits the views of the U.S. Delegation on this issue,

especially regarding any legal or political implications of this choice which

might affect the kind of :future political Status which the people of the

Marianas can secure. The Con_mission anticipate that its future deliberations

on this subject will assist the people of the Marianas in making an informed

% ,

declslon on this important matter.

D. The Commission believes that the question of U.S. citizenship, or

U.S. national status, should be placed before the people of the Mar!anas by

r_ferendum at the time an_ future political status is presented to them for

:' 15
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approval. Citizenship is obviously one of the critical aspects of any future

political status for the Marianas, and this Commission recognizes the neces-

sity and desirability of placing this question directly before the people.

E. Based upon the results of this referendum, the Commission believes

that the specific provisions of the Compact and the Marianas Federal Relations

Act dealing with citizenship and national status can be drafted to reflect

the wishes of the ma_'ority of the people while still preserving the rights

of the minority to select the status of their choic e . For example, if the

majority of the voters desire to become united States citizens, the statutory.

provisions can provide that all citizens in the Mari_nas will become U.S.

citizens unless, within a stated period of time, they come forward and elect

to become U. S. nationals. Conversely, if the majority of the voters desire

to become nationals, the s£atutory provisions can place the burden of coming

forward on those who desire to become citizens. In either case, the Commis-

sion believes that the procedural requirement S should be as simple as Dossib!e

involving a minimum of travel, time, and paperwork--so that each citizen of

the Marianas is indeed given full opportunitv to make his Own election.

_k
h
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U. S. STATEmeNT ON POLITICAL STATUS FOR MAY 16 WORKING SESSION

I start my commentary, Mr. Chairman, from the basic assumption that

your delegation has invited us here for the purpose of establishing an

enduring political union between the Mariana Islands and the United States ....

This desire has been insisted upon over the years by your reoresentatives.

With U.S. acquiescence in this request, establishment of this relationship
i

has now become the common purpose of these talks.

We proceed now to detailed discussion of the spehific elements of that

relationship. Like you, we are ready to start building an agreement. But

before applying the planks and bricks and mortar we need to be sure we have a

solid foundation. We must make certain we have agreement on the basic princi-

ples underlying and defining the political status we want between the Marianas

and the United States.

I recognize, of course, that there are interlocking relationships

between political status and the other major questions to be considered in

these talks. Before proceeding to explore other aspects of this relationshi m

in depth such as land and finance we must first reach agreement on the basic

elements of political status. We are prepared to answer fully any of your

concerns on finance and land which might relate to the basic political struc-

ture, and we will, of course, review these topics with you later in detail

when we come to their specific consideration.

I should also note that the agreement we reach here on status should

be considered as tentative in nature. That is, no one should be precluded

from returning to the status issue as further questions about it arise during

our subsequent discussion of other agenda items. ..

Let us'-turn now to political status and its legal and jurisdictional

manifestation +. It is encouraging to find that we seem to have substantial

areas of agreement resulting from the exchange between the two delegations in

the informal sessions last week. As I noted in yesterday's plenary session,

the H.S. is in agreement with the Marianas' desire for a commonwealth relation-

ship. It is perhaps useful, however, to review what the U.S. feels to be the

_' 17
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essential components of such an arrangement.

We visualize the forging of close ties that will bring the Marianas

fully into the American political family. • We envision a relationship which

will clearly vest sovereignty over the Mariana Islands in the Government of

the United States and authorize that Government to legislate for the Marianas

under Article IV, section 3, clause 2 of the Constitution. This relationship

Would be 'rterritoriaI_' as that term is used in the U.S. Constitution. However,

the Marianas would become a commonwealth with the right to write its own

constitution and would have the maximum possible control" over its affairs

subject, of course, to the supremacy of the Federal Government.

There are many qllestions flowing from these principles. They are of

some complexity and will require careful, detailed consideration during our

forthcoming discussions. It seems essential to me, however, that we must

agree 6n these basic principles themselves at the autset. Unless we can do

so, _here is little point in pursuing the other subjects on our agenda in much

depth.

I would like to comment now on some of £he sDecifZc suggestions in the

position paper on political status which yQur Stat_s_ Commission was good

enough to hand us last week. We have studied it with great care. My comments

will be confined, however; to the important issues, leaving extended discus-

sion to later.

In describing earlier the basic principles which the U.S. believes

should underlie the status relationship, I hope I _ade it clear that we are

talking about a close and• enduring association ac.hieved bv an agreement. This

may not be the same thing you are talking about in your "compact". We too

have tried to follow the May 1970 Commonwealth proposal in many substantive

matters, but not the specific example of Puerto Rico.

We have come together to discuss close permanent ties. It seems to us

inappropriate, therefore, to give any substantial consideration in our discus-

sions to the question of possible termination of Tlle agreement we are forging

w_jidh will define the main features of the Marianas- U.S. political status.

If you will excuse a note of levity, it seems ina_ropriate to my delegation

"_ '_ 18
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agreement and the laws of the United States, including the U. S. Constitution.

Similarly, the President could rule on the consistency of subsequent amendments

to your constitution.

Our two delegation also seem to agree on how we should examine the

U•_S. Constitution to determine any specific provisions which should not be

appiicable to the Marianas. We want your sDecific suggestions, and for our

part we have some ideas to submit for your consideration. I might say that

my delegation preliminary sees no problem in exempting the Marianas on local

matters from those aspects of the Fifth and Seventh Amendments to the U.S.

Constitution relating to grand jury indictment and the right to trial bv jury.

We believe that a total exemption from Article IV, Section 2, Clause 1 is too

broad since American citizens should be accorded equal privileges and

immunities other than in land. We are confident we can work with you to devise

suitable arrangements to restrict future alienation of land to non-citizens of

the Marianas as you desire.

We agree with your suggestion that our two delegation discuss the

major federal laws which are to be applied to the Marianas:and those which

should be inapplicable. In order to begin that discussion, we would appreciate

hearing your specific views in this regard.

We also agree with your useful recommendation that a joint commission

be established to review the great body of other federal legislation to

determine which parts of it might appropriately be applied in the Marianas.

The same must be done for federal rules and regulations as well.

My delegation has .assumed the Marianas would wish to embrace the U.S.

federal court system and are somewhat surprised that you seem to be suggesting

otherwise. If it is your desire, we have no oroblem with your establishing,

as the Territory of Guam has done, local courts to adjudicate local matters.

We are also prepared to let you decide if the appeals from these local courts

would be through the federal court system. In any case, however, the federal

court system must be used wherever federal laws are involved.

L'While my opening comments on the locus of sovereignty may have already

implied the U.S. position on responsibility in the fields of defense and
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to discuss the circumstances for possible separation or divorce while we are

in the midst of arranging a marriage based on both mutual affection and mutual

interest.

But while we look: forward to a permanent relationship, it must be said

_atthe Same time that no reiaticnship is i_utable. The history of develop-

ments in other parts of the U.S. family'over the decades shows _uite clearly

that the Federal Government has been responsive to local requests for modifica-

tions in these relationships as changes become appropriate and necessary. More-

over, any relationship is by definition subject to cancellation by mutual

consent. There would thus seem to be no necessity for mentioning the termina-

tion question in the Marianas - U.S. status agreement.

Nor does it seem to us £hat in the close, sympathetic relationship

being discussed there should be any need to establish a mechanism for review

of U.S.-Marianas ties at stated intervals. Rather, the mechanisms of communi-

cation will be such that either side should feel encouraged fo raise immediate-

ly, at any time, matters of mutual interest or concern. We should not have to

wait five years. This is_ particularly relevant with respect to economic

questions. The needs of the people of the Marianas will be kent under constant

and continuing review through normal workings of the annual U. S. budget cycle.

This permits immediate consideration of Marianas problems as they become

manifest. They don't haveto be deferred for consideration at the end of an

arbitrarily determined review period.

Our two delegations are in agreement on many aspects of your proposed

approach to framing and adopting a constitution for the Marianas. The U. S,

delegation is pleased by your desire to incorporate in your constitution a

detailed Bill of Rights. We agree with your comments on the separation of

powers in a new Marianas Government, and we recognize the desire of the people

of these Islands to elect their own chief executive.

We do not think it will be legally and constitutionally necessary,

howeverf for the Congress of the United States to approve the _arianas consti-

tutioh. Rather, the President of the United States would be given the autho-

rity to decide its sufficiency and insufficiency in terms of conformity to our

.. 20
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foreign affairs, I should note here that the federal government will naturally

welcome the advice of the Commonwealth of the Mariana Islands en matters in

which the latter has a particular interest, and the federal government will,

as a matter of normal procedure, endeavor to keep the Commonwealth abreast of

international development which might affect it. However, consultation as a
\

matter of right would"be inappropriate.' No other state, Commonwealth or

Territory has that right. Similarly, we would welcome the advice of the

Commonwealth of the Marianas with respect to any international agreement the

U.S. might enter into in the future which might affect the Marianas. However,

we cannot agree to give the Mariana Islands a veto over such agreements.

The U.S. views sympathetically the Marianas' desire to participate

in appropriate international and regional organizations concerned with economic

dultura'l and other comparable areas of interest. The membership of such

organizations is determined by the charters of the organizations themselves.

Most limit their membership to single representation from constituent parts

of larger political groupings. On the other hand, some organizations like

the subordinate bodies of the Sourth Pacific Commission which might well be

relevant to the Marianas' needs do permit membership by constituent units of

a political family. We see no problem here in meeting the Marianas' desires.

Given the Marianas' understandable desire to develop local tourism

and other commercial possibilities to the extent feasible, the Marianas may

wish to establish outside the Commonwealth and outside the United States

offices to foster cultural and commercial interest in these islands. The

U.S. Government would be glad to see the Mari&nas do so, always assuming

b
of course, that these offices _conform to the general Dattern of similar

establishments" maintained abroad by U.S. cities, territories and states.

Your interest in having in the U.S. Congress a representative who

would speak for the Marian_s alone is understandable, but we are not overly

optimistic that this can be. arranged in the short-run. As vou know, the

matter of Congressional representation falls wholly within the purview of

the u'.S. Congress. We shall, of course, transmit your views to that body.
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We do not fully understand the distinction you _ave drawn between U,S_

citizenshipand U.S. nationality in your outline of the options you think

should appropriately be made available to each person of the Marianas, We

agree that everyone should have the right to accept or reject U,S. citizenship.

I£ has been our assumption that those rejecting citizenship will become

resident aliens in th_ new commonwealth. The concept of "U.S. national" has

little practical significance other than in the context of the workings of the

U.S. Immigration and Nationality Act. The acceptance of a citizen-national

option would •prove to be a serious administrative inconvenience and would

confer upon those inhabitants of the Mariana Islands who accept it an inferior

and awkward status, especially if they should move into the rest of the United

States. We would therefore prefer to omit that option unless you can demons-

trate to us its significant practical utility.

Finally, it is probably premature to say very much about implementa-

tion of the status agreement to which we will finally put our signature, but

my delegation is aware that this is a matter which is much in your minds. As

we envisage the sequence of events, the U.S. Congress will enact enabling

legislation for the com_onweaith arrangement at the time it approves the

agreement reached by our delegation; as soon as the locally drafted constitu-

tion fcr the Marianas is approved by the people of these islands and the

President has approved i_s sufficiency, a separate administration for the

Marianas will be established under the Trusteeship Agreement in the event that

the trusteeship has not yet been terminated. At that time most of the

provisions of the U.S.-Marianas status agreement and of the Constitution of

the Marianas will enter into f_rce. When the trusteeship agreement is f_na!ly

terminated for. all the TTPI, there will be additional action by the Executive

Branc_ to put the co_monwea!th relationship into full effect.

":,_
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I. U.S. INFO_L SU_,tMARY OF STATUS ISSUES

I would like now to summarize those aspects of the political relation-

ship on which it appears to the U.S. both sides agress and which, therefore,

probably do not need further elaboration at this time.

.....: =.... Commonwealth Status. You ]{ave asked for a close permanent relation-

ship with the United States, and have specified your preference for common-

wealth status. We agree with you that a commonwealth relationship is appro-

priate. Both sides are a_reed that sovereignty over the Mariana Islands will

be clearly vested in the Government of the United States and that in this

sense the arrangement will be "territorial" as that term is used in _he U.S.

Constitution. .

Similarly, I understand you agree that the U.S. Government will have

the authority to legislate: for the Marianas under Article IV, section 3. clause

2 of the U.S. Constitution• subject to our being able to reach an understanding

regarding the modification of major provisions'of our agreement by mutual

consent. "................................................

Defense and Foreign Affairs. I think you understand that the U.S. must

have unqualified authority in the realms of'national security and foreign

affairs. At the same time, the federal government will, as a practical matter

welcome any advice the Marianas might wish to offer on international matters

of particula r interest to it.

We shall support the Marianas' membership in regional or international

organizations concerned with economic, cultural, or comparable areas of

interest which permit representation from constituent Darts of a political

family. We have also observed previously that should the Marianas wish to do

so•, it may certainly establish abroad offices to promote local economic and

tourist interests.

Self Government: Marianas Constitution. In the U.S. view the major

distinction between a co_nonwealth.re!ationship and an unincorporated territory

is the differing degree of self-government under the two arrangements. Commo -

wealth permits a maximum amount of self-aovernment, subject only to the limita-

• :I
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tions of the U.S. Constitution, the legislation setting up the commonwealth,

and federal legislation applicable to all U.S. territories. Under the common-

wealth arrangement the United States envisages, the Marianas will draft its

own constitution. It will then he submitted to the people of the Marianas for

ratification .... , . : . ........_.... ,,:_ _ ..........

Although our side had thought it might be most exneditious to have the
b

President of the United States judge the sufficiency or insufficiency of your

constitution in the context of the U.S. Constitution and relevant legislation,

we have no problem with your preference for approval of:your constitution by

the U.S. Congress.

Moreover, the U.S,. accepts your proposal to l_ave it to the U.S.

federal courts to determine the sufficiency or insufficiency of subsequent

amendments to your constitution should they be challenged, rather than have

the Executive Branch make a determination on sufficiency.

The U.S. again expresses its satisfaction at your desire to see a Bill

of Rights incorporated in the Marianas constitution. Our side concurs with

your concept of a separation of powers in the new Marianas Government and like-

wise agree that the people of the new commonwealth should elect their o_m

chief executive.

Privi!eqes and Imn_unities. There appears to be agreement that Article

IV, Section 2, Clause 1 of the U.S. Constitution relating to "privileges and

immunities" should apply to the Marianas, provided we can jointly work out

arrangements meeting your understandable concern that your ability to restrict

land transactions not be compromised. It is our belief that your concerns

regarding land alienation can be allayed This problem will be discussed

further in subsequent meetings%

Judicial System. There seems to be broad, agreement on the structure
0

of a judicial system for the Marianas. You prefer to establish local course

to handle purely local matters. It is our understanding that you wish to

discuss with us further the question of whether to establish local aDpellate

court_ for litigatio n arising on such matters, or whether to have the annellate
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procedure be through the U.S. judicial system. In turn, we seem to be agreed

that U.S. federal courts will handle matters relating to federal law. In this

regard it probably will be aDDropriate to reconstitute the oresent U.S. District

Court in Guam to cover the Marianas and Guam.

.............•Marianas Representation in Washington. Our two delegation have dis-

cussed the question of Marianas representation in the U.S. Congress in the

context of whether or not the U,S. Congress, under whose prerogative this

matter rests, would be willing to agree to a non-voting delegate which would

represent the Marianas exclusively. We have expressed our judgement - based

on our preliminary consultations in Washington - that the U.S. Congress would

be reluctant to do so because of the limited Marianas population. We. have

agreed nonetheless to fully support your request to the U.S. Congress.

II. SOME RE_INING QUESTIONS %_ICH CAN BE RESOLVED NOW

I think the foregoing summarizes the areas in which we found curselves

in general agreement at the end of last week. I would now like to turn to

fundamental matters which we did not resolve and which merit further mention

this morning.

Mutual Consent to Substantial Alterations in the Commonwealth Relation-

ship. You have asked for a provision in the instrument we ultimately draw uo

specifying that fundamental changes in the political aspects of the relation-

ship between the Marianas and the United States can only be modified bv mutual

consent. If you:and we:have in fact reached Dreliminary understandings on all

those aspects of the U.S. - Marianas arrangement I have listed in the fore-

going summary of what our side believes to be the common areas of agreement,

we are willing to include in the agreement a provision for mutual consent on

significant alterations in the basic structure of the relationship. I think

both sides accept the ncessity of exercising extreme care in the drafting

process to insure that the mutual consent provision will aoolv only to maSo___

structural changes in the ccmmonwealth arrangement.

Review Procedure. The U.S. has stated previously its belief that in

the close relationship being envisaged, there will _e a continuing dialogue

about Marianas interests and needs which make it unnecessary to establish a
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separate periodic review mechanism. However. the U.S. Delegation would be

willing to discuss this further after we have sketched in the basic framework

of an ultimate agreement if you still feel that a built in review process

deserves consideration.

_._ _: III. QUESTIONS REQUIRING FURTHER DELIBERATION

There are several important matters relating to the nature of the

Marianas -:U.S. political relationship which our delegation believe will

require further detailed consideration.

Applicability of U.S. Laws to the Marianas. During the weekend our

respective legal advisers began examining the U.S. Constitution to determine

which of its pr_visions should expressly be made apolicable to the Marianas.

They also began their discussion of major federal U.S. legislation to deter-

mine its applicability or inapplicability _o the circumstances of the Marianas.

We understand that it is your wish that the question of whether certain major

areas of Federal legislation will apply in the Marianas be dealt with explicit-

ly in whatever agreement we eventually conclude. These areas include taxes,

immigration, custom, banking and currency, social security, maritime laws,

labor standards and the post office. I believe we agree that it is necessary

to have these questions examined by our legal advisors in Washington, and to

have the results of their deliberations presented in our next session for

discussion and final decision.

Before leaving £he subject of the applicability of federal legislation,

let me re-state U.S. concurrence with vour recommendation that a joint•commis-

sion be established to study the large body of remaining federal legislation,

rules and regulations the apDlicabilitv of which we will not address specifical

ly in our agreement, q

Citizenship - Nationality. Our respective legal advisors began a use-

ful'joint examination last Saturday of the U.S. citizen-U.S, national option

for the people of the Marianas which you have raised for consideration. We

have proposed that your people be offered the opportunity of becoming America_

citizens. What remains to be determined is whether under U.S. law and past

precedent they can be offered the alternative of U.S. national at the same
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time they are offered the possibility of citizenship. We have no objection

in principle with this proposition but this is a technical matter which the

U.S. Delegation believes should be studied further by both barites in

Washington. * * * * * * * * *

'_:"-:" The foregoing summarizes the U.S. view 0f the discussions thus far. i

invite your comment on whether my summary accurately reflects your understand-

ing of the areas of preliminary agreement. As noted, we shall still have a

few basic questions to resolve such as the applicability of federal legisla-

tion and the citizen-national issue. However, if the areas of preliminary

understanding are as broad as I believe them to be, we can take great satis-

faction from knowing that our labors have begun well. These preliminary

understandings on the basic foundation of the Marianas - U.S. relationship

will greatly facilitate cur consideration of other major agenda items that lie

ahead, and will provide a sound foundation for any joint statement we may wish

to draft to sum up the current talks and for the Ultimate commonwealth

instrument we shall have to devise. ............. _...............



.... . ............................................ . . _ ,_ , -..... •

POSITION OF M_ARIANAS POLITICAL STATUS COMMISSION

ON SUBJECT OF SELF-GO%_ERNg_NT

In its position paper of May i0, 1973, the Con_mission stated (at p. 5)

that within certain const];aints "the Commission believes that the people of

the Marianas should have full self-government and absolute control over their
_x

internal affairs." T_e Commission also indicated that it wanted the Deople of

the Marianas under the proposed Commonwealth to have the "attributes of a

self-governing people. " The United States has also recognized in its state-

._r_axlmumments that the people of the Marianas should have " " " self-government

consistent with the U.S. Constitution and relevant Federal legislation. The

specific question which has been identified in our recent working sessions is

how to reconcile the desire of the Marianas for maximum self-government with

the plenary powers of Congress under Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2, of the

U.S. Constitution.

- The Commission is not prepared to make any specific proposal on this

subject at this time. The legal and practical aspects of this problem are

extremely complex and require additional study, we believe, by both parties

to these negotiations. The Commission recognizes that sovereigntv over the

Marianas will be clearly vested in the United States. The Commission is not

in any way seeking exemption from Federal legislation applicable to the states

or territories w_ich is" enacted by Congress under Constitutional Dowers other

than Article IV, Section 3, Clause • 2. We are interested only in exD!orinq---

together with the U.S. Delegation--whether some specific iimitations on the

plenary powers of Congress under Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2, can be

i% __

developed which would make clear that the Commonwealth of the Marianas h'as

maximum (or Da'ramount) control over its internal affairs. ._,lanvapproaches are

possible, some involving e.xpress exemDticns to Article IV, and others involving

legislative history alone, but each must be revieweH, carefully from a legal,

practical, and political standpoint.

_' Under these circumstances, the Com._nission is_ recuesting the U.S
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Delegation to recognize that this is an appropriate area for future study and

discussion. After such study, the Commission may indeed conclude that there

is, in fact, no practical alternative but to accept the full and uncircumscribed

application of Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2. The meters of the Commission

are not at this time, however, ready to reach this conclusion, we respectfully

request the U.S. Delegation to appreciat_ our position on this matter and add

this topic to the list of items requiring further detailed consideration.

B
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JOINT PRESS RELEASE BY SENATOR EDWARD DLG. PA_NGELINAN AND AbIBASSADOR FRANKLIN

HAYDN WILLIkM..S, CHAIRMEN RESPECTIVELY OF THE MARIAN_-.q POLITIC_-_ STATUS
COMMISSION AND THE AMERICAN DELEGATION TO THE MARIANAS STATUS TALKS.

May 17,.1973

A series of informal discussions between our two delegations in Saipan

last week initiated the current phase in our continuing joint endeavor, begun

here last December, to create lasting ties between the Mariana Islands and the
Un_ed States. Those informal exchanges provided an opportunity for prelimi-

nary consideration of most of the major topics bearing on the Marianas' future
status, including such matters as the nature of the political relationship,

finance of the political relationship, finance, self-government, public land,
land alienation, and U.S. military land requirements. Both sides found the
sessions useful as they prepared for the resumption of the formal talks this
week.

The formal discussions were renewed in a plenary sessfon May 15. Each

side pledged to work earnestly to design a Marianas-U.S. relationship which
will reflect the desire of the peoples of the Marianas for close association
and will be beneficial to both the Marianas and the United States. In lengthy

working sessions yesterday morning and afternoon and again today, the delega-
tion have taken up that task. In a constructive atmosphere characterized by

free, frank, and searching exchanges, we have discussed the nature of our

future political ties. We have already indentified substantial areas of agree-
ment and are now examining some of the more complex legal and constitutional

aspects of the political relationship.

Both delegations plan to give equally intensive consideration to such
other major topics as finance, arrangements for the protection of local
interests in land, U.S. land requirements, and enactment and implementation of

the new status agreement.

The delegations have preliminarily discussed land and U.S. military

requirements in the Marianas but have not yet exchanged position papers or anv
kind of documentation on the subject. The nature and extent of these require-

ments is a subject for negotiation which we expect to review in great detail.

Ambassador Williams made it clear as early as October of 1971, at Hana,
Maui, Hawaii, that to the extent feasible the U.S. wishes to concentrate on

Tinian Island any military facilities it might establish in the _arianas,
Ambassador _¢illiams restated that position here in Saipan last December.

These requirements are extensive. But the U.S. is not asking for exclusive
use of all of Tinian. Furthermore, Ambassador Willi_s wishes to state

categorically that the U.S. Government has no plans whatever to give the U.S.
military responsibility for the civil administration of Tinian, as alleged in

recent new reports.

Chairman Pangelinan emphasized that the _4arianas Political Status

Commission includes t_o representatives of Tinian. He stated that all fifteen
members of the Commission are determined to represent and protect the interest

of all the people of the Marianas, including the people of Tinian, in their
status negotiations.

Both the Marianas Political Status Com_lission and the U.S. Delegation

are committed to undertake full consultation with the people of Tinian before

any final decisions or agreements are made [egarding the use of land on Tinian

for military purposes. After this matter has been fully discussed in these
negotiations, representatives of the Commission and the U.S. Delegation will
schedule appropriate meetings with the people of Tinian to disclose these
plans21n detail and solicit their views.
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JOINT PRESS RELEASE May 19, 1973

Ambassador Haydn Williams and Senator Edward Pangelinan, Chairmen respec-
tively of the •American and Marianas Delegations, both expressed today satis-
faction with the progress that had been made during the past week in the five

working sessions of the two delegations. The twice-a-day meetings involving
long hours of free questioning and frank exchange with full participation on
both sides have produced so far, according to the two Chairmen, a clearer
understanding of each_other's positions on a number of substantive issues

relating to status. The .agenda and all of the working discussions to date
have been centered on the essential elements and the basic nature of the

political relationship between the United States and the Marianas. Recent

sessions have concentrated on such topics within this heading as the source
of political status, the degree of internal autbnomv or self-government, the

applicability of the U.S. Constitution and U.S. laws, national security and

foreign affairs, representation in Washington, citizenship and nationality,
the federal judicial system, and features of a Marian'as constitution.

A meeting of a special of legal experts from both sides was called for

today to explore further various technical'questions and the application of

federal legislation and laws. Tomorrow afternoon the Marianas Delegation will
be the guests of the American side at a late afternoon picnic on Managaha

Island.• The next working session of the two delegations will be held Monday
at I0 a.m.
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JOINT PRESS RELEASE May 23, 1973

Senator Edward Pangelinan and Ambassador Haydn Williams, Chairmen respec-

tively of the Marianas and American Delegations to the Marianas status talks,
said today their delegations have reached broad preliminary understanding on
most aspects of the Marianas-U.S. political relationship envisaged under a
commonwealth arrangement for the Marianas.

They indicated that at this early _tage of deliberations the main effort
have been to highlight areas of tentative agreement and to identify technical

questions requiring further study and discussion, rather than to explore the
precise language of an ultimate status agreement.

In describing the preliminary nature, of their unde{standings, Senator

Pangelinan and the Ambassador reiterated that, in any case, the instrument of

agreement emerging from this and possible future negotiating rounds will have
to be approved by the Marianas District Legislature, the people of the Marianas,
and the U.S. Congress. The two Chairmen believe, nonetheless, that the present
considerable degree of understanding on the fundamen_a!s of the political

relationship provides an excellent foundation for a subsequent instrument of

agreement.

The two Chairmen indicated that preliminary_ agreement had been reached on
a commonwealth relationship which will vest sovereignty over the Marianas in

the United States Government under a territorial relationship and permit maxi-
hum Marianas control over local affairs. This would be accomplished under a

10cally-drafted, locally-approved constitution providing for a bill of rights,

separation of powers, and a popularly elected chief executive. There are also
the following additional tentative understandings: the U.S. Government will

have responsibility for defense and foreign affairs, %hough{ the federal govern-
ment will welcome the advice of the Marianas on international matters directly

affecting the islands. Moreover, the U.S. will suppert the Marianas' member-

ship in regional or international organizations concerned with economic,
cultural, or comparable areas of interest which permit representation from

constituent parts of a political family. While the _udicial systems of the
Marianas and the U.S. will• be compatible and consistent with federal law, the
Marianas will have the right to establish local courts for purely local matters.

The two sides will explore a common approach to the _.S. Congress regarding the
nature of the Marianas' representation in Washington.

The two delegations are agreed that further joint study is necessary on
the applicability to the Marianas of specific U.S, !_ws, the precise extent of

self-government to be exercised by the Marianas under the U.S. Constitution and
relevant federal legislation, and the status to be aa:corded those residents of

the Marianas iwho might not: wish to become American citizens. Suboanels of

lawyers from'the two delegations have already begun _ useful exploration of
these largely technical matters and will continue t_ir deliberations during
the course of the present talks and subsequently in Washington.

The two Chairmen noted that the area of understanding on the basic

structure of the political relationship is sufficiemt!y broad to warrant the

delegations' moving now to consideration of such ot_er major agenda items as
economics and finance, land, and transition.

i
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MARIANAS POLITICAL STATUS COMMISSION

May 14, 1973

Position Paper
• . -. --.-. . -

°_-_:_ •_°•:......._: _;:::-; ••_"•- - Regarding Economic Aspects - .....
of the

Revised Political Status
! h

.'_ of the
Mariana Islands

During the first round of political status talks, the United States

indicated a desire to explore jointly with the Marianas Political Stahus

Commission the financial needs of the Mariana Islands. Accordingly, the

Commission has undertaken studies to determine the financial requirements to

facilitite an orderly transition tO a new political status, to provide an

adequate social and industrial infrastructure,'to provide necessary oublic

services and programs, and to provide the economic means for the people of

the Marian.s to participate in the economic developmemt of their islands.
/

While the Commission is confident that the D%ople of _he Marianas expect and

desire to assume the financial responsibilities of self government, it is

obvious that the financial requrements cannot be met from internal financial

resources until an expanded tax base has been developed. Therefore, the

Commission proposes a program of United States economic assistance and budget

support to establish a base for economic and social _evelopment which will

enable the people of the Marianas to realize their l•m_q range goal of self

support.

The financial assistance program which the Cmr_.ission proposes is"

y re!ated to the process of transition to a new political status.

of historical and cultural factors, and give_ the current level of

nomic and social development in the _arianas, the Commission believes that

transition process will continue for many years _eyond the formal acceDt-

o_' a new status agreement by the United States and the peonle of the
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Marianas. It appears to the Commission that there must be at least three

separate phases of transition.

The first phase of transition, consisting of one year, should be a
...... -f

period during which detailed plans are prepared to facilitate changes in

government structure required by the new status, to accelerate industrial and

social infrastructure development, to establish institutions for economic and

social development, and to establish a legal basis for self government.

The second phase of transition, consisting of s_ven years, should be

a period during which the plans formulated in the first phase are implemented.
.

By the end of the second phase, the standard of living in the Marianas should

be at an acceptable level, and the base for long term growth and development

should be firmly established.

The third phase of transition, extending to the vear 2000 and perhaps
/

beyond, should be a period during which the people of the Marianas develop '

their economic potentials and assume increasing responsibility for the support

of their own government ......................................... ....................

I.. Financial Requirements for Phase I (1974)

The essential planning to be undertaken in the first phase of transi-

tion will require expert assistance from physical planners, architects,

engineers, public adminstrators, and others. It is anticipated that the

required planning activities will cost $45 million, allocated as follows:

A. Physical Plan

I. Cadastral Survey $3,000,000

2. Master Planning 300,00

3." Schematic Design
of Facilities 450,000

$3,750,000

B. Government Reorganization
Plan 125,000

!J C. Economic and Social

Development Plan 125,000
P

> ...............................................
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D. Legal Plan (Including Political Education,
Constitution Convention

and Development of

Legislative Programs $ 500,000

TOTAL $4,500,000

The Commission proposes that funds sufficient to allew the implementa-
°

tion of Phase I be made available as a grant to the Commission immediately

after the conclusion of successful negotiations for a new political status.

II. Financial Requirements for Phase II (1975-1981) :

The implementation of transition and development plans formulated during

Phase I will require greatly expanded government programs in the Marianas.

The studies undertaken by the Commission indicate that these expanded progr&ms

will require substantial budget support for the new Marianas Government from

exterlal sources.

A. Capital Improvement Recuirements

The Commission has reviewed with care the master plans for Saipan and

Rota prepared by Hawaii Architects, memoranda prepared by the Marianas District

g Office on road, water and power requirements in the Marianas, program

_emoranda for EY 1974-1978 and FY 1975-1979 prepared by the District Adminis-

trator, the FY 1974 budget for the Trust Territory, and various other documents.

Expressed in terms of a five year capital-improvements programs, covering the

period FY 1975-1979, the estimates of the Trus_ Territory and Marianas District

administrations indicate that $47.7 million (projected 1975 dollars) will be

required to meet the need for public facilities in the Marianas by 1980 (table

i]. While the Commission does not agree with the Trust Territory and Marianas

District administrations as to the need for specific projects, the priorities

of projects, or even the period over which construction should be programmed,

the Con_ission does believ'e that $47.7 million (projected 1975 dollars)

represents a realistic order of magnitude of the capital improvements

prOgram-which should be implemented during Phase If.

-o
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B. Programs Operations Requirements

The Commission has also reviewed _urrent programs operations of the

Marianas District administration, as well as the District Administrator's

projections of program operations for the period FY 1974 - 1979.

f
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Ipplying salary rates established bv the Trust Territory Salary Act of 1973,

:he Marianas District Administrator's projections of program reauirements

_dicate that the cost of programs will range from $8.6 million (current

_ollars) in FY 1975 to $11.8 million (current dollars) in FY 1979 (Table 2).

The people of the Marianas have long felt the injustice of a separate

_icronesian pay scale in government for Marianas citizens when they are

9erforming the same work a:_ United States citizens. Therefore, the Commission

itrongly feels that, as part of the change in political status, the government

>ay scale in the Marianas must be changed to correspond with the pay scale of

;he Guam Government. The gradual application of the Guam. pay scale to the

)istrict Administrator's projections of programs operations over a period of

live years, commencing in 1975, would increase the cost of progra_ to $8.6

_illion (current dollars) ini1975 and $18.0 millioh (current dollars) in 1979.

C. Economic Development Requirements

Private financial institutions cannot be expected to meet the needs for

_ither commercial investment or housing development during Phase II. The

_eople bf the Marianas do not possess the financial resources to establish

;ueh institutions, and the development of such institutions bv attracting

_xternal private investment funds would deny the people of the Marianas

)articipation in, and control of, the economic development of their islands.

The Commission's projections, based on assumptions of moderate tourists

Lndustry and related private sector growth, indicate that between $40 and $50

billion (1973 dollars) will be required for commercial development during

?hase II. An equal amount will be required, to finance the

°
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upgrading and construction of housing to meet the needs of a growing population.

Thus, between 1975 and 1981 a total of $80 to $90 million (1973 dollars) must

be made available for local investment in the Marianas.

A Marianas deve!oDment corporation, owned and controlled by the citizens

of the Marianas, could be a source of equity financing, loans, and technical

assistance for both business enterprises and housing. In addition, it could

serve as a vehicle for occupational training and other economic and social

development programs. Such a corporation could attract 9apital from exte-_nal

sources by guaranteeing loans and using various other devises to obtain finan-

cial leverage while, at the same time, providing safeguards against external
!

domination of the Marianas' economy. However, geographic and other factors

would limit the access of a development corporation to establishe money

markets, and the amount of financial leverage which could be exercised would

not b_ as great as for a similar development corporation in the United States

or in some other highly development area. _he Commission feels that to provide

$80 to $90 million (1973 dollars) will be required to capitalize a Marianas

development corporation.

D. Government Expenditures and Revenues (1975 - 1981) _

Based on the estimates of capital improvements, programs oDerations

and economic develonment funds presented above, the Commission has prepared a

proforma statement of qovernment operations during Phase II. Recognizing the

the difficulties of compressing accelerated programs into the five year plan-

ning period of the Trust Territory Government, expansion of both the required

capital improvement program and programs operations has been scheduled over

seven years to allow their orderly implementation (Table 3).

r/
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In assessing the total requirements for budget support of anew

Marianas Government, the Co_nission has projected both district income andtax

revenues. As shown in Table 3, the Commission anticipates that" the people of

the Marianas will increase local taxes by increasing the rates at which they

will tax themselves. By i[981, with Marianas per capita income less than one-

half of U.S. per capita income, the Commission expects the tax burden in the

Marianas to be at least 50 percent of the tax burden borne by the people Of

the United States. However, even though the tax burden "in the Marianas is

projected to increase by more than i00 percent between 1973 and 1981, from 8

percent to 19 percent of district income, large government deficits will still

exist•

As part of the political status settlement the commission proposes

that the United States provide assurance that it Will provide budget support

for the Government of the Marianas at levels required to implement transition

and development plans. The required levels of budget support during Phase II

are estimated to be:-

Year Millions of Current Dollars !

1975 -_ 19.2

1976 22.4

1977 23.9

1978 28.3

1979 27.5

1980 21.6

1981 19.9

E. United States Military Impacts

In co6ducting its studies, the Commission did not have details of

planned U.S. military operations in the Marianas. Thus, the Commission's

estimates Of required support do not take account of military expenditures

in the Marianas or of any payments to be made by the U.S. military to

the oi'_izens of Government of the Marianas. The Commission will work with

the U.S. Delegation to determine how U.S. military plans may affect the
F .................................................................. : .........................
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Commission's estimates. However, the U_S. Delegation should be aware that the

Commission believes that any benefits from ilitary operations which might

reduce the level of required budget support should be provided in some other

form in the event military plans are not implemented. - . - .. .

! • .....

Prior to their implementation, military plans must be regarded as

speculative. They are subject to change, or even cancellation, by actions

which may be taken by the U.S. Congress or £he Department of Defense. Further,

.the phasing of militar 3, construction and operations can greatly influence

their economic impact. Accordingly, the Commission feels that it is essential

for the United States to make specific commitmen,ts of economic assistance

which will not be contingent on the re-establishment of the military in the

Marianas.

iII. Financial Requirements for Phase III (1982 - ?)
I

/ At this point in time it is difficult for the Commission to project

the financial requirements of the Marianas"bey0nd Phase Ii. The Commission

proposes, therefore, that in the fifth year of Phase II, coinciding with the

date established for review of political status issues, the Marianas and the

United States review together the progress of Phase II, and explore the

future requirements for budget support of the Marianas during Phase III.

........................................................................................................... "..~i...... i ..................................................
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U.S. RESPONSE ON

ECONOMICS•_ND FINANCE

I. IntroduOtion

i. As we take up the second major item on our agenda--economics and

_finance_-I think _ it would be useful to keep in mind the ultimate objective of

these discussions. W_ hope that they will be directed toward reaching preli-

minary understandings on the essential framework of the future financial

relationship of the Marianas with the United States and,°in particular, on

tentative agreements on the major financial provisions to be included in a

draft agreement. Our efforts will thus be directed toward exploring with you

general principles leading to general understandings rather than concentrating

on budgetary details and precise figures and estimates, important as they may

be.

2. We realize the importance of economic analysis, budget forecasts

and the establishment of development goals. As we said last December, we are

desirous of exploring jointly with you the future financial needs of the
i

Mariana Isiands and other matters covered in the Commission's May 14 paner on

economics and finance. But it is our feeling that our priority task is to

seek agreement on certain fundamentals and then after the full range of

prospective financial inputs has been identified and estimated, your planning

and our plan_ing and our joint effort will be greatly facilitated.

3. In this regard let me take note of the Marianas Political Status

Commission's paper on the economic and financial aspects of the political

status question.

4. We found this professionally done paper most interesting and we

are in agreement with many of the principles it sets forth, We also concur

in the general thrust of its contents and the goals sought. I am sure that

this paper will serve a very useful purpose as we proceed with these discus-

sions, especially in connection with our preliminary examination of your

projected needs.

II. Baqk_round of the Am_erican Aonroach
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1. As we think about the future U.S.-Marianas financial relationship

we have, as I am sure you have,looked at preced_ent--at.'the experience of

Puerto Rico, the •Virgin Islands, American Samoa and also your close nieghbor

to the south, Guam. The overall pattern in all of these.cases'is similar.

The United States Government has follwed a policy of encouraging and assisting

these members of the American family to become more and more self-sufficient

while providing needled back-up support and incentives for the generation oft

f

local revenues. The result of this policy has Been a gradual lessening of

reliance on direct Congressional appropriations by the _ocal governments

concerned as their economies have developed. G_am, Puerto Rico and the Virgin

Islands have now, in a sense, graduated in that they no longer receive regular,

annual direct grant assistance from the United States Congress. Help in other

forms, however, remains substantial and all three of these local governments

benefit from participation in various federal programs and services.

III. Our Approach to the Marianas

i. We would suggest that in general the future financial relation-

ship between the Marianas and the United States follow the conventional,

tradltional and successful pattern that I have just described. By this, I

mean that under the agreement we are workin'g toward, the united States would

assume certain obligations to provide budgetary support and economic assist-

ance to the Marianas until the people and the government of the Marianas were

able to meet the financial responsibilities of self-government from their own

resources.

2. The two forms of annual financial assistance that we have in mind

are i) direct financial grants in support of the costs of government operation

and capital improvement programs, 2) the extension and provision of federal

programs and services to the Marianas. For direct grants, we would propose

tha_ the annual budget program approach be followed. The actual level of

annual financial assistance would depend largely u_on mutually determined

needs of the Marianas Government and people taking into account local revenues

and other sources of local government funds. Direct grants of any sort would

require specific legislative authorization and subsequent Congressional
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appropriation. The extension of certain federal programs would require that

the Marianas be designated as an eligible recipient by Cbngressional action.

For other federal, programs the Marianas would be automatically eligible uDon

attaining commonwealth status. (Some examples of Services and Programs)

IV. Sources of Funds

" "..... In looking ahead, needs ...._ r-_r_ ........... t_,_ of _o_se,.... have to be identi.

fied and Projected. The U.S. follows this approach in its annual budget

process as well as in longer range planning. At the same time, in looking

ahead realistically, attentiQn must also be given to sources. Where is the

money coming from? The remainder of my introductory remarks is going to be

directed to this question.

Your paper rightfully stated that its estimates of required support

did not take into account possible future military expenditures in the

Marianas. This afternoon I would like to go beyond Mr. Wilson's presentation
\ ..

of some ten days ago and give you some additional information on the magnitude

of t_e possible financial imput to your future'budqet and economy that would

flow a projected military presence. But first, let us take a look at regular,
{

conventiona! future sources of income for the Marianas.

i

IV. Sources of Revenue for the Marianas

I. Present Sources

At the present time funds available for the Marianas District are

derived from four principal sources. These are (a) the Marianas' share

approximately one-half of the import duties collected by the Congress of

Micronesia in the Marianas and returned to the district; (b) minor income

derived from licensing :fees, etc., (c) the Marianas' share of Federal Programs

(2.5 million in FY 73); and (d) the Marianas' share of Federal grants for the

TTPI as a whole ($7.1 million in FY 73).

The Congress of Micronesia imposes both income and gross receipts

taxes on individuals and businesses in. the Marianas. But none of this is

returned d'irectly to the'district, a!though the District derives considerable

indirect benefit from COM projects and programs.

There is also a substantial sum derived from the presence of the TT
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Government headquarters in the Marianas. We estimate this at approximately

$2.2 million annually, most of which will be lost to the district when the

capital of the Trust Territory is no longer on Saipan.

2. Possible Additional Sources of Revenue or Income Under the

Proposed Commonwealth (Non-Military)

...... There is a variety of possible additional sources of revenue or " _

for the Marianas which might be realized under the proposed new commonwealth

arrangemel}t without reference to anticipated military inputs into the economy.

First, there are the am61unts which would be realized from the disposal of

public lands, once there have been returned to the district. This is likelv

to be a substantial sum, although it is impossible to calculate the precise

amounts realizable at the present time either from rentals to individuals or

businesses, or from sales. The proceeds from the lat£er could of course be

invested • among other things with a steady income realized from this capita li'-

zation process. This possibility might well be considered in connection with

//
the possible establishment of a Trust Fund for the benefit of the people.

A second source of revenue would be the income realized from the

disposal of any real or personal property taken over from the T.T. Government

when it transfer out of the Marianas District, although some financial

accommodation with the TT Government will undoubtedly be required.

A. third possible source is the additional returns (above present

levels) fromimport duties which mighi be levied by the new commonwealth

government This is dependent of course on the final decision taken with

respect to the Marianas position in or out of £he U.S. customs union. It is

fair to say that it is also possible that this decision could theoretically

result in a net loss of revenue depending on how the new system is structured.

A major additional source of revenue would be the returns from a dlrec" t

income tax levied on individuals. The again deoends upon arrangements worked

out regarding the applicability or non-applicability of the U.S. Federal Incom_

Tax and use made of the proceeds derived therefrom. The same thin_ is true of

taxes which might be imposed upon local businesses.
f'_t

r¢_ 5 0
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In addition to the foregoing there_is also the possibility of deriving

idditional revenues from real estate and property tax, sales or excise taxes,

_dditional fees, etc. These are peculiarly within the prerogative of the

Marianas Legislature and would be clearly dependent on the decisions taken bv

that body or its successor under the Marianas constitution. ....

Finally, there are those items of income which would berealized by

the Marianas' participation in new or enhanced federal programs, and in annual

federal grant programs which may be determined to be necessary and appropriate.

3. Possible Additional Sources of Revenue or I_come Under the

Proposed Commonwealth (Military)

Fully recognizing that the subject of military land requirements has

'et to be addressed, it is, nevertheless, necessary to consider the impact

which a possible military presence in the Marianas will have on your economy.

It would be considerable indeed if current U.S. plans were implemented.

Certain!y, any assessment of the financial relationship would be incomplete

without taking into account the possible dramatic increase in revenues which

you would derive from this source. !

I must stress that the following figures are estimates based on

preliminary planning data and therefore represent current best judgements

rather than refined figures based on empirical data developed specifically

for this purpose. This must be kept constantly in mind when dealing with the

subject of military presence. Assuming a successful end to the negotiations

and the necessary approval[ of the U.S. Congress, a comprehensive socio-economic

impact assessment will be prepared which _vill Drovide detailed and refined

information as to the economic impact on the Mariana Islands resulting from a

U.S. military presence.

The following assessment addresses the econoraic impact that development

of a military presence will have on the _ari_na _slands District. Naturally

these economic impacts are directly related to the subsequent _land discussions

and our ability to agree on the land which will be made available for military

use_ "'_Consequently, a more elaborate breakout of the data will be presented

during the land portion c.f the negotiations.
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It is not our intentionto discuss the cost of land during this nego-

tiating session. In our view this will be the subject of subsequent detailed

sub-negotiations once there is a meeting of the minds on the general extent

and nature of the land arrangements. You may rest assured, however, that the

U.S. Government intends to provide just compensation for the •land that it

requires. These payments --:_± _^_ course provlde _"_"_ "_ revenues for the

District Government and landowners as well.

We have estimated the United States dollars expected to flow into the

local economy as a result" of both construction and oper%tion of the base on

Tinian. The impact of land acquisition and•any possible resettlement are not

included in these impact figures. Our estimates are based on 1973 dollars and

do not include the economic multiplier factor which is con_only used by

economists to evaluate the total impact on the economy. A multiplier factor

21/2 •of •to 3 is considered an accurate _ndication of the actual impact on the

economy of a developing society.

The six years Predicted to complete construction should provide a

total of $39.8 million dollars into the local economy not taking into account

the multiplier factor. This estimate of course represents•only a portion of

the total cost of the base construction ($144 million). The $39.8 million

includes the cost of supplies and material purchased locally, the total wages

paid to local employees and a portion of the wages paid to employees not from

the Mariana Islands District. A labor force of approximately 1,000 people

will be required during •most of the•construction and as many as possible of

these will be hired locally. For clarify•I should reemphasize that the fore-

going speaks only to the construction of base facilities.

Separate and distinct is the economic impact of the military, operation_

which will be conducted on the base once construction permits.

The .economic impact of base operation is estimated at $15 million per

year when the base develcoment is completed, again without taking into account

the multiplier factor. This total includes the goods and services purchased

locallz, hhe total wages for civilian personal and a percentage of the wages

i o{Jmilitary personnel which would be spent in the local economy. It is
! ....
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anticipated that the completed base will require aDmroximatel_ 600 local

employees.

In addition, revenues will be derived from federal income taxes paid

by the U.S. military and civilian personnel working on the base if the Federal

Income Tax route is followed. Once military personnel arrive on the base they

should pay approximately $I -$2 million per year in federal income taxes.

This figure is exDec%ed to increase to about $4 million annually when the base
,

is completed and should remain at this level during subsequent years. These

estimates do not include _axes to be paid by the construction labor force

during the construction phase.

In summary, the total impact of construction and oneration of the

base is about $i0 to $12 million beginning with {nitial construction and

running through completion, a period of about 6 years. From that ooint on,

the contribution of base operations would approximate $15 million annuallv. •

In addition, tax revenues in the neighborhood of $4 million oervear from

military sources would flow into the Marianas treasury.

More detailed data will be furnished when landis discussed and, in

turn, the U.S. Delegation will be prepared to discuss how_ these figures were

derived.

Summary Observations

Statements regarding the mechanics of a financial relationship are

not enough nor is an imnersonal rundown of current and potential sources of

revenue and support. We should add that quite aside from fo_ns and figures--

we do agree with your goals and aspirations and with your understandable

desire to raise the standards of living of your people.

In this effort the p@pple and the Covernment of the United States will
h

help. The cQmmonwealth agreement will spell this out and I can assure you tha

as a future member of the _erican family you may look forward to the benefits

which derive therefrom. I can also assure that the federal government will

play its role--although I'must always caveat my remarks when talking about

Conoress clause.
money by adding the familiar "subject to the approval of "

fl

• However, the real incentive, the real initiative, the real Dlannin_
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and the real responsibility for the realization or non-realization of your

economy goals willbe in your hands. Youwill have the Dower to make decisions

that will affect the nature, the direction and the Dace of your own economic

development.

You will have to take into account the impact of your development

bolicies on your environment, on the ecology of the islands and on the qualitv

_f life of ;your peopl_. Your decisions and your actions too will generall v

determine the extent to which your control over your future economic growth

will remain in the hands 0f your children.
f

In!all this we can help, but the principal burden of responsibility for

wise decision making will :rest with you. Hopefully, you will learn from the

past--from the experience of others. Indeed you do have a unique oDportunity

and an exciting challenge as you plan the kind of future society in which you

choose to live. How you allocate and manage your available resources, natural
/,

and material, will go a long way in determining.how close you come to your

goals, i

_p
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U.S. CO_4ENTARY ON MSC PAPER ON ECONO_4ICS AND FINANCE -5./23/73

I. Introduction

As Ambassador Williams remarked in his opening nresenta6ion this after-

noon we have revie_•#ed the Commission's paper on economics and finance with

great care and find it a very useful contribution to our joing thinking..• In

particular •, we find m_rit in the fourth long range economic objectives set

forth in the paper. These objectives are aimed at finding the resources:

a. To facilitate an orderly transition;

b. To build towards an adequate social and economic infrastructure;

c. To provide necessary public services and brograms; and

d. To find adequate means to encourage and to promote the future
economic development of the Marianas.

•In addition you have stated your long range goal of self-sufficiency

with which we concur.

•We believe these need to be developed With particular reference to
/

the basic ecnomic needs of the people of the Marianas and the anticipated

sources of'income • - both those now available and those like<ly to become avail-

able - in determining any ultimate shortfalls.

_'. ]_ II. Planning Goals and Criteria

Similarly we have no conceptual difficulty with the three-phased

approach suggested, though we may differ on details and some aspects of timing.

We need to discuss with you, however, where all of this is exnected to lead -

at least in tells of olanning goals. It is clear that there will need to be

a planning phase for develcnment of the constitution, economic plans, govern-

ment reorganization plans, etc. The second ohase, when taken in conjunction

with the military construction proposals which we will be making, appears to

be a period during which the Marianas will make a major jump toward self-suf-

ficiency. By the third phase, development and the governmental process should

De aimed, as Ambassador Williams has said, at the goal of regularized program-

m_ng in a relatively self-supporting commonwealth.

_j We would be interested in hearin_ from the Co_mission its views on

;.r ...................................... ......
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what it considers to be realistic rates of econo_c growth for the Marianas.

We note a high level of annual growth in district income projected in your

study in the early phases - approximately 10% - which appears to decline in

later years. Has this been a deliberate part of your thinking?

We also note a projected rate of population expansion at inordinately

high levels - 6% annually through 1981. We are most anxious to have you

expand on this critical factor and to learn your views on how it should be

handled in terms of its effect on your economic deveIopment and your ability

to realize otherwise attainable goals in terms of per capita growth in income.

In a related area we would be most interested to learn your views

regarding the present and future absorptive capacity of the Marianas economy.

This is particularly significant in view of the high level of anticiplted

income to be derived in a relatively short time from the projected U.S. milita-

ry construction and activities in the Marianas. There are important questions

involved here such as the availability of manD0wer resources, the possible

need for alien labor to meet temporary shortages, the economic (and Social)

fall-out from such a new presence, the ability to provide new technical train-

ing and otherwise to develop new skills, the critical matter of maintenance

capabilities, etc. etc.

III. Requfrements

A. Phase I

• With regard to the Commission's request for a figure to be used for

>lanning purposes during Phase I (transition), we will need to explore with you

[urther the nature of these requirements and VQssible alternative sources of

funding to meet them. It may be, for example, that with the requirements

agreed the sums necessary to fund these or alternative projects could be"

included in the regular budgetary requests. In any event we will need to work

with you in the Co1_ission and with the district legislature during this

period on a joint basis to determine the actual needs.

0 B. Phase !I (Build up)

Regardln_ the llst of caoltal Improvement program items included In

the Commission's paper, we are by no means clear about the basis on which your
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total figure of $47.7 million was reached. This averages $6.8 million per

year over seven years and is considerably in excess of the $6'5 million CIP

budgeted by the Trust Territory during the entire FY 75-79 period. We will

of course be examining this list further.

So far as Program Onerations Requirements are concerned, these are

items peculiarly susceptible to •regular budgetary review. We draw attention
h

to the large increase'in government employees over the planning period (50%).

We would tend to question the need for application of the Government of Guam

pay scale and would be interested in hearing your rationale for this. In

this connection we believe that the territorial wage board process utili_ed

in the Virgin Islands and American Samoa would be a useful precedent for your

consideration since it provides a• handy tool in determining the appropriate-

ness of wages and wage increase and could be readily adapted for the Mar ianas.

There appears to be no clear reason for following _uam, which has a territorial

minimum wage substantially above the federal minimum wage.

With respect to Economic Development Requirements we have some difficul-

ty with the specific suggestion for a Marianas Develooment{Corporation if its

principal purpose is to stimulate private investment and accelerate growth

in the private sector. We need to discuss this with you at length and in

particular to examine the prospects for private investment and growth under

the new co_nonwealth without such extra stimulous. We also wonder if suffi-

cient funds might not be available in any event from such things as land

rentals and from private capital sources without making special efforts for

federal funds for this purpose should this be determined finally to be worthy

expenditure. Indeed it is our preliminary feeling:_that to a certain extent

our study may underestimate t_ amounts of private _capital which may find

their way into the Marianas Commonwealth and the major effect such an influx

could have on your income and sources of revenue.

C. Phase III (Long Term Developments)

With regard to !on g term prospects and goals there is little that

can he added here to what _mJ_assador Williams has already said. We are not

sure that if the approach he has suggested is fo!lo:,._ed it will be either
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inecessary or appropriate to schedule a specific review at the end of five years.

iThls in our view should rather be a continuing process. It could accomplished

each year, or more-often as part of the regular progra_ning pr0cess if this

approach is adopted.

IV. Revenues

We have been particularly interested in the projections contained in

your TABLE III. As Ambassador Williams explained, we believe there are a

greater number of potential sources of income and additional revenues available

to you than appear on that chart. It is important that we sit down with you

and examine these at lenght.

We believe that as a result of this examination a rahher radically

different picture is likely to emerge so far as your own potential resources

are concerned. When we are able to get a better fix on this we will then be

prepared to begin to put the pieces of the equation together and consider the

fina.l column indicating t_e critical shortfalls.



RESPONSE TO CO_,_ENTS OF A_ASSADOR WILLIA_!S AND MR. J. WILSON ON THE MPSC

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL POSITION PAPER

Mr. Chairman:

The Commission appreciates both your comments and those of Mr. Wilson in regard

to our position paper on economics and finance. We are particularly pleased

that you agree with many of the basic principles we have attempted to establish

and with the long range goals we would like to attain.

In considering the objectives of these discussions on economic and financial

matters, we too believe that our work must be directed toward preliminary

understandings on the framework of the future financial relationshiplof the

Marianas with the United States, and on the financial provisions to be included

in a draft agreement. But we also believe that to reach these understandings

it will be necessary first for us to explore the orders of magnitude of the

financial requirements and resources for self government in the Marianas.

The ability or inability of the Marianas to eventual!v develop a self sufficien_

economy capable of'supporting self government surely will be an important

factor in determing the the framework of our future financial relationship,

as well as in determing required levels of future U.S. economic assistance.

Because our position paper presents preliminary assessments of our financial

requirements and resources, we would like to respond to the _uestions raised

by Mr. Wilson about our paper. Of course, we will appreciate any information

or data you can provide, either now or at a later time, which will enable us

to further refine our est_imates of requirements and resources. We are oarticu-

larly interested in additional details about planned military activity in the

Marianas and its projected impacts.

Turning now to Mr. Wilson's questions, we want to oreface our responses by

acknowledging your acceptance of our proposed three-ohased transition Drogram.

We are confident that any differences we may have in regard to the timing and

progra_ing of the three phases will be resolved as we obtain a clearer idea
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of the time required to accomplish the change in our political status and of

{our plans for military development.

In reviewing our projections of Marianas income, Mr. Wilson raised questions

about the high rates of income growth and the projected decline in growth

•during the later years of our Drojectien period First, we want to emnhasize

that our income projections do not relate to any long term plan for the

Marianas. ' Such a plan must be developed during phase I of our transition

program, •Our projections, therefore, result from the extram01ation to 1981
f

of Current trends. Second, the high rates of growth are largely explained by

our expectations of relatively modest development (in absolute terms) occuring

on an exceptionally small economic base. This is clearly indicated in our

projections of employment and economic sector growth. These projection are

presented in a table which we will distribute to you.

The high level of population growth which we have projected, and which Mr.

Wilson has noted, reflects the explicit recognition by the Marianas Political

Status Com_.issi0n that the present small population base can not provide the

labor force needed .for significant economic development. Controlled i_nigra-

tion into the Marianas will be necessary_ if we are to attain our economic goal.

Given our concerns about the small population of our islands, this requirement

for controlled im_nigration makes essential the develooment planning which we

propose to undertake as soon as possible.

Also, in regard to your concern about our absorbative capacity, we want to

emphasize that we feel our growth and income goals can be achieved in the

time frame we propose if we do our planning work well. We full v understand
[_

the need to coordinate our plahs with military plans when they are made avail-

able to us.

Our estimates of Capital Improvement and Programs operations in phase II of

our proposed transition program are related to the requirements suqqested bv

current, development trends and not to an anticipated level of fundinm, as is

the T.T. budget to determine capital projects and programs assigned high
: t
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)riorities by T.T., we want much further in assessing requirements by reviewing

T.T. master plans and other documents to determine the complete requirements

to establish a base for the kind of development necessary to support our

aspirations for self government. We are prepared to review these needs with

you on a project by project and program by program basis. We do, at this

point, however, direct your attention to the unique difficulties_ in both

_inancial and manpowe_terms, in providing adequate public facilities and

services for a small, relatively isolated population.

In regard to our proposal to raise Marianas Government salaries and wages to

the Guam Government salary and wage scale, we feel that any subtantial salary

and wages differential between the Marianas and Guam would result in outmigra-

tion to Guam of most skilled and well trained people in the Marianas. This

movement of trained people to the U.S. is already occuring and surely will

become iore serious when we become part of the American family.

Finally, in regard to Mr. Wilson's question about our need for economic

development funds, we see little possibility for true self government if we

do not participate in and control our economy after the change in our political

status. We are sure that you are aware that Japanese and other outside

inventors are already showing interest in the 5_arianas. Let us assure you

that one of the reasons for this interest is the possibility which some inven-

tor§ see for controlling c_ur economy by making relatively small commitments

of capital in the Marianas. The total public and private investment which

required in the future is %._ell within the capabilities of single large

companies. We do not want the Marianas to be dominated bv absentee landlords.

_t

The Commission proposes that we now turn to the Commission's proposal as an

agenda for further discuss;ion, As we touch on the relevant issues, we will

prepare to elaborate on the answers we have already present to _r. Wi!son's

questions, and, of course, we will be prepared to answer any additional

questions you may have.

:r
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U.S. RESPONSE TO M_R_ANDS 90LITICAL STATUS CO_4ISSION

QUESTIONS OF MAY 25, 1973

Question i: The U.S. Delegation concurs in principle with your Commission's

Phase I proposals, subject to further consideration of the exact elements of

Phase I timing, funding and procedures. We believe these questions should be

addressed initially by the U.S.-Marianas Working Committee on Economics and

Finance.

With respect to Phase II, we can agree in principl e to the Marianas'

projected need for assistance in capital improvement projects and other

programst and shall study your goals further in order to determine how they

can best be achieved. However, we are unable at this point to commit ourselves

to funding deficits which are presently based on very rough estimates indeed.

We shall certainly want to study, too, at an aDpropriate time the :-

requirements of the Marimnas in Phase III. We would not be surprised if the

Marianas were well on the road to self-suf_iciency by the beginning of Phase

III.

Question 2 & 3: The U.S. suggests that the economic analysis required for full

response to these questions be assigned to the joint committee on economics

and finance, where questions such as those raised in the working sessions can

be addressed in detail.

Question 4: Procedurally, the U.S. suggests the establishment of a joint

working committee on economics and finance parallel to the one on the applica-

bility of laws. The working committee on economics and finance would study

the proposed Marianas program and the economic elements thereof, with a view

to submitting a joint report to the MSC and the President's Personal Represen-

tative for Status Negotiations at the next meeting of the full delegations.

Question 5: The U.S. is in complete agreement with the long-range goals of

self-sufficiency for the Marianas and wishes to assure the Marianas Political

Status Commission that the U.S. will assist the Marianas in the attaintment

of/_t_is objective.

The U.S. will assist the Marianas, financially and othe_ise, in

/
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planning and preparing for transition to a commonwealth status and self-govern-

ment (Phase I}. The U.S. will provide financial assistance to the Government

of the new commonwealth of the Marianas for start-up costs and governmental

operations and programs during Phase II.

• • The U.S. propose_: that this assitance be provided through federal

programs and services and by direct grant assistance via the regular annual
h

federal budgetary process;. While the U.S. believes the interests of the

Marianas might best be served by the normal ann_al program approach based on

mutual agreement on needs, the U.S. is nevertheless prepared to agree to provide

the Marianas direct grant assistance during an initial period of years at a

certain guaranteed fixed level, subject to the eDDroval of the Congress.

The amount of this guaranteed level should be related to local

cesources and revenues as well as to needs and requirements. We believe it

would be premature to consider what this level should be until we have a more

rounded picture of the total Marianas income potential. We would therefore

like to defer further discussion of the level of a possible U,S. commitment

for direct grant assistance during Phase II until we have reviewed the closely

relatedquestion of land. That discussion should include the potential income

to be derived from the return of public land in the Marianas and the possible

revenues to be derived from a satisfaction of U,S. minimum military land

requirements and subsequent military base construction and operations in the

Marianas. •
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COMMENTS OF CHAIR/_LAN PANGELINAN ON THE JOINT PRESS RELEASE ON ECONOMIC
AND FINANCE

Ambassador Williams:

. ,. . .. . - .•: _ ,

T_e Marianas CoMmission is prepared to accept the joint press release which "

has been prepared as a result of discussions between the two delegations

yesterday and this morning. The Commission wants the United States Delegation

to know that the Commission is of the unanimous view tha_ the commitments

made by the United States in the area of economic and financial support in

this release are not as s,pecific, definite or generous as the Commission

believes appropriate. The Commission intends to press its views on this

matter vigorously in the future at every possible occasion until the United

States is prepared to make the financial commitments necessary for the future

growth and development of the Marianas.

/
... , _.
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rOINT PRESS RELEASE ..... May 29, 19"23

Senator Edward Pangelinan and Ambassador Haydn williams, Chairmen
_._ar!anas status_espectively of the Marian,s and American Delegations to the "

balks, said today their delegations have reached preliminarv understandings on

zertain important financial aspects of the proposed commonwealth arrangement

for the Marianas announced last week.
According to the two Chairmen, the delegations have _evoted several

corking sessions to a careful examination of the financial needs of the Marianas

_nder the proposed new self-governing commonwealth arrangement. These informal
_esslons have concentrated upon _dentlfylng broa areas for tentative agreement

_nd further_study rather than upon budgetary details and specific dollar

_igures. _

Senator Pangelinan and Ambassador Williams stated that the delegations

_re generally agreed on the long-term economic objectives set forth by the
_arianas Political Status Commission. .These objectives are aimed at finding

the resources: (i) to facilitate an orderly transition; (2) to build

toward an adequate social and economic infrastructure; (3) to provide necessary
oublic services and programs; and (4) to find adequate means to encouzage and

)romote the future economic development of the Marianas.

The two delegations have agreed that the long-ranged economic goal for
:he New Commonwealth of tine Marianas is self-sufficiency. In this connection

:he Marianas Commission has aiready recognized that the citizens of the
4arianas will be undertaking an increasing share of the financial responsibi-

lities of self-government as they begin to enjoy an improved standard of•living
and increased income. Under the terms of the final agreement to be negotiated

between the Marianas and the United States, the. United States will assume

certain obligations to provide budgetary support• and economic assistance to the
Harianas until the people and the government of the Marianas can meet the

financial responsibilities of se!f-goverruaent from their own resources.

The Chairmen of the two delegations indicated that much of the discussion
in this area centered on the estimated financial needs of the Marianas during

an initial planning period and a longer period during which the plans are to

be implemented and the Marianas would be expected to make a major jump toward
self-sufficiency. By the end of this second phase, it is hoped that the

standard of liv•ing in Marianas should be at an acceptable level and the base
for long-term growth and development should be firmly established.

The two delegationsdiscussed the initial planning stage including such
matters as the need for a land cadastral program for the Marianas, preparation

of a physical plan, a government reorganization plan, an economic and social

development plan, and legal planning in such areas as political education,
preparation for a Constitutional Convention, and development of initial

legislative programs. The United States will agree in principle to finance

this planning effort, subject to the outcome of a joint review of such questions

as timing, the range of activi_ies contemplated and funding procedures,
_ "_ %

In addition to the normal_range of federal programs for which the ne_._

Marianas Government might become eligible, the two delegations have agreed that

!direct grants of financial support from the United States will be necessary,
BecauSe of the importance of long-term development planning and controlled

growth, the United Stat_s is prepared to agree, subject to the approval of

the United States Congress, to provide financial support over an initial

period of years at guaranteed fixed levels. Although the exact framework of
this financial commitment remains to be determined, the two delegations have

iagreed to explore this further,
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(Con't) JOINT PRESS RELEASE May 29, 1973

The two Chairmen stated that it was not possible at this time to provide

any reliable estimates regarding the level of annual financial requirements
which might be necessary for the new Commonwealth to achieveself-sufficiency.

Before such estimates can be developed, further joint study is required
regarding the needs of the Marianas and their anticipated revenues. Although
these matters have been preliminariiy discussed in the recent working sessions,
much more work must be completed before the total extent of Marianas needs as

well as anticipated r_sources can be estimated. In this connection, the
proposed military actLvitles for the Marianas, especially in Tinian, could
have substantial impact upon the anticipated income and revenues of the new
Marianas Govermnent.

The two Chairmen agreed that a joint working committee on economics and

finance will review detailed plans and cost estimates regarding the planning
phase and the needs and anticipated revenues of the Marianas under the

•implementation phase to follow. It will also make estimates of the impact on
the Marianas of U.S. programs, including military programs. Special attention

will be paid to finding means to implement a comprehensive cadastral program
in the Marianas as soon as: possible. The joint working committee will report
to the respective delegations prior to the next session of the negotiations.

Having arrived at these preliminary understandings in the area of
economics and finance, the parties are now proceeding to discuss the next

major agenda item in these negotiations, th_ subject of land.



!

LAND STATEMENT OF A_BASSADOR WILLIAMS

June 3, 1973

I would like to begin my remarks this afternoon by thanking the

_Marianas Commission for making the arrangements for our joint visit to Tinian.

We also appreciated the hospitality that was extended to us by the leaders and

the people of Tinian. The marathon long public meeting was certainly in the

best traditions of a free and open society and a good example of freedom of

speech and democracy in action.

Following our return to Saipan, members of the U.S. Delegation turned

for the first time to a consideration of the Marianas Commission's statement

on land which was presented at the working session immediately prior to our

departure for Tinian. This statement in response to the U.S. proposal on land

did not comment on the American position on the public lands, land alienation

or eminent domain. It rather concentrated on future U.S. military land

requirements. My comments this afternoon will thus be limited to this same

subject; summarizing the U.S. position and answering some!of the specific

questions posed by your paper.

The U.S. welcomed, as it has in the past, a further acknowledgement

by the Marianas Commission of the off-stated U.S. need for land in the

Marianas for defense purposes. In particular, the American Delegation apnre-

ciated the Commission's pledge to negotiate in good faith ways to meet the

U.S. land requirements. We approach land negotiations in this same spirit,

and such an attitude is wholly consistent with our understanding of your

desire and choice regarding your future political status.

The U.S. Delegation, w_ile it believes that a great many sociai,

political and "economic benefits will accrue to the people of the Marianas

under the proposed commonwealth arrangement, has emohasized from the outset

that •membership in the _merican family involves obligations as well. Contri-

buting to the common defense is one of the most fundamental of these obliga-

tion%. The U.S. land requirements in the Marianas for military purposes, as

t
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already set forth, have been carefully considered by the U.S. Government, in

the context of the immediate and possible future need for military facilities

in the Pacific to enable the U.S. to carry out its defense responsibilities

and obligations. It is on the basis of this careful assessment of military

need that the U.S. land requiremen_ in the Marianas is based.

While your Commission is prepared to make land available to the United

States, t_e question of the extent and how land is to be acquired remains to

be resolved. First the question of the form of acquisition. I believe the

record is clear that the United States Government appreciates the importance

which the people of the Marianas attach to their land. This has been brought

forcefully home by the United States' insistence that all public land will be

returned to the people of the Marianas and by our offer to do whatever is

necessary to protect your land from coming under the control of private

interests outside of the Marianas.

Nevertheless, it: might be helpful to say again that what the U.S. is

proposing is the use of land for public purposes. The U.S. Government

historically purchases, not leases, land when it acquires:land for the

public'good and for uses involving substant&al investment over a long period

of years. This is as true in the acquisition of land for the building of dams,

hospitals, schools, post offices, etc., as it is with military bases. The

U.S. Congress is reluctant to commit large sums to projects with only the

protection of a lease. The proposals for land acquisition which have been

discussed here certainly fall in this catergory.

This does not mean, however, that _he Commission's concerns on

permanencv could not be satisfied in some fashion. The U.S. would perhaps

be willing to commit itself, 9f at some time in the future a decision wis

made to close the Tinian base, to make the land available to the people of

the Marianas through some kind of covenant within the purchase arrangement.

There is some precedent for such a procedure. However, s_ch a oualification

would in turn have a marke_ effect on the initial purchase price which the

U.S. was able to pay.

One other condiment is in order regarding the acquisition of land. Your

::
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statement addressed the procedures for determining land values and suggested

some rather unconventional criteria. By law and regulation the U.S. cannot

employ any other standard than current fair market value. Where the U.S. "

Government is concerned appraisal procedures are carefully circumscribed and

these prohibit the consideration of'speculation on futllre growth in ther

determination of land values. As previously stated the thorough evaluation

of U.S. acquisition costs will be part of the preliminary planning process.

Extent of the Land Requirements

Farallon de Medinilla

The two delegations appear to agree that the United States requirement

for an island for target practice can be met. The U.S. has suggested Fara!lon

de Medinilla. The island is being currently used as a bombing range. While

it has been acknowledged that it is uninhabitable and inaccessible, the

Marianas Commission seems to have some reservations about its use which the

U.S. finds confusing. YOu have asked for our response in writing on two

questions which are provided herewith. •...............................

: From the U,S. standpoint, its distance from Guam and Tinian are of

importance economically. To use one of the more distant Northern Islands for

target purposes would not'be desirable, either operationally or economically.

For example , if one of the more distant islands were used, most fighter air-

craZt would not have enough fuel ramaining when arriving• over the target area

to permit the multiple bombing passes that are required during practice mis-

sions and also to permit a safe return to the base on Tinian or on Guam. In

addition, these aircraft would not [:haveenough fuel to practice other

required training maneuvers enroute to and from the target area due to the

distance invol_ed. These operational considerations are extremely important

•and the economic advantage of a closer=in target area is obvious.

With regard to your concern over the safety precautions within the

target area, the United states has established elaborate safety precautions

to insure that there is no hazard to personnel or oroDertv outside of the

target area. Due to the distance of Farallon from other islands there is no
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possibility that injuries could occur to inhabitants of the nearest islands as

a result of the target practices. The island will be used for air-to-ground

and ship-to-shore• target practice only. It will not, I repeat will not, be

used as a ground-to-ground missile target area. In this regard, if you desire,

the U.S. Delegation will make available a copy of the pertinent unclassified

dl_ectives-U.S, Air Force safety '- regarding such ranges In essence, no more

risk would exist unde_ the new proposal than exists today. Furthermore the

U.S. is not aware of a single complaint regarding the safety of the practice

operations that have been conducted intermittently on this target area since

1970.

The U.S. Delegation was a little puzzled by your general comme'nts

regarding the possible future U.S. military land needs on Saipan. I can assure

you that this side of the table has no lack of confidence in the ability or

desire of the future com/nonwealth to honor its responsibilities. It has been

the U.S. Delegation's impression that you would prefer the United States to

arrange for its land requirements as a part of these negotiations rather than

to put them forward to some future date when economic development might either

preclude or make it difficult to satisfy such land needs. U.S. experience

bears out the wisdom of this procedure. The earlier settlement is also in the

interest of the U.S. Government since it has no guarantee that uncontrolled,

private, permanent improvements around a harbor or airfield will be compatible

with subsequent military needs for access to that harbor or airfield. It does

not appear therefore unreasonable to us to attempt to be farsighted in project--

ing possible U.S. future needs. Indeed this would appear to be a wise and

prudent course.

In the .case of the requirements put forward by the U.S. on Saipan, !

refer, back to mv remarks made at the conclusion of your statement on Friday.

The U.S. has some 4,966 acres of retention lands on Saipan. The U.S. military_

has shown over the past _evera! yea'rs a willingness to share the use of this

]and._'For example, the retention land in the vicinity of Tanapag has a ntunber
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of private commercial activities on it a_d the number has increased steadily

over the years. Kobler Field, your commercial airport, is in retention land

and the U.S. has just within the last few months signed an agreement permit-

ting civilian use of Isley Field which remains military retention land. More-

over, the FAA has just authorized the expenditure of several million dollars

: i for the improvement of Is!ev, based in part on representations that the field

would be jointly used. In the final analysis the U.S. is not requesting

permission to use retention land on which it alreadv has rights but is stating

that it_wishes to retain some 800 acres of the land, while returning the

remainder of some 4100 acres to your future government.

Now as to specific parcels:

Isley Field ,o

Your position regarding the 500 acres south of and adjacent to Isle v

Field, which is currently retention land, does not appear reasonable to us.

While no near term development is planned, the U.S. requirement for this

acreage is not hypothetical but contingent; that is, it will be needed immed-

iately if we were to move out of some other location or if another location

could handle a new requirement. The U.S. planned use of the area for aircraft

maintenance and repair facilities as well as limited logis_tical SUDDOrt would

be compatible with any reasonable master plan for the airfield vicinity. Even

in the most optimistic view, the U.S. cannot conceive tha£ within the next

twenty years airfield-related activities will be developed to a level beyond

the capability of the 3700 acres of retention land to be returned.

Tanapag Harbor

The bulk of the current industrial development in the TanaDag Harbor

area is in the 320 acres the U.S. is preoared to release. An additional deed

water dock could be constructed in this area, but such a project would probab-

ly be extremely costly. While it might be some time before local commercial

shipping needs could justify another deep water dock, it is recognized that

the Marianas may eventually have a legitimate requirement for such an improve-

ment. Consequently, the U.S. Government is willing to consider reducing the

size._f the area described in its requirements in order to release some of the
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land immediately south of Charlie Dock, p_ovided that assurances can be given

that no activity will be built adjacent to a new dock which is not directly

harbor-oriented. The exact lines of the boundary to accommodate your possible

future needs for a new dock should be the subject of direct discussions between

the two delegations.

............_ ....The U.S. will still want to retain the remainder of the 320 acres of

the south of Charlie Dock.

AcCess to this area will be particularly important in the event it

becomes necessary to utilize the small parcel of retention land adjacent to

Isley Field or if it becomes necessary to locate a ship and small craft repair

facility there or a small shore logistic support facility. The U.S. is, of

course, prepared to continue the practice of allowing harbor-oriented activi-

ties to be placed on this land, such as the Mobil Oil installation and the

Micronesian Construction Company yard which is presently using military reten-

tion land for private commercial purposes.

Tinian

The U.S. Delegation is heartened by the statement in your paper to the

effect that the Commission is prepared to negotiate for that portion of Tinian

required for military purposes. We view this as an important step forward,

one that sharply narrows the issues. The only question in this regard now

appears to be whether the U.S. needs for its operational base, all the 18,500

acres it is asking for. While these requirements may appear large to you, let

me say they are small compared to comparable facilities elsewhere. We could

have asked you for three separate facilities in various parts of the Marianas;

an airfield with its own docking facility, a t raininq area with its own air

and docking facility, and a supplv and logistics facility with its own air-

field and dock. We decided to'combine them in order to save land among/other

things and haw tailored the size further to meet the special Tinian situation.

In this same connection I should also point out that the U.S. Congress would

Dot appropriate funds for land or a base which is not needed. You can rest

assured that the U.S. Congress is no more willing to • spend money recklessly

than _u are to relinquish land unnecessarily.
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The U.S. Delegation has attempted to describe the planned uses for the

proposed base and to satisfy your reservations--not only through formal presen-

tations but in extended question and answer sessions. It is difficult to know

exactly what more specific information you are seeking about the base proper.

Your specific questions in your paoer of June 1 are all we have to work with

_ _and these suggest that _erhaps we are not too far apart, i

I will deal with them briefly:

(a) You have asked for a response in writing about the location and

orientation of the proposed airfield. While the exact location of this runway

at West Field has not yet been determined, the approximate location was picked

after careful, consideration of many operational and technical factors. First,

prevailing winds determine runway direction since aircraft must takeiioff and

land into the wind. Second, the West Field location provides the flatest

surrounding terrain which is necessary_ for safe flight operations in margina!

weather. Third, the runway location on Tinian must be planned in consideration

of t_e propose d development of Isley Field to avoid conflicting traffic pattern.

North Field is beneath the final approach and departure zones for Isley Field

and restricts the development of North Field for safety reasons.

The exact runway location on Tinian will be determined by qualified

engineers who will consider safe flight operations as a primary criteria.

Other considerations will include the use of existing runway and taxiways to

the maximum extent possible. An effort to change the existing terrain will

not be undertaken because of the cost and the negative effect on the landscape.

(b) You are likewise concerned about the choice of San Jose Harbor.

Preliminary planning for the Tinian port facilit v has been based on the use

of the existing harbor as it is located at the only site on the island reas-

onably suitable for harbor development. The waterfront property and the

anchorages are protected from the prevailing easterly winds. The piers are

built within the only protected reef area on the west coast large enough for

deep draft ships; moreover, the adjacent offshore anchorages are in the only

location where the depths are less than i00 fathoms and where the area is

emtensive enough to provide an adequate anchorage. Our present information
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suggests no other location on the island possess these natural characteristic.

In addition, a preliminary study of the island revealed that a suit-

able alternative site to construct a harbor is not available. Our studies to

date show that to develop another harbor would be technically extremely

difficult and as to cost, prohibitive, because of the required construction

in deep water and because of the amount of earth to be removed from the shore-

line in site develoDm_nt. Also a harbor in a location other than the existing

site would very likely be only marginally useable because it would be unpro-

tected, unsheltered, and lacking in suitable depth for a_ anchoraqe area.

An in-depth analysis of harbor engineering and a rehabilitation pro-

gram will be made as soon as our engineers visit the island to complete the

initial on-site surveys and refined planning estimates. Certainly, the

consideration of alternatives would involve a whole complex of cost factors

and is a•complioated process. Again, however, I must reemphasize that the

U.S. Government must reserve the right to make the judgement whether alterna-

tives/are feasible either operationally or in terms of cost.

(c) Similarly, the U.S. wishes to •reassure the Commission that joint

use of the harbor is acceptable and compatible with military requirements.

Civilian use would include construction of certain harbor-oriented facilities

and the normal commercial operation in the port, except when loading and off-

loading of ammunition takes place. It is predicted that ammunition handling

which would limit harbor activity would occur very infrequentlv during a

typical year, with well over 90 per cent of the time available for normal Port

operations. In practical terms, areas within the safety are could still be

used for agricultural and recreational purposes by the people of Tinian. This

would include the use of the p_esent beach site at San Jose Harbor. Warehouses

could still be built and of course the necessary e_uiDment and offices for

handling and processing civilian cargo. Historical sites would be fleft

untouched. The church would likewise remain undisturbed and could be used.

Civilians could work on normal activities in the area, exceDt during periods

when safety rules were in effect occasioned by ammunition handling operations,-°

bu_,this should not unduly limit the regular civilian functions of the Dort.
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(d) As 'to a possible dramatic future growth of the DoDulation of

Tinian, I should point out that the military requirements were generated

independently of this prospect. Using your own projected rates of growth

in the Marianas, it hardly appears that •the Tinian poDulation Will become exces-

sive for many decades unless there is an uncontrolled and massive influx from

outside Tinian. Future natural population growth, of course, Doses a problem

to the Marianas as a whole and to many other areas of the world as well. It

is a problem which has serious economic and social overtones irrespective of

the land'question.

A large portion of your statement was devoted to the U.S. proposal

to acquire the southern one-third of Tinian and future civilian-military

relationship on Tinian. The United'States included in its land requirements

the southern one-third of Tinian in order to prevent undesirable conditions

and consequences which could possibly result from the presence of a major

military base and which would not be in the interests of either the local

resiCents or of the U.S. military. Your statement acknowledged these concerns

as legitimate and welcomed the U.S. desire to protect the present character

of community life on Tinian. This seeming agreement in principle as to an

overall social objective should serve as a good point of departure for our

further discussions and negotiations.

The manner in which we achieve these objectives is another matter, of

course, You have expressed confidence that your own government would be able

to cope with any problems arising as a result of a military presence on Tinian.

The general exDerience of the military has been that despite good intentions,

local communities are often vulnerable to the pressures which can be brought

to hear by speculators and entrepreneurs who submit to the temptations of quick

gains offered with little regard for the long term good of the community as a

whole. In thl quest for quick profits the rewards of slower paced and more

rational development are often overlooked or lost. Our proposal was hopefully

structered to strike some kind of rational balance in solving this possible

threat.

!P
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As the Commission looks £o the future, it has rightfully shown an

interest in some of the U.S. long-term olans. With respect to Tinian, the

U.S. would likewise be very interested in being informed as to what plans you

might have for controlling immigration, restricting undersirable businesses,

coordinating business development with the needs of the base, and the local

people in mind and in generally controlling a possible rush by speculators to

_ash in on the situation without regard for the local community.

Let me reemphasize that the U.S. Government also has a stake in this

matter. Not only is it interested in the welfare of the people of Tinian, but

it is also vitally interested in the operational effectiveness of the military

base, the well being of men and women who serve on that base, and the efficient

expenditure of the large sums of money which the U.S. will expend on Tinian.

In regard to utilities for Tinian, it economical and reliable commer-

cial power is available from civilian sources, the U.S. would normally prefer

this method of meeting its military requirements. From a practical standpoint,

however, it is difficult to see h_ a power complex of the size and complexity

required could conceivably be constructed locally in the time frame required.

It has never been •the intention of the U.S. to insist that the residents of

Tinian depend upon the military for their e_sential services. As we have

previously stated, separate civilian utilities can be provided when feasible,

if desired by the Tinian people. However, it would be up to the oeople of

Tinian to run them, maintain them and expand them if that became necessary.

As to the resettlement the U.S. reaffirms its desire to plan the

resettlement of the civilian community of Tinian as a joint militarv/civilian

effort. However, I must emphasize that it is not our intention to integrate

this planning directly into Phase I of the Commission's economic orogram for

the Marianas as a whole. The new community Dlanning is Dart of the USAF Phase

actions in the schedule for base development. Completion of this planning

must be time-phased with other military planning actions. While the specific

procedures for consultation have yet to be established. I nevertheless wish

to assure you that the Commission and the Tinian people will participate in
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the plan_ing for the southern one-third o_ the island. I must point out at

the same time that where planning concerns the military base itself the

responsibility cannot be shared but must rest solely within the U.S. Government.

The Commission and the residents of Tinian will, of course, desire the

maximum flexibility in the overall resettlement process. The size and type

of home and the community development which have been presented are to be

considered only as illustrative and in no sense final. As I have said again

and again, our plannf_g has not progressed to that point. Detailed housing

plans will be developed only after preliminary planning is conducted on Tinian

and that will involve consultations with the Tinian people. Every considera-

tion will be given to providing safe, decent sanitary homes and a modern

viable community that meets prescribed HUD standards, Several different

designs can be included from which families can choose. At the same time I
i

should stress that the flexibility of the U.S. Government will be limited by

U.S. law which is designed to meet the practical problems of moving large

groups and is not necessarily tailored to each individual's desire.

/
You have asked for a response in writing on integrated housing. The

United States notes the Commission's acknowledgement that some of our military

personnel must live on the base. Over and above this requirement there may

be opportunities for development of suitable housing or apartments within the

relosated San Jose Village for military rental purposes. In such an event,

the U.S. would welcome the development of private housing to meet this need.

However, I can assure you that this kind of a limited land use would not

reduce the overall U_S. military land requirements on Tinian.

As to employment and training opportun•ities, it continues to be the

position of the United States that preferential treatment should be given to

the residents of Tinian because of the inconvenience they would be put _o by

the U.S. plans on Tinian. There should be more than enough employment on the

base_ however, to satisfy the desires of other people of the Marianas, as well,

if they desire to commute to Tinian. In this regard, the U.S. anticipates

that there will be some type of privately owned and operated rapid transit

ferry system established connecting Tinian and Saipan.
lj
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Finally, a brief word about the _se of local contractors. Military

procurement regulations and publications are available to the Commission and

can readily be obtained by your advisors in Washington D. C. You have asked

for a response on procurement regulations. Specifications and materials lists

relating to proposed military construction have not been prepared and will not

be available until after Congressional approval of the project. At that time,

the Commission will be provided copies of these documents. The U.S. can and
\

will include specifiC'language in its contracts to ensure use_of local contrac-
i /'

tors wherever possible and particularly with respect to small business

contracts and on-comoetitive bid contracts.

Before leaving the subject of Tinian, some general comments are in

Order about the overall joint planning process. The U.S. proposal was struc-

tured to offer and insure that the people of the Marianas and of Tinian in

particular have a voice in planning the future development of an ideal

civilian/military complex on the• island of Tinian. The reauirement to acquire

the whole island of Tinian was set forth to enhance the prospects of achievin_

such an objective. The U.S. is of the opinion" that by acquiring the southern

one-third of Tinian to be reserved for civilian development and the other two

thirds for the purposes of a military compl_x that these objectives can be

successfully achieved.

Finally, I must reemphasize that in effect_nq the various steps such

as the prospect of resettling the population, furrdshing,• utilities, increasing •

economic opportunities and developing training programs, the U.S. cannot

abdicate its responsibility or voice in shaping such programs. While the

U.S. Government wi!l be laying out a substantial i_vestment which can be of

great economic benefit to all the Marianas, the primary objective must be

constant!y kept in mind--that _s to build a needed installation to meet U.S.

defense requirements in the Western Pacific.

I now turn to the last subject--the procedmres for faciliting further

negotiations and for making the necessary arrangements to carry out our agree-

ments. In this area I believe • we have a substantial meeting of the minds.
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The United States Government will commence in the very near future

onsite surveys and engineering studies within the Marianas which are necessary

to make refined estimates, to complete the planning for military construction,

and to gather the data to advise the Commission and the people of' Tinian on

matters concerning any possible resettlement of some of the residents of that

island.

...........Moreover there is agreement that a joint consultative group be Set up

composed of members of the Marianas Political Status Commission and members of

the U.S, Delegation whom I will appoint to continue the process of working on

land questions, I would.suggest that the details of this arrangement be worked

out between Senator Pangelinan and myself within the near future, .

Lastly, I believe we are in accord on the formation of a Tinian

Civilian/Military Community Relations Committee _arly in the Dlanninglprocess

'under the auspices of the Marianas Political Status Commission and the U.S.

Delegation_ I would suggest that this group be composed of representatives-,

of the U,S, military and the people of Tinian to jointly address questions

conceTning •future relations between the civilian community and the military

base. _.

"" {

It is clear from the foregoing that we have come to some meaningful

understandings on some rather significant principles although a n_mber of

important questions remain to be resolved. I believe we have made progress

and the U,S, looks forward to further fruitful exchanges on land in the •

near future.
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TINIAN BASE

AIRFIELD

: PORT ..

LOGISTICS COMPLEX

TRAINING AREA

SUPPORT FACILITIES
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Of military land needs.)
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PHASED DEVELOPMENT

PHASE
°p

I. PLANNING AND LAND ACQUISITION

.- II SITE PREPARATION

III BARE BASE CAPABILITY

.. IV DISPERSAL BASE

V MAIN BASE

VI LOGISTICAL SUPPORT BASE

_'VII DEPENDENT SUPPORT

............................................................ %.............................................................................................. •
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PHASE I

PLANNING AND LAND ACQUISITION

: PLANNING
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PHASE II

SITE PREPARATION

HARBOR

j AIRFIELD
CONSTRUCTION CAMP
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PHASE III
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BARE BASE CAPABILITY

AIRFIELD PAVEMENTS

...................................................... PORT FACILITIES .............................

FUEL STORAGE AND TRANSFER

UTILITY SYSTEMS
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PHASE IV

DISPERSAL BASE

!' : LIMITED FLIGHT OPERATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS

LIMITED PERSONNEL SUPPORT

PORT WAREHOUSING

• MATERIAL STORAGE
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PHASE V -•

MAIN BASE
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PHASE VI

LOGISTICAL SUPPORT BASE

EQUIPMENT STORAGE

MATERIAL STORAGE'

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE
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PHASE VII

DEPENDENT SUPPORT

FAMILY HOUSING

/ RECREATION

SCHOOLS

:' EXCHANGE AND COMMISSARY
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PRELIMINARY MANPOWERESTIMATES

PHASES ""

IV V VI VII

. AIR FORCE MISSION 132 211 506 511

NAVY MISSION 62 212 419 419

SUPPORT ELEMENTS 542 1093 1278 1440

" 736 1516 2203 2370

° -•
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CONSTRUCTION LABOR "-

PHASE II •250

PHASE Ill lO00

............................................. PHASE IV • lO00 ..... "

PHASE V 1000

PHASE VI- 600 i •

PHASE VII lO00
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CONSTRUCTION COSTS "

PHASE II $ 6,539,000

PHASE II.I 30,353,000 "

.................................. PHASE IV 36w785,000 ...............

PHASE V 31,322,000

PHASE VI 24,306,000

PHASE VII .15,274,000

TOTAL $144,579,000
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IMPACT ON TINIAN POPULATION ..

......................................... i ........
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-_ Map showing area for Tinian Community Relocation
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RELOCATION ENTITLEMENTS

NEW HOME.CONSTRUCTION ..

........... ".................................. MOVING AND DISLOCATION. EXPENSES ..........
/

RELOCATION ASSISTANCE .sERvICES

PUBLIC LAW 91-646
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House Plan

Stor Stor

.Bdrm

Bath " Dining Kitchen

Bdrm Bdrm Living
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

FIRE POLICE STATION

.. _/ ...........[..............................DISPENSARY DENTAL CLINIC ............' ...................

COMMUNITY CENTER-

SCHOOLS

PLAYING COURTS & FIELDS

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE

POSTAL FACILITY

UTILITIES
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ARTIST'S CONCEPTION OF SCHOOL BUILDING
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RELOCATION COST ESTIMATE:

." FAMILY HOUSING $ 3,125,000

COMMUNITY FACILITIES 3t658,500

UTILITIES 6,191,000

SITE DEVELOPMENT 563,000

;' $13,537,500

;I • ..... T .....................................................
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

U. S. DOLLAP_ EXPECTED TO FLOW INTO THE

MARIANAS ECONOMY AS A RESULT OF

MILITARY BASING ON TINIAN

BASE CONSTRUCTION

BASE OPEP_TION

RELOCATION IMPACTS NOT INCLUDED
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

CONSTRUCTION

....................................................PHASE II •-$ _ 670,000 ............... -
/

PHASE III 12,570,000

PHASE IV 6,930,000

PHASE V 7,320,000

PHASE VI 5,870,000

PHASE Vli 6,440,000

fl .............................................................................................. • ....
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

OPERATION ..

PHASE I, II, III NONE

PHASE IV $ 2,220,000 ....

...................................................PHASE V ........ 5,160,000

PHASE VI 6,620,000

PHASE VII 7,140,000

SUBSEQUENT $15,000,000

EACH YEAR
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ECONOMIC IMPACT
SUM_ RY '"

, During Construction Years $10-12 Million Annually

During Subsequent Years $15 Milli.on Annually

.°
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PROPOSED MILITARY BASING IN THE

MARIANAS DISTRICT
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RESPONSE OF MARIANAS POLITICAL STATUS COMMISSION

TO UNITED STATES POSITION PAPER

ON

LAND AND MILITARY REOUIREMENTS

..... On May 29, 1973, the United'States Delegation presented its paper on

the subject of land, including Federal requirements for future land use in the

Marianas. Following delivery of this paper, the U.S. Delegation made a

detailed oral presentation regarding its military requirements on Tinian.

During the past three days the Commission has directed numerous questions to

the U.S. Delegation regarding these proposals and has discussed the matter in

private meetings of the Commission. We appreciate the willingness of'the U.S.

Delegation to answer all our questions to the fullest extent possible in light

of current plans. This memorandum will attempt to summarize the initial

reactions of the Commission to the United States proposals.

The Marianas Political Status Commission is sympathetic to the desires

of the United States to fulfill certain of_'its military requirements within

the confines of the Mariana Islands. We are not prepared atthis time, however,

to accept all of the specific proposals advanced by the United States. The

Commission believes that three days (or even three weeks) is too short a time

Within which to make any decisions, tentative or otherwise, on a subject which

is so complicated and so profoundly significant to the future of the Marianas.

We are prepared, however, to continue discussions with the United States on

these important issues before the next session of negotiations and to negotiate

in good faith in an attempt to find ways to meet the United States military

requirements consistent with the best interests of Marianas citizens.

As a guide to these future discussions and negotiations, the Commission

has formulated several general positions which reflect its best current think-

ing. As more detailed plans are made available to the Commission, obviously,

the Commission members will be prepared to contribute additional thoughts or

suggestions. The positions set forth below reflect the collective views of
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this Commission; individual members obviously have different opinions as to the

comparative importance of these points or the most effective way in which these

comments can be expressed.

I. Form of Acquisition: The Marianas Political Status Commission will

not agree to the sale of land on Tinian for military purposes. The Commission

is prepared, however, to make land available on a lease.basis for a term of

-_years to be mutually agreed upon. We recognize the United States preference
i

_for outright purchase of the required land but are unable to honor it. Pre-

vailing practice in the United States has little relevance to the Mariana

Islands, ii_hereland is scarce and has a special cultural significance to the

people. Regardless of the guarantees which the United States migh t make, the

members of the Commission could not possibly justify or explain to their

constituents or fami}ies the seemingly permanent transfer of so much of the

Marianas limited land to the United States for military purposes.

2. Extent of Acquisition: The Commission has the following comments

with respect to the various land requests made by the United States for milita-

ry purposes:

, a. Farallon deMedinilla. The Commission definitely prefers that the

United States select one of the more distant Northern Islands for target

purposes. In this regard, the Commission desires to be informed of the

approximate cost savings •which would accrue to the United States if Farallon

deMedinilla is eventually selected rather than a more distant island. If the

use of Farallon deMedinilla for target practice is finally agreed to by the

commission, we will have to be reassured regarding the safety precautions

which will be implemented by the United States. The Commission woOId like to

have this information in written form before the next session of negotiations.

b. Saipan. A!; a general proposition, the Commission believes that

the United States requests for _land on Saipan for military purposes are

unreasonable. In the first place, these requests are for contingency purposes

only and their presentation at this time reflects an apparent lack of confi-

dence in the future Commonwealth of the Marianas to honor its responsibilities

as a m_mber of the American political family if a future continaencv should
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ever arise. Secondly, it is difficult to reconcile the sweeping requests of

the United States for land on Tin,an for presently contemplated uses with its

specific requests on Saipan for more generalized future .uses. Before the

Commission accedes to any requests for land on Saipan, it will have to be

persuaded that these contingency needs could not possibly be met through use

-of land and facilities to be developed on Tinian. In addition to these qeneral

_observations, we have some specific objections to each of the two United States

requests for land on _aipan.
!

(I) Tanapag Harbor: The Commission strongly objects to the United

States request for 320 acres in Tanapag Harbor for contingency purposes.

We believe this request overlooks the vital significance of the harbor

area to the future economic development of Saipan. This location is

the only industrial area on the island and is heavily stressed in all

recent planning efforts for its potential contribution to a strong

civilian economy in Saipan. As discussed during our meetings with the

United States Delegation, the area sought by the United States is the

/ only area to construct a new dock for large ships. Construction of

such a dock north of Charlie Dock is virtually impossible. Yet the

need for such a dock in the near future is a definite possibility.

Accordingly, the Commission cannot agree to the request. The Commis-

sion might be prepared--repeat might--to lease some of this land to

the Uni.ted States provided it undertakes to develop facilities which

could be immediately used within the civilian community and at the

same time h_ve possible military utility in the event of a future

requirement.

(2) Isley Field: After this property is returned to the Marianas,

the Commission is confident that the United States will be able to
E_

continue joint use rights to this airfield. With regard to the request

for 500.a.cres south of and adjacent to lsley Field, the Commission

takes a very strong negative view. This land is much too important for

Saipan's future economic developnent to be burdened by restrictions

arising from hypothe'tical needs of the United States in the future.
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' _e people of Saipan are entitled to have this essential property. I

developed no____wwas part of an integral master plan for the island rather

than reserved for possible use by the United States which may or may

not be comPatible with the overall plan. In addition, the Commission

is not persuaded, based on the showing to date, that 50_ acres are

" in fact needed for the purposes. As was the case with Tanapag Harbor,

• - .... the Commission might be will"ing to lease some of this land to the

United States,provided it undertakes to develop it in the near future

with facilities that could be used for present civilian, as well as

future military, purposes.

(3) Tinian: The requests made by the United States for land on

Tinian are so overwhelming that they are difficult to comprehend in

only three days. With respect to the extent of these requests, the

following points seem most import an't at this time:

(a) The Commission is not inclined to agree to lease the entire

island to the military with a sublease back of one-third for use

/ by the civilian community, We ar_ prepared to negotiate a lease

for that portion of the island actually required for military

purposes but not for any more than the minimum required,

(b) The Commission needs to be persuaded that the runway location

chosen by the United States is the only feasible location on the

i_land of Tinian which would serve the military's purposes, We

would appreciate this information in written form,

(c) The Commission understands that other harbor looations were

studied but: were rejected on cost grounds, We would like to know

the approximate savings to the United States of using (and deve-

loping) the prese_t harbor facilit.#es rather than using the. best

alternative location on Tinian which was examined by the miiitary,

(d) The Commission is concerned that the United States request

may not have made sufficient allowance for the needs of Tinian's

civilian pc)pulation in the years ahead, Vle want to study popula-

tion trends and future economic development on Tinian to see if

r,
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the land left for. civillan use under the proposed military plan is
J

adequate for the nex.t 40 - 50 years. .. .

(e) The Commission is espcially concerned.by the dislocation and
%

: loss of land resulting from the military's inclusion of the

present harbor _n the United States request and t_e accompanying

safety requirements. As indicated by the Commission's questions,

................ 'we desire to be more fully informed about the extent to which

:_ civilian_use of the harbor and the adjacent area will be curtailed

due to safety precautions.

3_. Civilian Control: The Commission intends to insist firmly on the

principle of civilian control over that portion of Tinian not included in the

military base. As indicated above, we believe that the portion of the island

not leased to the United States should remain in civilian hands--either private

or public. We recognize that the United States has legitimate concerns.

regarding developments outside the base area--economic, social and otherwise.

The Commission welcomes the United States desine to build an ideal civiiian/

military relationship on Tinian which will fully serve the interests of both

the military and civilian communities. We agree with the proposal for a joint

military/c_vilian relations committee, so longas it is ma_e clear that its

functions are advisory in nature only, The"Commission is confident that the

civilian government on Tinian, with appropriate advice from the military, will

be fully competent to deal with questions of immigration to Tinian and economic

development within the framework of the Constitution and laws of the new

Commonwealth.

4, Utilities: The Commission appreciates the United States assurances

that the citizens of Tinian who are relocated in a new community will have the-

necessary infrastructure and services to make it viable, Exactly how best to

do this is a matter whf_:h mustbe studied further by planners representinQ both

the Commission and the United States. We want the opportunity, for example, to

study seriously whether the military's power needs could be adequately met by

acivilian power authority, To be. frank, the Commission is concerned about

arrangement which will make the citizens of Tinian dependent upon the military

11G



for their.essential services. The peopl_ of the Marianas, based upon their

past experience, are properly fearful of such a situation and its impact upon

their ability to administer their own affairs. Subject to further planning

and study, of course, the Commission therefore has a general preference for

separate facilities from the military, whenever feasible, rather than the

sharinq of military facilities. We are well aware that both military and

civilian authorities mu_t be involved in such planning, not only at the outset

but also on a continuing basis, .

5. Price of Land: The Commission agrees with the United States that

any land sold (or leased) to the United States should be at a fair and just
?

price. The Commission believes that the two delegations should aive high

priority to an attempt to agree upon the procedures by which the value of land

on Tinian is to be determined. We do not believe that the standard procedures

followed in the United States by the military are necessarily applicable in

the Marianas at this point in time, Before any serious discussion about land

value and rental payments can occur, it will be necessary to explore fully the

valu_ of comparable land and recent transactions involving the acquisition of

land by the military. The experience in Guam will be of special relevance to

this inquiry. No'price for land on Tinian can be considered fair and just

unless it is arrived at after a thorough exploration of all relevant factors,

including the future growth potential of tile Marianas, the relationship between

the amount of developed land and undeveloped land, and similar considerations.

This Commission will be unable to defend any agreement involving the lease of

massive amounts of landlto the United States unless it is fully persuaded that

the United States has paid the maximum dollar value for the property.

6. Resettlement of Tinian Residents: - The United States proposals for

resettlement of Tinian residents appear at first glance to be both flex.ible

and generous.. In this area, particularly, the Commission will want to reserve

judgment until it has had full opprtunity to consult with the people most

directly affected. The following are some of our preliminary observations on

this subject.

-- First, this is an area where we believe that the citizens of Tinian
" !J....... 1' ................................................................................................
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for the_ essentialservices.. The people of the Marianas, based upon their

past experience, are properly fearful of such a situation and its impact upon

their ability to administer their own affairs. Subject to further planninq
-:

and study, of course, the Commission therefore has a general preference for

separate facilities from the military, whenever feasible, rather than the

sharinQ of military facilities. We are well aware that both military and

civilian authorities must be involved in such planning, not only at the outset

but also on a continuing basis,

5. Price of Land: The Commission agrees with the United States that

any.land sold (or leased) to the United States should be at a fair and just

price. The Commission believes that the two delegations should aive high

priority to an attempt to agree upon the procedures by which the value of land

on Tinian is to be determined. We do not believe that the standard procedures

followed in the United States by the military are necessarily applicable in

the Marianas at this point in time. Before any serious discussion about land

value and rental payments can occur, it will be necessary to explore fully the

valid of comparable land and recent transactions involving the acquisition of

land by the military. The experience in Guam will be of special relevance to

this inquiry. No. price for land on Tinian can be considered fair and just

unless it is arrived at after a thorough exploration of all relevant factors,

including the future growth potential of the Marianas, the relationship between

the amount of developed land and undeveloped land, and similar considerations.

This Commission will be unable to defend any agreement involving the lease of

massive amounts of land to the United States unless it is fully persuaded that

the United States has paid the maximum dollar val_e for the property.

6. Resettlement of Tinian Residents: The United States proposals for

resettlement of Tinian residents appear at first glance to be both flexible

and generous.. In this area, particul.arly, the Co_mission will want to reserve

judgment until it has had full opprtunity to consult with the people most

directly affected. The following are some of our preliminary observations on

this subject.

-. First, this is an area where we believe that the citizens of Tinian
...(j......•.....................................................................................................................
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should have the widest possible r.ange of options. If citizens prefer to move

to other islands, we believe that they should receive benefits equivBlent to

those given to those who elect to remain on Tinian. Given the varying sizes

of Tinian families, we believe a choice of houses should be available in Order

to accommodate large, as well as small, families. With respect to the design

•:._of the houses, the Commission's que.stions and comments have already suggested

the need for varying designs, preferably done by local people familiar with

local taste and tradition.

Second, we welcome the representations of the United States that plan-

ning this new community will be a joint military/civilian project. It is

essential that this planning be integrated into Phase I of the Commission's

economic program, with which the United States has agreed in principle. If

the military intends to undertake preliminary planning along these lines in

the near future, if is essential that the Marianas be given the financial

support required under Phase I in order to participate meaninqfully in the

planning on Tinian.

Third, the Commission requests the military to explore the possibility

of.a substantially integrated housing area for military and civilian personnel

in the relocated San Jose Village. We would appreciate a written report on

this alternative, which fully analyzes its advantages and disadvantages, The

Commission recognizes that some military personnel must live on the base, but

we would like to know why integrated communities as commonly found in the

United States around m_litary bases are not possible here in the Marianas, In

particular, we are interested in knowing whether such an approach would enable

the United States to reduce its request for land on Tinian since less would be

required for housing and dependent faeil•ities on the military base itself.

7. Employment and Training Opportunities: As indicated by the Commis-

sion's questions,the members are very interested in the employment and train-

ing opportunities which will arise by virtue of United States military activi-

ties on Tinian. We appreciate the fact that the United States has only the

most ,preliminary plans in this area and is interested in soliciting the detail-

ed inputs of this Commission and the people of Tinian before finalizing its

LLB
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plans. The Commission has the following preliminary observations on this

general subject.

First, the Commission would like specific data regarding the military's

employment needs on the base so that our Phase I planning can be both complete

and accurate. We want the opportunity to make proposals regarding training

programs in order to ensure that they have maximum utility and relevance to.
h' ,

the needs of the people of the Marianas. As the United States must appreciate,

the Commission is ofxthe definite view that these training programs should

afford full opportunity to the participants to gain access to the better jobs

on the base, assuming that their skills and experience so warrant,
•

Second, the Commission strongly believes that these opportunities

_ Should be avialable on an equal basis to al].l citizens of the Marianas.

Third, tile Commission is very concerned about the level of wages to

be paid on the base by the military. We want to explore jointly with the

United States the practical and economic implications of military wage levels

to the civilian economy planned in the Narianas,

8. Use of Local Contractors: The Commission welcomes the assurances

by the United States Delegation that every effort will be made to use local
!

contractors and suppliers:during the construction of the base and its operation,

As evidenced by questions from several members, the Commission is sceptical

that in fact local contractors or suppliers will stand to profit in any mate-

rial respect from this military installation. In light of the size of the

base, the Commission is apprehensive that the principal contracts will go to

large international con(:erns which will obviously purchase materials from

wherever they can be obtained at the lowest cost. We would appreciate a

detailed report from the United States regarding the applicable procurement

regulations as they are likel_ to be applied in the Marianas Such a report

might also include detailed information as to the materials required, the kind

of s.pecifications which will be imposed, and what specific commitments the

United States is prepared to make in this area, especially with respect to

smaller contracts or those which are not subject to competitive biddina,

9, Timina: The Commission agrees that detailed planning of the Tinian
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installation (Phase I) should await successful conclusion of these negotiations.
, w _

The Commission recongizes the need for preliminary planning, however, during

the next several months, and is agreeable to such planning efforts by the

United States. We welcome the assurances of the U.S. Delegation that this

CommiSsion be kept fully informed regarding this planning and will be consulted

_in advance regarding any significant activity undertaken by the United States
.}

on Tinian which is related to the proposals being considered in these negotia-

: tions. We also want to explore with the United States the inter-relationship

between the political status, economic, and military issues which have been

discussed between the two delegation so that we can agree on a program which

will reflect their inter-dependence and permit their gradual implementation

together.

The Commission hopes that these preliminary observations arelof some

assistance to the U.S. Delegation. We are hopeful that. the United States will

re-evaluate its military requirements in light of the Commission's concerns

before the next session of negotiations. Representatives of the Commission

will _be available to consult on this subject during the recess, if the United

States believes that this would be useful T If the United States re-evaluates

its plans and supplies the requested information, the commission pledges itself,

in good faith, to tnoroughly consider the United States proposals and attempt

to reach agreement with the United States on this important subject.

",L_.
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_ " MARIANAS POLITICAL _TATUS COMMISSION

May 25, 1973

PROPOSED LAND CADASTRAL SURVEY PROGRAH

The Marianas Political Status Commission agrees in principle with an

early return of the public lands, including military retention land, of the

Mariana Islands District of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands to the

people of : the Marianas. This return should be accomplished immediately as to

all lands where presently there is no disputes, and the land is properly

surveyed, and described This :immediate return should take place upon the

adoption of an acceptable organization to receive that land.

The proposed organization may take the form of a public corporation,

special committee, a commission, or some other entity; however, whatever

entity is used, it is necessary that this entity be under the direction and

control of the people af the Marianas. This entity would then set up Whatever

use _r function is to be made in reference to this land--be it homestead,

public use, rental, or land bank reserve.

Additional functions of this entity would be to p_epare complete

surveys for the Marianas, proper mapping, edequate land description, and

development of an appropriate recordation and title depository for easy access

and reference for the people. Additonally, this entity shall be responsible

for the development of and solution to the presently stalled homestead program.

In reference to land disputes, whether involving private parties vs.

private parties or private parties vs. governn!ent, a function of this entity

will be to assign separate investigators to individually anayse and develop

factual material on both sides of the issue, and attempt to seek a solution

with both parties concerned. _ In those rare instances where a dispute is still
\

not settled after the investigative procedure just mentioned, the dispute will

be referred to a separate commission or court of nine (9) prominent people

from the Marianas who, after adeq.uate public hearings, will render a decision

which will be binding on both parties and not subject to appeal.
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Prior to the development of the above-stated _programs, an expert shall

be employed to review, analyze, and inventory all work that has been p_esently

completed by the Trust Territory Government and other entities in reference to

this land cadastral problem. This expert shall submit a written report within

six (6) months time to the Marianas Political Status Commission so that the

Commission may more adequately develop further details in reference to these

_:programs .... Development of the report of the expert and the implementation of

the above-stated programs requires the full support financially and otherwise

of the United States and the Trust Territory Government.

As:the public land is adequately surveyed, mapped, described, and

recorded, it shall be turned over to the new entity for i_s discretionary use.

When this land is turned over to the new entity, _f any dispute still exists

in reference to that land, the new entity is to be totally informed of this

problem. The United States Government, along with the Trust Territory Govern-

ment, will be responsible for all damages forthcoming in reference to these

prior disputes. After the land has been transferred to the new entity, any

future/disputes which might arise from the new entity's position in reference

to any of this land shall then be the responsibility of the new Marianas

Government. Finally, in the interim, in reference to land not turned over to

the new entity because of lack of survey, mapping or description, the Govern-

ment of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands will not alienate this land

beyond a month-to-month tenancy so as to allow no further dissemination of

public land without the approval of the new entity. This should create no

real burden on the Trust Territory Government because all land that is

adequately surveyed, mapped, described, etc. will already have been turned

over to the new entity. The only land remaining within the jurisdiction of

the Trust Territory Government will be that land incapable of being disseminat-

ed beyond a month-to-month tenancy due to the deficiencies involved.
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CLOSING STATE_,[ENT BY ;h_IJBASSADOR WILLIA_

CLOSING PLENARY SESSION - JUNE 4, 1973

Senator Pangelinan, members of the Marianas Political Status Commission,

honored guests, ladies and gentlement:

Three weeks ago our' delegations sat down together to begin the serious and

important task of laying • the foundation for a political union between the
Marianas and the United States which the people of the Marianas have repeatedly

told theUnited States and the world they desire. As we recess tile talks

today, I think we can take great satisfaction from knowing that our time

together has been wel_.spent, that we have accomplished the goal we set for
ourselves in this round of discussions.

: We agreed at the outset that our aim would be to reach preliminary under-

standings on the fundamentals of the Marianas-U.S. relationship. Through
serious and businesslike, but always cordial, discussions we have achieved

preliminary agreement in principle on all the major aspects of our future
relationship, as the joint communique we are releasing today bears witness•

Both sides entered these talks in a spirit of mutua! trust and with

con%mon objectives. It is thus not surprising that as each major agenda item
was introduced we were able to dientify quickly substantial areas of agreement.

Our searching discussions, freely participated in by all members of both

delegations, illuminated further areas of understanding and, as expected, high-
lighted specific questions of some technical complexity requiring further

detailed joint inquiry by subpanels from our delegations.

It is only in a formal and narrowly technical sense that we are recessing
the talks today. Members of the _merican Delegation are leaving Saipan to be

reunited with their families, and those of you sitting opposite me in the
Marianas Political Stat_is Commission are looking forward to a well-deserved

respite from your intensive labors of almost six weeks, we hope to meet again

as soon as possible.

Meanwhile, however, serious discussion'and refinement of issues gel_ane to

these negotiations will go forward in technical level talks both here and in
Washington. The joint communique notes that we have established joint working

groups to consider questions relating to the political relationship, economics
and finance, and land, and have sketched out their immediate tasks• These

working groups will consult intensively in the months ahead to ensure that the

next meeting of our full delegations will bring further substantial progress

toward final decisions •on the formal status agreement which now seems clearly

in prospect.

I think there is little that I need add at this time about the nature of

our understandings we have achieved in this series of meetings. As the talks

progressed our two delegations made a conscientious effort to keep the people
of the Marianas abreast of developments through a series of joing press release.

Today's joint communique, a somewhat lengthier and more detailed document than

is perhaps usually issued on such occasions, is a further attempt to give an
accurate accoum.t of where our discussions are leading--a matter of prime

importance to all the people of these 'islands. In the final analysis, it is

the people of the Marianas who will endorse or reject the fruits of our nego-
tiating efforts.

Throughout these deliberations both delegations recognized that we were
discussing matters which could affect to one degree or another the lives and

future prospects of not only the present but indeed the future generations of

the Marianas. If we have been sobered by the responsibility this lays upon us,

we have also been inspired by the belief that throughthoughtful and wise
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endeavor we ca_ build an enduring structure which the people of the Marianas

will enjoy in co_on with other members of the _erican political family. We

do this in the belief that while man may not be the measure of all things

under the universe, on earth he and his aspirations for liberty, justice, and
equal opportunity are tlhe legitimate concerns of government authority of which

we form a part.

When I return to Washington I shall brief key leaders in the Federal
Government's executive and legislative branches on the nature of our discussion

here and on the understandings we have reached. I expect to tell them that

/ during thins visit to the _arianas, the _merican Delegation was impressed anew

by indications on every hand that the people and leaders of these islands are
inspired and motivated by the same human values that move and direct the

American family. I expect to tell them, too, that the people of the Marianas
look forward to taking their place in the American family, conscious of the

responsibilities which will devolve upon them, but confident of the contribu-

tion which their ancient culture and yet youthful population will make to the

larger family. In Washington there is, as you know, abundant good will for the

Marianas. There is no doubt that our successful labors will be widely welcomed
there.

I wish to pay grateful tribute, on behalf of myself and the entire

American Delegation, to the warm friendshi D and qracious hospitality which

members of the Marianas Political Status Cem_ission and private citizens of
these islands have extended to us the past three weeks. _e remembered the

largeness of your hearts from previous visits here. We greatly appreciate

the renewed evidence of your kindness and consideration for visitors in your
midst.

Senator Pangelinan, in closing I pledge my delegation to continue to work

conscientiously with the members of the Marianas Political Status Commission
to cdmplete expeditiously the historic work which has so well begun here in

Saipan these last three weeks. Our final goal is clear. Let us continue to
move steadfastly toward its full realization.

\
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CLOSING STATE_';T BY SENATOR P_GELINAN

On the occasslon of this closing plenary sess_on, I would like to thank
the members of the Marianas Political Status Commission for their total dedica-

tion to the _work of this Commission. I said in my opening remarks on May 15

that each member of this Cormnission approaches thi_ assignment with a full

sense of personal responsibility and I believe that our achievements to date
bear this out.

The members have worked for more than five weeks on a full time basis

(including many weekend meetings) during this session; they have read mountains

of papers; they have discussed difficult subjects thoroughly and wisely, and
through all this they haw_ kept their sense of humor. I: feel it is a great

personal honor to be the Chairman of such a Commission--and I want each of them

to know publicly of my appreciation for their wor_ and loyalty,

On behalf of the Co_nission, I would like also to thank the U.S. Delegation

for the spirit with which they approached these r_eqo_iations. ..

These discussions have been marked by both thorough preparation and free

discussion, and I hope that we can continue to comduct our business in the

future along these same lines. The Commission has especially welcomed the

opportunity to explore these important subjects im informal working sessions,

where both delegations have felt free to express th_emselves fully.

_he Commission shares your views, Mr. Ambass_ador, that this session of
negotiations has been ve_z successful. Th_ Joint Communique, we believe, shows
how far we have come in ti{e last three weeks. The _Commission recognizes, as

does the U.S. Delegation, that we have a long and _ifficult job ahead before

our mutual objective is attained. Because of our _;ork to date, however, the
members of this Commission are optimistic about t_ future and look forward

eagerly to our next session of negotiations.

As you are about to leave Saipan to join you_ ifamilies and loved ones, we
wish you a safe and enjoyable trio back home.

i!
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JOINT CO_MUNIQUE

From May 15 to June 4, 1973, the Marianas Political Status Commission and

the President's Personal Representative met in Saipan for negotiations aimed
at achieving political union between the Mariana Islands and the United States
of _erica.

The meeting consisted of public plenary opening and closing sessions,

_several working sessions, and meetings of subpanels of advisers on technical

matters. Th_............_,.,_ _ _:ecognize that any _._ agreement emerging from these

and future sessions of negotiations will have to be approved by the Marianas
District Legislature,_the people of the Marianas in a plebiscite, and the

United States Congress. The delegations attempted during those discussions to

arrive at preliminary agreements where possible and to identify technical

questions, requiring further study by smaller panels of experts, There was no

attempt to agree on precise language for formal agreement. However, both
delegations believe their working sessions have resulted in substantial

progress in that preliminary agreements were reached in broad areas.

The discussions dealt with the nature of the future political relation-

ship, United States economic and financial assistance, and'land matters

including United States land requirements. The tentative agreements are set
forth below:

i. The future political relationship between the Marianas and the United

States would take the fo:cm of a commonwealth arrangement, as defined by a
formal political status agreement. Under this agreement, the future Marianas

Government would exercise a maximum amount of self-government consistent with

relevant portions of the United States Constitution and federal law. Sovereign-
ty over the Marianas would be vested in the United States.

2. Fundamental provigisions of the formal agreement'established the

commonwealth relationship would be subject to modification_only by mutual

consent. The parties have agreed to explore alternative methods to implement
this mutual consent requirement.

3. Article IV, section 3, clause 2 of the United States Constitution

would apply to the future political relationship between the Marianas and the

United States, subject to the two delegations arriving at an acceptable arrange-
ment under which modification of fundamental provisions of the formal agreement

establishing the commonwealth relationship is made only by mutual consent and
subject further to the reservation of the Marianas Political Status Commission

that it will explore means to reconcile the plenalD, powers of Congress under
Article IV, section 3, clause 2 with the exercise by the Com_,onwea!th of the

Marianas of maximum self-government with respect to internal affairs.

4. The future Marianas Government would be established under a constitu-

tion of the Marianas. Th_s constitution _ould be drafted bv a local constitu-

tional convention and would be subject to the approval of the people of the

Narianas. The Marianas Constitution would include a bill of richts and provide
for the separation of powers a_d a popularly elected chief executive. The

Marianas COnstitution, as initially drafted and approved by the people of the
Marianas, woul'd be subjec_ to approval'by the United States Congress for

consistency with the relevant provisions of the United States Constitution,

legislation establishing the com_monwealth arrangement, and any other relevant

federal legislation. Constitutional a_endments would not require approval bv

the United States Government, although federal courts would be competent to

pass on the consistency of such amendments with relevant provisions of the
United States Constitution and of federal law.
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5. The United States wouldhave responsibility for and complete

authority in the fields of defense and foreign affairs. In this regard, the
advice of the future commonwealth government on internat'ional matters directly

affecting the islands would be considered by the United States Government and
the united States would support the membership of the Marianas in regional or

other international organizations concerned with economic, cultural, or com-

parable matters of concern to the Marianas to the extent such organizations
permit such representation. The Marianas would also be able to establish
offices abroad to promote local tourism or other economic or cultural interests.

6. With respect to judicial m_._te_s, the new Marianas Commonwealth

would have the right to establish local courts to handle cases arising under

local law. The opera_ion of these courts, if established, would be compatible
with the federal court system and consistel%t with applicable federal law. The

jurisdiction of the United States District Court in the Marianas would be at
least the same in the Marianas as it would in a state.

7. Recognizing that the question of Marianas representation in the

United States Congress is ultimately a matter for decision by that body, the

United States delegation has agreed to support a request by the Marianas for

its own non-voting delegate in Congress. The parties have agreed to explore

a common approach to the united States Congress on tWis subject.

8. Article IV, section 2, clause 1 of the United States Constitution

relating to "privileges and immunities" would apply in the Marianas, subject

to appropriate limitation in the formal status agreement to assure that the
ability of the future Marianas Government to preserve control of the land of
the Marianas in the hands of Marianas citizens will not be compromised.

Citizens of the Marianas would be entitled to all privileges and immunities
of citizens in the several states. Article IV, section 1 of the United States

Constitution relating to "full faith and credft," would apply with respect to

the Marianas as if ti were a state. The requirements in the United States
Constitution of indictment by grand jury and of a jury trial in civil cases

need not be made applicable in the Marianas. The Marianas Political Status

Commission will study further which additional provisions Of the United States

Constitution should be made expressly applicable in the Marianas.

9. Marianas residents would have the opportunity of becoming United

States citizens. The parties have agreed to study further, through a joint

working group of lawyers, the status to be accorded those residents of the
Marianas who might not wish to become American citizens.

i0. There would be continuing dialogue after establishment of the

commonwealth, on the needs and interests of the Marianas. The parties have

agreed to idiscuss, at a later stage in the negotiations, whether to provide

for formal periodic review of all aspects of the relationship between the
Marianas and the United States.

ii. The question of whether certain major areas of federal legislation

will apply in the Marianas may be dealt with explicitly in the formal agreement

establishing the future political status of the Marianas. These areas include
taxes, immigration, customs, _anking, social security, maritime laws, labor

standards, and the postal service. The parties have agreed that the joint

working group of !a%.%,ers will study f_deral laws in these and other areas to
detea-mine whether and how their application in the Marianas should be circum-

scribed by the formal status agreement and whether that agreement might provide

generally for resolving questions as to the applicability of future federal
laws in the Marianas.

12. At some future date a joint commission would be established to study

and make recommendations on the applicability in the Marianas of the large bed%:

of federal legislation and regulations which will not be specifica!lv addressed

in the formal status agreement.
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Economic and Finance

i° The objectives of a long-term economic development program for the
Marianas should be:

a. to facilitate an orderly transition to the new political status;

b° to build toward an adequate social and economic infrastructure;

c. to provide necessary public services and programs; and
d° to encourage and to promote the future economic development of the

.... Marianas.

The United States is agreed in principle to assist the Marianas in the
attainment_of these objectives in order to achieve the ultimate goals of

raising significantly the per capita income of the people of the Marianas

and moving the Marianas progressively toward economic self-sufficiency.

2. The accomplishment of the above objectives wil L require systematic

long-range planning to identify soecific economic priorities and evaluate

financial needs and potential local sources of revenue (particularly as they

may be substantially affected by proposed military activities in the Marianas)
in order to develop estimates of the quantum of fin_ncia! support from the

United Stat'es which might be necessary for the new Commonwealth to achieve

self-sufficiency. '"

3. The two delegations discussed such a preliminary planning effort
including such matters as land cadastral program for the Marianas, preparation

of a physical plan, a government reorganization plan, an economic and socia!

development plan, and legal planning in such areas as political education,

preparation for a Constitutional Convention, and development of initial

legislative programs. Tlne United States will agree in principle to finance
this planning effort, subject to the outcome of a review of such questions as

timing, th e range of activities contemplated and funding procedures, to be

undertaken by a joint working group on economics and finance.

4. The parties have agreed that special attention will be paid to finding

means to implement a land cadastral survey program in the Marianas as soon as

possible.

5. The parties are agreed in principle on the need for United States
financial assistance for capital improvement programsj for start-un costs
associated with the new Commonwealth and for government operations and programs

until the people and the government of the Marianas can meet the financial
responsibilities of self-government from their own resources. Although the

United States believes that long-term support for the Marianas can best be
assured bv the extension of appropriate federal programs and services to the

Marianas and by direct crants approved annually through the normal federal
budgetary process, the United States is prepared to agree, subject to the

approval of the United States Congress, to provide financial support over an

initial period of years at guaranteed fixed levels, in addition to the normal
range of federal programs for which the new Marianas Government might become

eligible. The parties have agreed to explore the exact framework through
which such a commitment can be_ implemented.

6. Reliible estimates of the levels of required United States financial
assistance cannot be determined until after further study of the needs of the

Marianas and their anticioated revenues Although _w. _e extensive preliminary

planning efforts discussed above will address _h_se subjects in greater detail,
the parties have agreed that the joint working group on economics and finance
referred to above, will study specific cuestions relating to the long-term

financial requirements of the Marianas, including the following:

,, a. the likely nature and extent of internal revenues in the Marianas;
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b" the impact on anticipated revenues of current United States plans for
construction and operation of military facilities in the Marianas;

c. the impact on anticipated revenues of foreseeable growth in the
economy of the Marianas;

d. the capital improvement needs and economic development goals of the
Marianas;

e. the costs of government operations and programs in the Marianas; and
f. the amount of federal funds that could be made available to £he

Marianas through certain current federal programs available to the
states and territories.

Future Uses of Land in the Marianas
! 11 ll

i. The two delegations devoted several meetings to discussion of the

question of land and concluded that a firm basis for further progress in this
important substantive area had been established. Both sides agreed that it has

been possible to develop meaningful understanding as to rthe significant princi-
ples involved although a number of important questions still remain to be
resolved in future discussions.

2. With regard to public land, the United States reiterated its prior
commitment to return to the people of the Marianas the land now held in public
trust just as soon as questions of a legal, technical, administrative and

timing nature can be resolved. These are now being examined as part of a
larger study of the early return of public land in all the districts of
51cronesia. If that study is delayed, priority attention will be given to the
Marianas.

3. The United States agreed to work with the M_rianas Political Status
Commission to establish an effective means for" preventing land in the Marianas

from being alienated to persons not of Marianas ancestry.

4. With regard to United States military land requirements, the Marianas
Political Status Commission again acknowledged the off-stated United States
need for land in the Marianas for defense purposes and agreed to negotiate
with the United States in good faith on meeting that need. •The United States
agreed to approach the matter in the same spirit. Thee Marianas Political
Status Commission agreed in principle to make land available to the United
States, with the question of the extent of such land and the terms under which
it is to be made available still to be negotiated.

5. The Marianas Political Status Commission agmeed in principle that a
small, uninhabited and inaccessible island could be _ade available as a United

States target area, as Farallon de Medinilla is now being used. The United
States would continue its joint use of Isley Field on Saipan. Other needs are
still under discussion.

6. It was the understanding of both delegations that the Marianas
Political Status Commission would be prepared to negotiate with respect to that
portion of Tinian required by the United States for military purposes. In this
connection, means would have tO be found to assure that social and economic

conditions evolve in a manner compatible with the mutual interests of both the
civilian and military communities.

'7. During the forthcoming recess in formal talks between the two

delegations, further discussions will be held at a technical level to clarify
and refine the United States proposals in detail. In this connection, the
United States has agreed to further examine its proposals for military land
requirements in the light of the co_ents of the _4arianas Political Status

Commission. Similarly the _.[arianas Political Status Commission has agreed to
give further consideration to the United States military land proposals.
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8. The United States will send a small group of engineers to the

Marianas to make necessa_ preliminary on-the-spot surveys. These actions are
necessary in order to facilitate the planning process. In this regard, the
United States offered assurances that it has no intention of taking further

action to implement its military land proposais so long as this matter is still
under negotiation with the Marianas Political Status Commission.

9. The parties agreed to establish a consultative group to discuss the
detailed plans for military and related land use in the Marianas as they are
developed and to consult with the people directly affected by those plans.

The people of Tinian will be represented in such a group.

Future Meetings _'

The Chairman of the Marianas Political Status Commission and the President'_

Personal Representative agreed that the two delegations _ould meet again to
pursue all of these matters further as soon as possible, probably in the late
summer or early fall. Meanwhile talks will continue at the technical level on
the subjects indicated above.

"j

Date: June 4, 1973

/s/ Edward DLG. Pangelinan /s/ Franklin Haydn Williams
Chair/nan, Marianas Political The President's Personal

Status Commission Representative for Marianas
Status Negotiations

_iARIANAS POLITICAL STATUS COMJ_ISSION UNITED STATES DELEGATION

Mr. Edward DLG. Panqelinan, Chairman Ambassador Franklin:Haydn Williams,
Mr. Vicente N. Santos, Vice-Chairman The President's Personal Representative
Mr. Olympio T. Borja Mr. Sames M. Wilson, Jr.

Mr. Vicente T. Camacho Captain William J. Crowe, Jr., USN
Mr. Herman Q. Guerrero

Mr. Francisco A. Hocog Advisors
Mr. Benjamin Manglona
Mr. Herman Manglona Mr. John Dorrance
Mr. Daniel T. Muna Mr. Adrian de Graffenried
Mr. Francisco T. Palacios Mr. Thomas Johnson

Mr. Joaquin I. Pangelinan Colonel William Kenty

Mr. Felix Rabauliman Mr. Harman E. Kirby
Mr. Fe!ipe A. Salas Mr. Herman blarcuse
Mr. Joannes R. Taimanao Colonel James P. McCarthv
Mr. Jose C. Tenorio Mr. James P. Samaritano

Colonel Athol M. Smith

Consultants and Staff Miss Mary Vance Trent[,

Mr. Thomas Whittington

Howard P. Willens and Jay F. Lapin, Esquires
of the Washington Law Firm of Wilmer,
Cutler and Picketing

Mr. James R. Leonard

of James R. Leonard Associates, Inc.
James E. 9,._.ite,Esquire:

Executive Director
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STATEMENT OF JOAQUIN I. PANGELINAN AND BENJAMIN T. MANGLONA BEFORE THE UNITED
NATIONS TRUSTEESHIP COUNClL,,_ JUNE 1973,

Mr. Pangelinan:

Mr. Pangelinan, I am Joaquin I. Pangelinan, a member of the'Marianas

Political Status Commission. With me is Benjamin T. Manqiona, also a member

•iof the Mariianas Political Status Commission. On behalf of our Commission and

the people of the Mariana Islands, I wish to extend to you and the members of

the Trusteeship Council Our appreciation for the opportunity to appear before

the Council as petitioners.

As representatives of all the people of the Mariana Islands District

of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, we are here to speak to the

Council on the subject of our future political status.

Last year, representatives from the Marianas spoke to the Council

about the deeply-felt desires of our people cfor a close political relation-

ship/with the United States of America. Since'.then, the people of the

Marianas, freely and through their elected representatives in the Mariana

Islands District Legislature, have created the Marianas Poilitical Status

Commission. The Commission has studied and is continuing to study important

issues relating to our future status. At the crequest of the people of the

Marianas, theUnited States Government has opened separate negotiations with

our Commission aimed at achieving a close political relationship between the

Marianas and the United States of America. During the past year, we have

concluded two rounds of negotiations. We appear before the Trusteeship Council

to report on the progress of those negotiations and to solicit understanding

and support from this body fo_ the position of the people of the Mariana

Islands District.

My remarks will address the position of the Marianas with regard to

our future political status. Mr. Manglona's statement will report on the

progress to date of the negotiatians between the Marianas Political Status

Comm.ission and the United States.
fJ
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_t'is the desire of the;people of'the Mariana Islands District for a.....

close political relationship with the United States.. This sentiment has been

acknowledged by your most recent Visiting Mission and by cther United Nations

observers over the past several years. Our desire for close associations with
j_

the United States is not a recent development however. These feelings have•

.been consistently expressed over an extended period. They have been expressed

directly by the people in village town-hall type meetings and informal plebis-

cites. They have also been expressed through their elected representatives in

Municipal-Councils and the District Legislature.

The movement for close association with the United States originated

in the formlof requests for reintegration with Guam, a United States territory.

As you may know, the Marianas District has historical, economic, cultural,

religious and common language ties with Guam. The basis for this movement,

however, runs deeper than (and is no longer linked to) a desire for reintegra-

tion with Guam. The people of the Marianas wish to become a self-governing

political entity in the American political family because we desire the rights,

freedoms and benefits which flow from such an association with the United

States.

There are several reasons for our belief that. a close political rela-

tionship with the United States will assure the realization_of these goals.

First, the people of the Marianas have too long a history of rule by autocratic

powers not to appreciate• the degree of personal and political freedom which

United States administrai:ion of the Trust Territory has brought us. We need

only look to our close ni_ighbor Guam or to any other members of the American

political family to observe that the United States has promoted and preserved

these values which we cherish so highly.

Second, the people of the Marianas believe that human rights and.

political freedom can best be assured when there is economic developmentthat

is designed to "raise the standard of li'ving and to promote economic self-

sufficiency. A study of the possessions, territories and other members of the

American political family makes it very clear that a close political relation-

sh!p'with the United States will assure the level of economic development which
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our people desire. 7

Finally, our people believe, and the work of the Marianas Political

Status Commission confirms, that a close political association wi.th the United

States can take the form of a relationship that would fulfill the desires of

our people for internal self-government, Such a relationship would be consis-

tent with the United Nations principles of self-determination for all peoples. -

These worthy goals of the people of the Marianas are the basis of our

desire for a close political relationship with the United States. As this

Council is aware, the Joint Committee on the Future Political Status of
?

Micronesia has rejected close relationship with the United States and appears

determined to pursue free association and independence as the alternatives for

the future political status of all of Micronesia_ We respect the right of the

_oint Committee, the Congress of Micronesia and the people of the other

Districts of Micronesia to freely choose their own political future. We cannot

accept,/however, their right to deny the freely-expressed wishes of the people

of t_e Marianas in this regard. It is for tb"is reaso_ that our people formed

their own Commission on Future Political Status and requested the United

States to open separate negotiations with that Commission,

The people of the Marianas recognize that the course we are pursuing

may lead to our ultimate separation from the rest of Micmonesia. In part, this

course was thrust upon us by the Joint Committee's rejection of close associa-

tion with the United States for Micronesia as a who_e. It is fair to say,

however, that sentiment in the Marianas for separat(on from the rest of the

Trust Territory has deeper roots. The unity of Micr_onesia has been the product

of our domination by outside powers--not of the freely-expressedwishes of the_

peoples concerned. We share no cultural or langua_ ties with any other

District of Micronesia. As stated earlier, our traditional ties are with Guam,

which is a part of the United States and from whom :_,ewere separated by the

historical accident of the Treaty of Paris ending t!he Spanish.-American War. It

has been said that the word "Micronesia" is only a !geographical term• One can

fairl,y question even this. description when that term isused to describe dis-

tSac't island groups separated by thousands of miles of ocean.
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_e'do not believe that, when the United Nations created the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands in 1947, it intended to determine forever the

political unity of the inhabitants of these diverse islands--r_gardless of the

freely-expressed wishes of the peoples concerned. And yet, the recent report

•of the Visiting Mission implies that separation of the Marianas from the rest

.....:_of the. Trust Territory would be contrary to the United Nations policy favoring

_national unity and territorial integrity.

With all due respect, we cannot accept any such restrictive view of

United Nations, policy. Division of Trust Territory to reflect the freely-

expressed wishes of the peoples concerned is fully consistent with the princi-

ples of self-determination. In addition, such division has already occured

in the British Cameroons with United Nations approval, .'

The United Nations policy of opposition to disruption of national unity

and territorial integrity (set forth in General Assembly Resolution 1514 (XV))

applies explicitly to existing countries. This policy has not, so far as we

are aware, been applied to decisions freely •made by the peopTes concerned on
/

the future political status of dependent territories. We b_lieve that it

should not be applied to those territories whose boundariesl were originally

drawn for administrative convenience and not with regard to the differing

conditions or wishes of the inhabitants.

We recognize the legitimate concern of the United Nations for the well-

being of all of the peoples of Micronesia. We are sensitive to the concern

that separation of the Marianas from the rest of the Trust Territory could

temporarily disrupt the administration of the remaining districts. Whatever

our choice of future political status, we.recongize our obligation to accommo-

date these concerns. However, abstract notions regarding the unity of Microne-

sia must not be allowed to frustrate the ability of the people of the Marianas

to freely choose their own future political status.

In closing this portion of our statement, ! convey the hopes of my

people that the United Nati.ons will understand our political aspirations and

will support our right to choose our own political destiny. We ask no more

nor ho<less than the rights which are assured all peoples by the United •
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Nations Charter.

Thank you, Mr. President. Mr. Manglona will now report to the Council

on the work of the Marianas Political Status Commission and the progress of

its negotiations with the United States.

Mr. Manqlona:

_ • Mr. President, I would liketo join Mr. Pangelinan in expressinq my

_gratitude for this opportunity to appear before the Council and speak on a

isubject of vital concern to the people of the Marianas.

_s Mr. Pangelinan has told you, the people of the Marianas, freely and

through their elected representatives, have cmeated the Marianas Political

Status Commission in order to pursue their goal of a close political affilia-

tion between the Marianas and the United States pf America The Commission is

broadly representative of the people of the Marianas, including representatives

from the Congress of Micronesia, from the District Legislature, from the

Municipal Councils, from both political parties, from the local business

community, and from the major ethnic and cultural groups in the islands.

Pursuant to its mandate, the Marianas Political StatUs Commission has

been guided by the expressed wishes of the people regarding their choice of

future political status. :..TheCommission is continuing its dialogue with the

people of the Marianas so that it will be better able to represent their views

in future negotiations with the United States. We have employed qualified

consultants to survey technical and legal Questions in the areas of political

status alternatives, economic development and land policy.

With the benefit of these consultations and studies, we have opened

negotiations with representatives of the United States Government. These

negot_ati_ons were opened at the request of the people of the Marianas and not,

as some have suggested in the past, at the instigation of the United States.

After a ceremonial opening session last December, the two delegations met in

Saipan during _lay to begin working sessions which lasted until June 4. It is

my privilege to report to the Council on the progress of these negotiations.

In seeking a future political status that .is consistent with the

d_sire of our people for a close political association with the United States;
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the commission has adopted the goals of maximum _ternal self-government for th

Marianas and economic development that is designed to increase the standard of

living of our people and to move the Marianas pre_ressively toward economic

•self-sufficiency. We believe these goals are consistent with United Nations

principles of self-determination. Also consistent with United Nations Drinci-

.....ples, the mandate of our District Legislature req_ires that any a_reements

reached between the Commission and the United States must be approved by the

people of the Mariana Islands District through a plebiscite or referendum.

In moving toward agreement on the issues relating to our future

p61itical status, the Commission is proceeding cautiously and deliberately.

We are determined to consult with out people at eyery stage to determine their

wishes. Our consultants are advising us on the complex technical and legal

issues involved. This Council can be assured that our negotiations with the

United States are not one-sided or uneaual. Although, we have made much

progress, we are far from formal•agreement. Many outstanding issues remain to

be _tudied and worked out. Nevertheless, in t-he recent working sessions, a

number of important preliminary understanding were reached.

In the area of future political status, the parties reached tentative

agreement that the future political relationship between the Marianas and the

United States would take the form of a commonwealth arrangement, as defined by

a formal political status agreement. The Mariana_ oovernment would exercise

maximum self-government with respect to internal affairs, while the United

States would have sovereignty over the Marianas and exercise authority in the

fields of defense and foreign affairs. The new qovernment of the Marianas

would be established under a locally drafted and locally approved constitution

which would provide for the institutions of local oovernment. The fundamental

terms of this relationship, as spelled out in the political status agreement,

would be subject to modification only by mutual consent.

In the area of economics and finance, the United States would provide

assistance to move the Marianas p_ogressively toward economic self-sufficiency,

whi.ch we believe is fully consistent not only with political stabili'ty and

freedom but with true se.lf-government. The people of the _!arianas are concern
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that the future of the Marianas.should belong to our children..We intend to

strive toward control of our own economy, as well as of our-institutions of

government. In this connection, land is our most precious resource both

because of its relative scarcity and because of its cultural significance to

our people. The United States has agreed in principle that, under our future

__relat.ionship, land would remain in the hands of persons of Marianas ancestry.

We are also n@gotiating for the return of public lands, now held in

trust by the Administering Authority, to the future government of the Marianas

and ultimately to the people of the Marianas. The United States has committed
?

itself to an early return of land now held in public trust.

" We recognize that under international agreements the United States has

responsibilities for the maintenance of peace and security in the western

Pacific. We recognize further that, as a member of the American political

family, the Marianas will have certain Obligations to assist the United States

in meeting its defense requirements. We are, therefore, negotiating with the

United States with respect to specific military land requirements in the

Marianas.

The subject of United States military land requirements is a matter

for negotiation because we believe that no land should be made available for

this purpose without the agreement of the people concerned. The Marianas

Political Status Commission is aware of reservations by the residents of Tinian

to the Use of certain areas of Tinian by the United States military. We would

like to assure this Council that any decision reached on these matters will be

made only after full consultation with the people of Tinian, In addition, any

agreement reached by the Commission in this area will be submitted for approval

to the people of the Marianas along with the agreements reached in the areas
E_

of political status and economlcs and finance.



We have agreed in principle to negotiate in good faith on meeting the

acknowledged United States need for land in the Marianas. for defense purposes,

However, the Marianas Political Status Commission has reached no agreement

with respect to meeting specific land requirements. The Marianas Political

Status Commission is consulting closely with the people who might be directly

....affected by.a decision to make land available to the United States for military

purposes. In light d_ the scarcity of land in the Marianas, we believe that

the land requirements of the'United States must be reconciled with the best

interests of the people of the Marianas.

These are the areas of preliminary understanding that have been reached

in our negotiations with the United States, It is apparent that much work

remains to be done before we could be ready to submit a formal agreement to the

people. We believe our efforts to date have been fully consistent_ with the

wishes of our people that we explore a close political relationship with the

United States. Despite the clear mandate from our people in this regard,

however, we have been criticized in the Congre-ss of Micronesia and by certain

segments of opinion within the United Nations. I would like to say a few

words, about this criticism. !

"The people of the Marianas and its Political Status Commission fully

respect the right of the people of Micronesia collectively to pursue their own

future political status. We recognize the right of the Joint Committee to

explore political status alternatives for Micronesia as a whole. The two

members of the Joint Committee, who are also members of' the Marianas Political

Status Commission, continue to participate in the work of the Joint Committee.

While respecting the rights of the Joint Committee, the people of. the

Marianas cannot allow that Committee or the Congress of Micronesia to dictate

the terms of a future politica_ status for the Harianas which is contrary to

the freely-expressed wishes of its people. Therefore, we cannot accept the

nonbinding resolution of the Congress of Hicronesia (S.J.R. No, 38) which holds

that our Commission has noauthori.ty to seeka separate political status for

the Mar ianas. We agree that the Joint Committee is presently the on.ly organiza-

tion with authority to negotiate with the United States on the future political
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_status of Micronesia as a whole, but we respectfully do not agree that the

Joint Committee has the right to deny the freely-expressed wishes of any of

the Districts of Micronesia for a separate political status.

When the Joint Committee rejected close association with the United

.States as a future political status alternative for Micronesia, it threatened
{

to deny the right of our people to choose that alternative upon termination

iof the Trusteeship W# agree in principle with the sentiment of the recent

_Visiting Mission Report that the people of Micronesia must be given the option
I

'of choosing among different alternatives in deciding their future political
i

istatus. The mandate of the Marianas Political Status Commission is to give

'the people of the Marianas the option of close association with the United

iStates--an option which the Joint Committee apparently has foreclosed..

Despite our differences with the Joint Committee, we hope that _ts

negotiat!ons with the United.States will proceed rapidly toward a tentative

agreement. We believe all the citizens of Micronesia look forward to termina-

tio/nof the Trusteeship and the right to freely choose their future political

status, consistent with'the principles of self-determination. Our separate

negotiations with the United States are not inconsistent with the work of the

Joint Committee. Both of us look forward to termination of the Trusteeship.

The results of our efforts will enable the people to freely choose their

political fu.ture.

In its recent report, the Visiting Mission stated that the people of

Micronesia should have the right to explore the option of independence at the

same time they are exploring the option of free association. We do not under-

stand how the Visiting Mission can argue that the people of the Marianas

should be denied the right to e_plore the option of close political as.sociatior

with the United. States. With all respect to this body and its Visiting Missior

we bel.ieve that the Visiting Mission's recommendation to suspend the talks

between the Marianas Political Status Commission and the United States is

contrary to the principl'esof self-determination. Unless the people of the

Ma_ianas are presented with a fulIz develoDed alternative refTecting close
f_

association with the United States, they will be denied the_right to freely
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choose their political destiny.

The people of the Marianas have expressed their desire for close asso-

ciation with the United States for manyyears. In order to determine the

wishes of the people, a district-wide plebiscite was held in 1969. The

Marianas Political Status Commission is the vehicle to implement the expressec

wishes of the peoples concerned. We ask this body• to support the right of

our people to pursue their choice through the negotiations now under way
i .,k

between the Commission and the United States. We pray that you will not deny

us that right. Thank you.
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